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THE FINEST BATTERY SET YET PRODUCED!
THE NEW

COLUMBIA

Mains set

SUPERHET

performance

BATTERY

without

GRAND
Model No. 1006

an Electricity

Supply

15

GUINEAS

OR BY HIRE PURCHASE
One invention alone has lifted this sct above comparison with all portable battery
sets of the kind. Though you only see five valves, one of these valves, which is
of a special type, actually does the work of three! As a result, this new Columbia
Model has a performance finer than any battery set has ever had before. The
clarity and accuracy of its reproduction is equal in every way to that of an expensive
mains set. Its range is phenomonal, and every station is kept distinct.
The design of this new Model is not the result of some happy accident that effected
a small improvement. It is the fruit of years of experiment and accumulated knowlcdge. It is the triumphant achievement of some of the foremost radio engineers
of the day. It gives to those who have no electricity supply, or an electricity
supply that is unsuited to mains -reception, a quality of reproduction
they never expected to hear.

HEAR IT-Or write for lull particulars
to -day.

The more you know of this

Set the more positive you will be that
here, at last, is the instrument you have
been waiting for-the instrument you
want ! Hear the Columbia Battery Grand
at any Columbia Dealer's to -day, or write

for the descriptive leaflet, " Hearing is
Believing."

COUPON. Please send me particulars of the New Columbia
Superhet Battery Grand Model No. ioo6, without obligation.
To the Columbia Graphophone Co., Ltd.,
98-108 Clerkenwell Road London, E.C.r.
Name

1

Address ........

" MAGIC NOTES "
TRADE -MARK.

(Prices do not apply in I.F.S.)
P.W. 12 '5/34
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ROUND the WORLD of WIRELESS
A New Home Recorder
new high -power station at Droitwich, when Posts and Telegraphs may agree to its
WE were recently privileged to witness it is ready to go on the air. Every effort transmissions on the higher portion of the
a demonstration of a new home is to be made to complete it in time to medium -wave band. According to a

recorder which is shortly to be placed on exhibit it to the foreign delegates when Paris paper every attempt is to be made
the market by Ronnie Engineering, Crewd- they arrive in London in June next to take to secure authority to use 545 metres, which,
son Road, London, S.W.9. This recorder is part in the International Broadcasting if the statement is true, would seriously
the outcome of intensive experimental work Conference, which, amongst other matters,

jeopardize the positions of Beromiinster and

which has been carried out over a period is to deal drastically with the long -wave Budapest.
of about fifteen months, and, judging by the " muddle."

Proposed New Czech Stations

results obtained during the demonstration
at which we were present, it shows a definite
advance upon other recorders produced for
home use.

WITH a view to a further development
of the Czech broadcasting network,
(Portugal)
transmitter is now testing every other plans have been drawn up for the construcThe Ronnie Record Recorder, as it is night towards 22.00 B.S.T. on 476.9 tion of a new 30 -kilowatt transmitter to
called, comprises in the main a microphone metres. It is reported that the official work on 765 metres (392 kc/s) ; although
of the moving -coil type, supported on a opening will take place on May 28th.
the site is not yet definitely fixed, it is
floor stand, and a parallel -tracking, enerexpected that it will be installed in the
gized head. The volume control is obtained
neighbourhood of Banska Bystrica. It is

by varying the energizing current, and

there is a sensitivity control calibrated in
" feet." The latter gives a direct relationship between the correct position of the
control and the distance of the performer
from the microphone. The recording blank

is made of an aluminium alloy which

appears to be harder than the metal usually
adopted for this form of disc. The groove is

noticeably deep, and from inspection it
appears to

be as deep as that on a

Radio Lisboa to Open Shortly
THE 20 -kilowatt Lisbon

Read the
Special
Announcement

on Page 233

standard record.
During our visit to the Ronnie works we
saw several records made, and the subsequent reproduction revealed a remarkable Both French and German
freedom from surface noise ; tone was of
AS it is anticipated that the conversion
good quality. Built to be used with A.C.
of the Beromtinster (Switzerland)
mains, the Ronnie Record Recorder will transmitter
to a 100 kilowatter may
sell complete for recording and reproducing necessitate the
closing down of the station
at £52 10s.
during the month of August, the Sottens
B.B.C. Promenade Concerts, 1934
station will broadcast programmes in both
CCORDING to a B.B.C. announcement, French and German. Later, this transthe Promenade Concerts at Queen's mitter will also be re -equipped for higher
Hall will begin on Saturday, August 11th, power.
and will run for eight weeks, finishing on
Saturday, October 6th. This will be the Langenberg (Cologne) off the Air

fortieth summer season under the conductorship of Sir Henry Wood, and the
eighth under the auspices of the B.B.C.
Finnish Orchestra comes to London

ANOTHER German station to close down

temporarily is that of Langenberg,

also proposed to build a 100 -kilowatt
station at a spot some fifty to sixty miles
north-west of Bratislava, and later to
replace the Kosice transmitter by one of
much greater power.

Osram "K" Type Valves
ANEW series of valves for the battery

user is announced by the General
in appearance, the general form taking
on the appearance of the catkin type of
valve, although the glass envelope is
retained. As a matter of fact, the catkin
method of electrode assembly, etc., is
employed, with the exception of the cooled
anode, and this has led to a remarkable
reduction in overall dimensions. The S.G.
valve, for instance, is only just 4in. in
height and the widest part is the ebonite
valve base. The triode is under nin.
Electric Company. The valves are unusual

in

height, and of this total one half

is occupied by the valve base and valve
pins. The initial releases in this series

of the V.S.24/K which is a
variable -mu H.F. screen tetrode having a
2 -volt .15 amp. filament and is designed
to operate with 150 volts on the anode and
75 volts on the screen. The second type
consist

which is now being converted to a 100 kilowatter. The transmitter will cease working is known as H.L.2/K and has a 2 -volt
middle May and will remain silent .1 amp. filament, an impedance of 18,000
A VISIT to Great Britain will be paid towards
three to four weeks. The Cologne ohms, an amplification factor of 25, and
I -I by the Finnish National Orchestra for
rated for 150 volts maximum H.T.
under the direction of Georg Schneevoigt broadcasts during that period will be made is
The third is an !output pentode. No
in June, when a concert, given at the Queen's through the old 15 -kilowatt station.
release date has been announced for the
Hall on the fourth of that month, will be A New Lease for Eiffel Tower ?
S.G. and the pentode valve, but the H.L.
re -broadcast in the National programme.
AS innumerable pleas have been put is ready for immediate release, and readers
Royal Opening of Drolly/WI
forward by, French listenets for the should apply direct to the General Electric

IT is hoped that the King may perform retention of the Eiffel Tower broadcasts,
the opening ceremony of the B.B.C.'s there is a possibility that the Ministry of

Company at Magnet House, Kingsway,
W.C.2.
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the

WORLD of WIRELESS (continued)
New Interval Signal

Toulouse PTT.

THE first of France's high -power provincial transmitters is being built at

Muret, near Toulouse, and will be ready to
go on the air towards the end of the year.
The station will have a power of 120 kilowatts.

INTERESTING and TOPICAL
- PARAGRAPHS

cameos illustrating the historical side of
the Commonwealth. In collaboration with

ALTHOUGH of relatively low power,
broadcasts from the Geneva station
(Switzerland) can now be well heard on
748 metres (401 kilocycles). The station
can be easily recognised by the fact that
it opens and closes its tnknsmissions with
the morse letters R S R (
),
followed by a short excerpt from an old
Swiss melody, Charles Emanuel a Etrem-

the Colonies and Dominions overseas, the
B.B.C. hope to relay special entertainments
THE Italian Colony at Tripoli (North from each in turn. Provisional schedule
Africa) is now in possession of a short- includes Canada and Newfoundland (1935), bieres, played on a musical -box. RSR
wave transmitter installed at Mellaha, India and Ceylon (1936), the Irish Free stands for the initials of the Radio Suisse
Italy Relays from Tripoli

which permits the broadcast of special State (1937), New Zealand (1938) and South Romande, the Swiss organization controlling
programmes, via Rome, through all Italian and East Africa (1939). On these excep- the Lausanne and Geneva studios of which
stations. The power is 2 kilowatts, and the tional occasions the broadcasts will be the entertainments are radiated through

channel to be used is one between 16 and made available to listeners throughout the Sottens on 443.1 metres (677 kilocycles).
18 metres. A small local station has also British Empire.
New American Station
been opened at Tripoli for the
TELEVISION APPARATUS BEING DESPATCHED BY
vvNEw is the call -sign of
re -broadcast of news and sporting
AEROPLANE.
the latest transmitter to
results received from the Italian
go on the air in the United
capital. It is expected that the
States ; it is situated at CarlItalian studios will make a
stadt (New Jersey) with studios
regular feature of colonial conin Newark (N.J.) and New York.
certs in their programmes.
It operates on 240 metres (1,250
kc/s) with a power of 21 kiloQueen's Hall " Proms."
watts during the day, reduced
THE B.B.C. announces that an
to 1 kilowatt at night.
Proeight week season of
grammes will be broadcast from
" proms." will begin on Saturday,
early morning until midnight,
August 11th, and finish on
Eastern Standard Time.
Saturday, October 6th. This
will be the fortieth series under
Poland's New High -Po wer
the conductorship of Sir Henry

Wood, and the eighth season

Station

MOKRE, near Torun, has
been selected as the site

organized by the B.B.C.

A " Mike " on the Jungfrau
THE National Broadcasting

of the second high -power station
to be erected in Poland.
The
construction of this 100 -kilowatt

Company this year proposes to broadcast a running
commentary of an ascent of
the Jungfrau, one of the highest
mountains of Switzerland. The
Swiss broadcasting associations

will co-operate, and it is ex-

pected that this sensational stunt
will be transmitted through both
Beromiinster and Sottens.

transmitter has already been
A consignment of Cossor cathode-ray tubes and receivers being taken
aboard an Imperial Airways air liner at Croydon to fill a rush order
on the Continent.

Beromiinster, 100 Kilowatts

IT is reported from Berne (Switzerland)
that the Swiss Telegraphs Adminis-

tration has entrusted the work of increasing
the power of the Beromiinster transmitter
to the Marconi Company, Possibly during
reconstruction the station may close down

for approximately one month from the

middle of August. When completed, it will
reappear on the air as a 100 kilowatter.
Electric Tramways Interference
STUTTGART papers publish in all

seriousness a statement made by the

Chief Engineer of the Baden Baden Tram-

would

NB !NEE THIS !,
PROBLEM No. 86.
Davis built a three -stage L.F. amplifier

anode decoupling resistances, but was unable to
prevent the noise. What was wrong ? Three

books will be awarded for the first three
correct

gadgets for the elimination of interference

marked Problem No. 86 and must be posted

with broadcast programmes, a simple means

to reach here not later than the first post
Monday, May 14th, 1934.

Both cables and trolley were well greased,

the B.B.C. will re -transmit in the National

programme a radio entertainment presented

by the Australian Broadcasting Commission. It will open with the chimes of the
G.P.O. clock at Sydney, and will include
the new familiar Kookaburra call. The

programme will include three dramatic

the

exclusive

wave-

length and duties of the Poznan station,'
which, in its turn, would be dismantled
and transferred to Pinsk. Torun was ceded

to Poland by Germany in 1918 ;

it

roughly ninety-two miles from Danzig.

is

nightly testing on 476.9 metres, between

volume having to be kept very low to prevent
motor -boating. He increased decoupling components, and spent a lot of time in varying the
capacity of the anode by-pass condensers and

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street,
Strand, London, W.C.2. Envelopes must be

Listen to Australia
IN celebration of Empire Day (May 24th),

Genoa, it is anticipated that it

take on

mains he found that it was very unstable,

admitted that after trying a number of

obviated !

for a station in that

Radio -Lisboa Calling !

solutions opened.
Address your
attempts to The Editor, PRACTICAL WraxtESS,

and thus sparking in wet weather was

cycles

district is a channel shared with

employing resistance -capacity coupling for the

first part of the circuit and a push-pull stage
for the output. After connecting this to the

way System, in which he is said to have
was discovered by one of the workmen.

started, and it is expected that
the building may be completed
this year. As, however, the
Geneva allocation of 986 kilo-

SOLUTION TO PROBLEM No. 85:
Smith overlooked the fact that the larger super-

TT-TE new Lisbon transmitter is on the

air and you may hear it almost

22.00 and 23.00 B.S.T.

Village Players' Broadcast

ONE of the most interesting groups of
village players in the country is
that at Worthen, in Shropshire. It
was formed abo at ten years ago, and is
directed by the village schoolmaster,
W. N. L. Richardson, who selects and
produces the plays, which have included
the traditional mumming play, Twelfth

Night, The Little Plays of St. Francis,
Lord Dunsany's A Night at an Inn,

power valve would not only require a greater input

mimed ballads, and a play in the Chinese
theatre idiom. The Worthen players visit

his original valve would deliver more volume with

to give Midland Regional listeners some
genuine Shropshire character studies and

to deliver its maximum output, but it required a higher
H.T. Voltage and consumed more H.T. current. Hence

the small input and lower voltage.
The following three readers correctly solved Problem
No. 84 and books have accordingly been forwarded

to them

M. D. Armitage, 194, Boothferry Road, Goole, Yorkshire. C. R. Willis, 53, Salisbury Road, Everton,
Liverpool, 5. J. F. Shore, 1, Pallas Terrace, Eltham,
S.E.O.

the Birmingham studio on May 12th,
episodes drawn from three novels by Mary

Webb-" Armour Wherein he Trusted,".
" The Golden Arrow," and " Precious
Bane." Worthen is in the heart of the
Mary Webb country. The scenes are
arranged and adapted by Mr. Richardson.
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AMATEUR TRANSMISSION

This Article Explains the Principal Conditions Which Must be Fulfilled

in Order to Take Out a Transmitting Licence
By FRANK PRESTON
THE publication, on page 1174 of PRACTICAL WERELBES, dated March 17th,

1934, of details concerning the con-

nature of the proposed experiments and anyone who can prove that he has really
other circumstances warrant that course." discovered some new principle that might

It will be clear from this that it is useless prove of value to the science stands a very

struction of a simple single -valve trans- to apply for a licence merely because one good chance of being granted a licence. It

mitter for amateur use, has led to the wishes to talk, by wireless, to a fellow is essential, however, that in making
receipt of a large number of inquiries in enthusiast. On the other hand, if the application, the fullest possible particulars
respect of amateur transmitting generally. amateur has some definite line of experiment be given ; they, will be treated in the
Since there is apparently a good deal of in view, and if this is of a novel nature, he strictest confidence.
misunderstanding on the part of readers in will stand a good chance of securing the

Morse Qualifications

regard to the possibilities of amateur
transmission, it is felt that the matter
should be clarified.

Quite a few readers have asked
if the simple transmitter

briefly

which

The condition just dealt with is equally
applicable whether the applicant wishes to

t9

employ an " artificial " or " radiating "
aerial, but if the

latter is desired there
are many other conditions to fulfil. For

was

described

would be suitable for

use as a means of

example,
condition
number (5) reads :

communication with

"Each radiating

friends a few miles

station must be under
the charge of a person
who has satisfied the
Postmaster - General.
by examination or otherwise, that he
has attained : (a) An adequate knowledge of the adjustment and operation

away. This question
makes it quite evident

that the inquirers do
not

appreciate

the

fact that under no

circumstances must
a wireless transmit-

ting station be used
for private and personal purposes ; it is
a strict condition of

The above photograph shows a typical amateur transmitting station ; the
photograph was taken a few years ago, and this accounts for the use of
plug-in coils.

of the apparatus he wishes to work ;

(b) an operating speed of at least

twelve words (morse) a minute, sending
and receiving. This qualification is

necessary under international regulathe granting of a transmitting licence that necessary licence provided that he can
the station shall be used purely and simply comply with the other conditions. It is no tions, even when wireless telephony only is

'for bona fide experimental purposes.
The Licence Question

use trying to secure a licence simply because

to be used. The person in charge of the

it is desired to see how far signals can be station must be in a position to act upon
transmitted with a very limited power and instructions in the morse code issued by

on various wavelengths, but if the applicant Government and commercial stations. . . ."
There is no doubt that this particular
has some novel ideas for a special directional
aerial system, or if he wishes to experiment condition proves a greater stumbling block
with some means of making two trans- than any other to a multitude of would-be
missions on a single wavelength, or if he transmitters, chiefly because they will not
proves that he has made a new discovery in go to the trouble of learning the morse code.
respect of a method of television trans- Morse need present no very great difficulty,
provided that the learner can spend about
mission, then he would
1.5
probably find little
confines the " transmission " as far as difficulty in obtaining
possible to the walls of the house), it is the licence. In short,
absolutely essential to obtain a licence from
The Secretary, G.P.O., London, E.C.1. In
.0003 MFD.
PRESET
the first place the applicant should write to
the above address, asking for an application AERIAL
form for a transmitting licence. This will

This brings us to another point, because
it is apparently not clearly understood that
it is illegal to operate a transmitter of any
kind without first taking out an appropriate
licence. The ordinary broadcast licence
gives permission to the owner to receive
broadcast matter only. Before a transmitting equipment may be set up, even for
use with a non -radiating aerial (one which

shortly be received, accompanied by a

" Summary of Conditions of Issue," which
should be studied very carefully. It is un-

97.

I

necessary to repeat all those conditions

here, but it will be helpful to give abstracts
from the more important ones, along with
brief explanations.

r. +

.002 MFD.

EARTH

.0002
MFD.

Scientific Experiment Necessary

,

The first condition of great importance
is number (4), which reads : " Applicants
must satisfy the Postmaster -General that
they are qualified to conduct experiments

of scientific value or public utility. If
scientific research is intended they should
be certified as competent investigators by .a

Government Department or some recognized scientific body. Authority to use
wireless -sending apparatus, even with an
' artificial ' aerial (i.e., a practically non radiating aerial), can be granted only if the

A

0005

Htt

MFD.

C

GB.- Ikv

GB+
HT -

MICROPHONE

JACK

MICROPHONE
TRANSFORMER

A pictorial diagram of the specimen circuit shown on page 232.
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half an hour a day at regular practice-pre- the amateur wishes to carry out some bona licence besides the special transmitting
ferably in conjunction with a friend. Some fide and worth -while experiments. It might one.
kind of tapping key and buzzer will be re- be added that the licence fee for an " artiquired for practice purposes, but these can be ficial," aerial licence is 10s. per year A Simple Circuit
For the benefit of those readers who
bought cheaply from a number of firms which inclusive, and that for a " radiating "
propoie to go farther into the questitin of
specialize in Government surplus materials. 20s. per year, plus an initial licencing fee of amateur transmistion, a simple Circuit,
Various simplified methods of learning the 10s. If a normal broadcast receiver is to Which will prove very suitable for the
morse code have been described in previous be used for entertainment, in addition to the beginner is given on this page. It makes use
issues Of PRACTICAL WIRELESS.
experimental apparatus, it is necessary to of the popular Hartley circuit (with grid
The authorized power for amateur trans- take out the usual wireless receiving modulation), and is battery operated. For;
mitting stations is normally limited to 10
approximately, 170 metres, the coils L.1,
watts, but in special cases an increase will
L.2 and L.3 should consist of 15, 12 and
be allowed if considered desirable by the
,0001\--0- turns respectively of. 16 -gauge bare copper
Postmaster -General. When a ra- .0003pA11
H.F.0
+ wire on paxolin formers, 4in. in diameter.
.0005 PAM -002 MFD
diating aerial is employed the PRESET;
It is best to mount L.1 between the other

ir

following bands of wavelengths can
be used : 173.4 to 151.1 metres ; 42.7

to 41.24 metres ; 21.38 to 20.88 metres,
but when any special justification can be L3
shown the wavelengths of 10.7 to 10.02
metres and 5.35 to 5.005 metres will also

two, making L.2 and L.3 movable in

por I. 1

lap

e

respect to it.

0 00

No.

L2

The microphone (M) and
microphone transformer (M.T.) may be of

.002MFD

the types now sold for so-called home

broadcasting, and which were dealt with in
PRACTICAL WIRELESS dated December
23rd, 1933. When using a super -power valve
(of the indirectly -heated type), such 4S. the
Cosser 41 MXP with an H.T. voltage of 209,

10000

he allowed.

M.T.

Licence Fees

The foregoing remarks will give the

potential transmitter an idea of the conditions which must be fulfilled before he can
obtain a licence. At first sight they may appear rather formidable, but in practice they Theoretical circuit of the receiver described in this
article.
prove to be very reasonable, provided that

WISHING to fit a delaying device, but

not wanting to interfere with the

loading of the mains transfoimer by introducing a relay on the H.T. supply or insert.
ing a thermal device on the heater windings
both being in circuit continuously whilst

the set is working, I made a mechanical

MECHANICAL
DELAYING DEVICE
A

111.0.M0.=111.041=1.41111111.011010111111411.0.101Mbil110.01

a G.B. battery (G.B.) of 24 volts, and a

4 -volt accumulator, the power dissipation
will be about 4 watts, this being sufficient

for the initial experiments. It would, of
course, be an easy matter to modify the
suggested circuit for all -mains operation.

free to revolve on the spindle. From the
centre of the spring count- about eight or
nine turns, and snap. off. 4Seften the end
in a flame and bend -round a tin. screw,

for securing the end of the spring to the
large wheel and also to hold the ebonite
arm D.

The Contacts

A-in off position blade B in clip C, fork
arm D-in backward position, spring being
at rest. On sharply turning knob A to ON,

Across the frame a piece of tin. ebonite

is fixed, for holding contacts E, and by
drilling two tin. holes about lin. deep

blade B makes contact across E, thus closing

the cups are formed. A small hole is drilled

the circuit to the transformer, the contacts
holding the arm in position.

This operation has charged the spring
hich slowly brings over fork arm D into
TO SET

TO HEATERS

The centre of the spring is securely

fixed to the spindle by a brass collar, as
shown at F. A 'piece of- wire, bent to the
shape of an inverted u is fixed to arm D
by sealing -wax to form the bridge across
the mercury cups.

device from an old alarm clock, using five
of the wheels and, mainspring, three.contacts from an old change -over switch and small brass coupling pieces.
Method of Operation
Operation takes place as follows : Knob

SL

FIT

A general view of the switch.

TO

BAOT BBCUT

4 SCREW

[

SAWCJJT AND
SPRING SOLDERED.

F
Wiring for the switch.

the mercury cups and closes the circuit
between the eliminator and the set; by
this time the spring has come to rest again.

mutt:to/Con
Method of re -mounting the spring.

A plan view of the switch.

When switching off, the operation is
reversed, blade B is turned over and held

by clip C, the fork arm returns to back
position, and the spring comes to rest.

The train of wheels may be varied to alter
the speed of the fork arm, the more wheels
there are in the train the slower the speed.
After procuring an alarm clock and stripping it, retain the frame, mainspring,
spring spindle and wheel, and also four of
the other successive wheels.
Modifying the Spring

Remove the pawl from the small ratchet

wheel and make the large wheel quite

TELEVISION -THE NEXT MOVE
In the House of Commons last week
the Postmaster -General, Sir Kingsley
; Wood, stated that a committee is to be
set up to consider Television as a

public service. He said the committee
would be asked to consider the
; development of Television, and to

advise on the conditions under which
a. public service could be provided.

in the bottom of each cup and a small
screw inserted for connections. The extension spindle and coupling consists of a

flanged wheel with part of the flange cut'
away, the remaining portion being drilledl,
and the ebonite strip is' bolted on ;

to this strip blade B is fixed. Twenty!
to thirty seconds delay can be obtained,1
and still more if a small fan is fitted to
one of the revolving spindles. The switch -1

in; device above described might appear
to be somewhat complicated, but it forms

a very reliable unit, whilst providing some!
interesting work for the mechanically II

inclined amateur-G.
ter).

HoDosoN (Lancas-1-
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THE NEW WEEKLY

FOR EVERY MOTORIST

to cfruf
PACKED WITH INFORMATION

PREPARED BY EXPERTS
PRACTICAL MOTORIST is
paper for the modern motorist.

the

It
explains in an interesting and easily understood manner how to get the best out of your
car ; how to run it economically ; how to get
that extra touch of speed; those extra miles
per gallon; how to trace squeaks and rattlesm fact, how to enjoy economical, efficient
and trouble -free motoring.

PRACTICAL MOTORIST will

keep you guided on the latest news,
legislation, and technical information relating

to new cars. Its Free Advice Bureau will
help you out of your difficulties and its legal
section will advise you on all matters relating

LAVISHLY
ILLUSTRATED

to technical offences.

Travel -tempting illus-

trations, enjoyable articles on touring, and
informative diagrams make Practical Motorist

a paper which will be eagerly read by every
owner -driver.

PHOTOGRAPHS

& DIAGRAMS

On sale at all Newsagents and Bookstalls, or by post 41d. from

George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,
London, W.C.2.

RACTICAL
MOTORIST
Geo. Newnes, Ltd.
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THE P IMA MAINS T

EE

I)

How to Connect Up and Use this Simple All -Mains Three -Valve Receiver.
IT has already been explained
under normal conditions by operating the
that this simple receiver is
main tuning knob alone, but it will be
designed to operate in conjuncfound worth while in every ease to try
tion with a special mains unit.
slight alterations in the position Of the
This unit may be seen on the
concentric trimmer in order to bring signal
centre pages of last week's issue,
strength up to its maximum.

ff-Th

and there should be, no difficulty
in making the necessary connec-

Using a Pick-up

When the set is to be used for gramo-

tions between mains, unit, and

phone record reproduction along
with a pick-up, it is only necessary to join the latter to the two

receiver. On top of the unit will
be seen five sockets, two black and

three red. At the right of these

terminals which are appropriately marked and to insert plug
G.B.-1 into the 11- or 3 -volt

is a simple on -off switch, and pro-

jecting from the casing near the

switch are two leads coloured red

socket on the G.B. battery.

and black. These are fitted at
on the receiver marked L.T.A.C.

They may be joined to the two

terminals in any order, there A rear view of The Prima
being no necessity to preserve
Mains Three.

To

prevent " break through " of
radio programmes the tuning condenser
should be set to zero or, better still, the
aerial should be disconnected. If the
pick-up is of a type which is not fitted
with a built-in volume control it might be

their ends with ordinary spade
tags, and they are intended for
connection to the two terminals

\t t

desirable to insert a suitable potentiometer

between it and the set ; the most suitable
polarity in view of the fact that
P resistance value depends entirely upon the
the supply at this point is of an
increasing reaction (turning the knob pick-up, but particulars will be found on
alternating nature. In the article given last clockwise) or by turning the volume-eontrol
week you were instructed to attach four knob to the left. After a little experience the maker's instruction sheet. In many
leads to the H.T. terminals, and fit wander it will be found tbat optimum results can instances, where long connecting leads are
plugs to these. The markings on the be obtained by using these two controls in used between the pick-up and the set,
terminals will assist you in inserting the conjunction with each other. For example, there might be a trace of L.F. instability
unless the leads are screened, the screening
plugs in the correct sockets. On page 214
selectivity is increased by turning down being earth -connected.
last week the plugs attached to these leads if
the
volume
control-in
other
words,
inwere marked with the words " Screen," creasing the grid -bias voltage to the first
In view of the fact that the detector
Detector," and " Power," and these words valve-volume can be brought back to its valve is of the Catkin type there will be no
are marked on the red sockets on the unit. previous
and tuning still further objection to mounting the receiver in a
Actual connection is, therefore, extremely sharpenedlevel
by turning the reaction knob a cabinet together with the loud -speaker,
simple and will occasion no difficulty.
to the right.
no trouble from microphony thereby
After the mains unit has been wired up little
All the principal stations can be received arising.
it only remains to connect the aerial, earth,
and loud -speaker leads and to switch on.
Before doing so, however, make sure that

TUNED7GRID COIL TWIN GANG TUNING COND'R.. AERIAL COIL

the G.B.-2 plug is inserted into the ap-

propriate G.B. socket. No particular loudspeaker is specified, but any good moving -

coil unit will be found to give excellent

results. If a new speaker is to be bought,

it should be provided with an input transformer of the multi -ratio or pentode type,

so that correct matching can be secured
between it and the last valve.
Simple Operation

The operation of the Prima is simplicity
itself, and presents no difficulties whatever.

There are only three important control

knobs, these being on the tuning condenser,
reaction condenser, and volume -control
potentiometer respectively. Before attempting to tune in a station, set both wave -

change switches to the same wavelength
range ; clockwise rotation brings in the
medium -wave band and anti -clockwise
the long waves. For preliminary tests the
volume -control knob (on the left) should
be turned to its full -on position and the

reaction condenser (left-hand knob) should

be turned right off. After that it is only
necessary to rotate the main tuning knob
until signals are received. When a station
has been tuned in, signal strength can be

increased by adjustment of the smaller

knob, which is fitted to the tuning condenser

and is concentric with the knob that drives
the scale.
Selectivity Control

H.F. VALVE.

It will probably be found at first that

OUTPUT

This can easily be remedvd either by

VALVE.

there is apparently insufficient selectivity.

DETECTOR
VALVE.

Out artist's impression of this simple
receiver.
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ELECTRON -COUPLED OSCILLATORS
FOR WAVEMETERS
A Practical Article Dealing with the Construction of an Interesting Type of
Wavemeter.
By K. E. BRIAN JAY
IN a recent article dealing with dynatron
oscillators mention was made of their
suitability for heterodyne wavemeter
use any stable oscillator can be used for a
heterodyne wavemeter, but the dynatron
has the particular advantage that its calibration is less upset by changes in H.T.

objected that the condenser C6 represents densers CI and C5 can be 1 mfd. on any
capacitative coupling, but this is required wave, although they may not be essential.
to confine the plate voltage to the oscillator, C7 is a .0003 mfd. grid condenser and R1 a
control the amount of power supplied to the

100,000 ohm grid leak ; R2 is a 50,000 ohm

external circuit, and minimize the effect resistance, or an H.F. choke may be used
of unavoidable imperfections in the layout. here. For wavemeters the condenser C6
is very small (since comparatively little
voltages than most oscillators. Unforpower has to be supplied) and it can be
tunately it shares with all the usual oscilC6
made by laying two 2in. lengths of 16 s.w.g.

lator circuits the disadvantage that its

2

calibration is seriously disturbed if a circuit
is coupled to it either inductively, capacitativelyo or conductively, so that one has to

rely on the radiation from the coil to pro-

duce a signal by which to take a reading on a
receiver.

Consequently, the wavemeter must be

be used on the ordinary broadcast wave-

lengths the condenser C1 may be .0005 mfd.,

to be affected by neighbouring metallic
objects, instruments, ete., and +TAP + MAX.
range of the meter will
be very much stronger
than the harmonics,
which are used for the
shorter waves in order
to avoid having several

with a piece of insulating sleeving, and
connecting one wire to the plate and the
other to a terminal T on, but insulated
from, the metal panel. The condenser
may with advantage be screened by a piece
of metal sleeving. If the instrument is to

unscreened, with the result, that it is likely
furthermore the signal picked up
on the fundamental wavelength

bare wire side -by -side, insulating them each

with a standard dual -range coil for L1 and
L2 in the second circuit. On short waves,
if Fig. 1 is used, L1 can consist of fifteen

H.T.

turns on a 2in. former,
tapped a quarter of the

C

way

condenser

ranges on the second
harmonic of 22.5 to 50
metres, 15 to 33.3 on
the third, and 11.25 to

the so-called electron -coupled
oscillator, devised by the
American, J. B. Dow. The

25 on the fourth.
R,

Using the Wavemeter
The wavemeter should be built in a screen.

oscillator part of this arrangement is coupled to the external
the pentagrid converter, recently introduced for superheterodynes. The working
of the circuit can better be explained with

EARTH

HEATER SUPPLY

ing box of aluminium at least tin. thick,

although metallized wood would probably
Fig. 1.-Theoretical and pictorial diagrams of do. Only a very reliable, rigid variable
condenser should be used for C1, with a good
an electron -coupled oscillator.

slow motion dial, and the coil must be

wound very firmly on ebonite or Keramot
Practical Details
Although the only circuit so far discussed if the last ounce of accuracy is desired. In

the aid of Fig. 1, which shows a practical
arrangement using a mains screen -grid is the Hartley, any other arrangement can
valve. The cathode, control grid, and be adapted, including the usual reaction
screen grid are used as the three electrodes coil method, as shown in Fig. 2. The
of a triode opbrating in the Hartley circuit. circuit looks rather odd, but it works and
The plate of the valve is coupled to this enables one to test out with the coils most
circuit by the electron stream in the valve likely to be at hand. Most component
and to the external circuit through the values are the same in both circuits, but
small condenser C6. In order to minimize depend to some extent on the wavelength
the effect of this circuit on the cathode to band to be covered. If the oscillator is to
screen -grid electron stream the screen -grid be used on ordinary broadcast waves, the
must be at earth potential in respect of by-pass condensers C2 and C3 should be
H.F. voltages. This is done by connecting 1 mfd. non -inductive instruments, but on
the screen to earth through the mica by-pass short waves .01 mfd. mica condensers are
condenser C2. The result of this is that the more suitable. The heater by-pass con-

other two points on the tuned circuit,
viz., grid and cathode, must both be at
H.F. potential above earth. When indirectly -heated valves are used this is

use the meter is placed near the receiver
and tuned until a signal is picked up from
it. If the pick-up is insufficient, a few

inches of stiff wire connected to T will form
an aerial that will give loud enough signals
even on high harmonics. The stability of

the oscillator is clearly demonstrated by
touching T, when the wavelength will be
found to change so little that the beat note

heard in the receiver hardly alters, and

the harmonics are all remarkably loud, the
second being little, if any, weaker than the
fundamental.
(Continued overkan
To Ci &EARTH

cc,

unimportant because the cathode is well
insulated from the heater circuit, but the
position is different when using directly heated valves. We have then a Hartley
oscillator formed by the cathode and two

To

CATHODE

grids of a screen -grid valve, whose stability
is ensured by careful choice of components

To
r, C7

and adjustment of the screen voltage,

coupled to external circuits solely by means

of the electron stream inside the valve
between cathode and anode. It may be

cover

metres, with harmonic

avoids these defects is

valve, on the same principle as that of

will

from about 45 to 106

Overcoming Oseillatoy
Defects
An arrangement which

by an electron stream in a

the

tap ; such a coil when
tuned with a .0002 mfd.

coils.

circuits (receiver, etc.) solely

along from

end B for the cathode

Fig. 2.-Details of the coil for a special
reaction circuit.

ALTERNATIVE COIL

CONNECTIONS (SEE 51d2)
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Owing to the high H.F. potential of the
filament the circuit is not easily adapted to
battery -heated valves but a workable
arrangement is shown in Fig. 3. The grid
part L1 of the tuning coil is wound in the
usual way but the plate part L2 has inter wound with it a second coil

There are, in fact, quite a large
number of experimental uses to which
such a unit may be put, and it is only

necessary to bear in mind that thr

unit is generating oscillations all the
time, and it will thus be seen that it

ti
H.T.

provides endless scope for experiment.

which forms

one filament lead, the other connection
being made through L2. Otherwise, the

LT

circuit values are the same as in the previous
figures. A coil for the 45 to 100 -metre band
requires twelve turns for L1 and three turns

HT -I -UN))

each for L2 and I4, wound with twenty-

HT-FUlAX..)

two enamelled or d.c.c. wire on a 2in.

former. With from 20 to 25 volts on the
screen grid of a 2 -volt valve and 60 volts on

the plate this gives strong harinonics down
to 15 metres, and takes only from .25 to .4
m/A. total H.T. current, depending on the
valve used. Even mains valves only take
a total current of under a milliampere with

SG.

the same H.T. voltages-yet another point

Utrl'il
.
\

of superiority over the dynatron. The
electron -coupled oscillator cannot, however,

111

N'

LT.+

be used in the same way for comparing

'taill.1117.11Wil IVII

,--1

i

coils, etc.

The uses of electron -coupled oscillators
are by no means confined to wavemeters ;
they can be made to deliver quite a lot of

power and so employed as master oscillators in transmitters. The circuit can

LE- E. EARTH

also be adapted for use as an oscillator in a
sjperhet -and as a reacting detector,
especially on short waves.

Fig. 3.-How the scheme may be employed in
conjunction with a battery -heated valve.

using two moving -coil units on a

common baffle is becoming more

general, and examination of one of these
combinations will generally reveal one large
speaker and one smaller one, each arranged

to cover the lower and higher parts of the
register respectively. We have not all
got access to a selection of moving -coil

make itself heard. Try the leads from each

EXPERIMENTS WITH

AT the present time the practice of
I

DUAL SPEAKERS

I

Practical Details of a -Method of
Improving Reproduction by Using
Two Speakers.

unit in both series and in parallel to see
which method gives the better results. If
the units are both of the same make the
sensitivity may be similar, but if they are
of different makes it may be found that one
is more sensitive and so " drowns " the effect

By G. W. DAVEY.

of the other one.

If this is the case a

speakers from which to pick two to arrange

Mounting the Units

variable resistance (about 25,000 to 50,000
ohms) may be connected across the more

units are cheap and an astonishing amount
can be done with them. It will be realized,
of course, that we cannot merely take two
speakers, connect them together and hope
for the best. Each one must be adjusted
for its own particular portion of the register,

units must next be devised, and this is best

Adjusting the Frequency Response

as a dual -unit speaker, but moving -iron

J

Some method of mounting the speaker sensitive one.

It may be found that the reproduction
left to each reader's own particular case
and ingenuity. Suffice it to say that the is not all that can be desired, and if this is

mounting must be rigid and of sufficiently the case, some further adjustments may be
thick wood to prevent vibration. The units necessary. The most likely thing is that
being mounted, they must next each be the top register of the " bass " unit and the
and it is purposed to give a few hints on how affixed to their respective cones. Screw lower register of the " high " unit come
this may be arranged.
the apex of the larger cone just so far around the same point, so causing a resonIt is assumed that the reader has had down the reed of the unit that the cone ance about the middle of the register. I
experience of making cone diaphragms and is neither tightly pushed forward nor this is the case, it is quite easy to cut off
fitting up a simple cone speaker or, failing pulled back, but is free to move as required. either high or low notes. To reduce the
this, that he can turn up previous articles The smaller cone should be allowed to rest high -note response a condenser of .002 mfd.
on this subject. The first requirement will lightly against the felt glued around the up to .1 mfd. may be connected across the
be a fairly large oblong or square baffle back of the smaller hole. Make sure all terminals of the particular unit to, be so
board about tin. thick (5 -ply is excellent). screws in the cone -fixing and the mounting treated, and, of course, the higher the
In this must be cut a hole 12in. in diameter are well driven home so that all is rigid, capacity of the condenser, the more the
with, above or beside it, and about otherwise a distressing rattle will soon high notes will be by-passed.
Should the reader have on hand several
2in. away, another one 5in. diameter. The
next operation is the making of the respec- THAMES PILOT SERVICE BROADCAST. loud -speakers from which he can select two,
ON May 23rd a relay and descriptive having good high and low -note responses
tive cones. They may be made from
commentary of one of the most respectively, he can connect them up
cartridge paper, good stiff brown paper or
thick quality " Kraft " paper or thin important branches of the British Pilot together and, with a little experimenting
cardboard, but oiled paper such as is used Service will be heard by London Regional as described, make up a composite speaker
The microphone will be in- giving better results than one of the
for stencil and lamp -shade making, is listeners.
particularly to be recommended. This is stalled at Gravesend Pilot Station, Royal speakers alone. Much in this connection
stiff yet light, and impervious to damp and Terrace Pier, to enable three pilots to can be done where one has a " boomy "
temperature changes. The larger cone to recall some of their thrilling experiences moving -coil speaker (particularly such as
be made should have a diameter at the at sea. Their talks will be followed by the were popular a few years back), for, using
mouth of 1 lin., and the smaller one of 6in., assembly of pilots at The Pier Head, a simple cone unit or even an old horn loudboth being 5in. deep. The larger cone must preparatory to taking their ships through speaker together with it, an astonishingly
now be attached to the baffle behind the the mouth of the River Thames and out realistic result can be obtained. Finally,
larger hole by means of- a suspension of to sea. A background of river noises will as a word to those thinking of trying out
chamois leather, oiled silk, very thin rubber, add to the realism of this broadcast which the experiments mentioned, it might be
or similar materials. Around the edge of has been arranged with the co-operation added that, for real bass notes, a large flat
the smaller hole glue, at the back, a strip of the London Trinity House Channel or " non -boom " box -baffle is essential,
las also is a good power output.
Pilots Committee.
of felt lin. wide.

rar
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DEVELOPMENTS IN THE LAST DECADE (2)
An Article of Interest Both to Those Whose Wireless Experience Goes Back to the Early Days
of Broadcasting, as Well as to Newcomers to Radio.
one we know to -day, in general appearance tive and the third to the filament) a much
higher degree of low -frequency amPlifica" Primax " patent which was taken it was not unlike the very early " V.24."
tion could be obtained from a single valve
out by a French research worker. Further Changes in Coil Design
than had ever before been possible. The
This patent was in respect to a hornless loudAfter
a
very
short
space
of
time
the
S.G.
in
speaker
valve
had
been
brought
to
an
amazing
Hearer
which the sound state of efficiency, and was capable of
was distributed
Cathode by means of a amplifying signals to a hundred times their
intensity. This was naturally a
large diaphragm original
very welcome improvement, but it intromade
of
pleated
Grid
certain complications in tuning -coil
paper. (A sketch duced
design because, with the highly -efficient
of
A
"
Primax
"
Rhode
then in use, it was a difficult matter
speaker was tuners
obtain complete stability whilst retaining
Fig. 5. - given last week.) to
Showing The new type of the full amplification of the valve, As a
the con- speaker was result, the tuners had to be made rather
struct i o n found to be far less efficient by winding them with finer
AW A RM welcome was extended to the

of the elec- more
trodes in tory

an in small
directly - speaker,

horn
and
heated gave much
valve.

wire on smaller diameter formers and

satisfacthem still more closely. This
than the screening
was a blessing in disguise for it made

possible an appreciable reduction in the
size of the complete receiver and enabled

better response

Fig. 11.-A permanent -magnet

to the low notes;

it was the forerunner of the " cone "

speaker which later entirely ousted the
horn for home reproduction.

first pentodes had the rather serious disadvantage of consuming a considerable
amount of high-tension current, and were.
therefore unsuitable for use with ordinary

The S.G. Valve

After the general adoption of dull
emitters, baseboard construction, the
cone speaker, and dual -range coils,

batteries, but this difficulty was eventually
overcome and the consumption reduced to
the same level as that of ordinary small -

there were not many more drastic

power valves.
All -mains Receivers
Up to about 1924 the high-tension supply

changes in design until about 1928 or

1929, when the screened -grid valve first

Excellent results had
been obtained from the neutralized
three -electrode valve, but the difficulties associated with it were fairly

made its bow.

great.

moving -coil

speaker.

Fig.7.-An early type of L.F.

transformer known as the
" hedgehog," due to its shape.

And it was found that the effective

had been obtained principally from dry

batteries, although high-tension accumulators and wet Leclanche batteries had

gained a certain hold due to their lower

running costs. But in the latter year
definite and successful attempts were made

valve capacity could be reduced to very
small limits by inserting an electrostatic
screen between the grid and anode, and
that in consequence the necessity for
neutralizing need exist no longer. The
screen -grid valve would give as much,

to obtain high-tension supply from the
lighting mains. Eliminators were made in
increasing numbers and later models were

so designed that the accumulator could

also be charged through them. Later, still
further modifications were made so that a
supply of low-tension current and grid bias

or possibly more, amplification than would

the neutralized triode, and by far simpler
means, and it therefore achieved almost
instantaneous success. When first made

could also be obtained from the same
eliminator. But this was only a prelude

the S.G. valve was vastly different from the

to the design of all -mains receivers of the
typo using special indirectly -heated valves
whose low-tension supply could consist of
alternating current obtained directly from
a

mains

step-down

transformer.

The'

Fig. 8.-Another early type of L.F. trans f ormer.

the wiring to be kept much shorter.

It also

produced a further increase in selectivity
because it prevented the coils themselves
from picking up signals from near -by
transmitters.
The First Pentodes

At about the same time as the four -

electrode

(screen -grid)

high -frequency

amplifier came into use, another highly important development occurred in respect
to low -frequency amplification. I refer

to the pentode. It was found that by

employing three grids (of which one served
Fig. 9.-A well-known transformer of modern the usual purpose of controlling the electron
flow, another was connected to H.T. posidesign ; the Ferranti.
i

Fig. 10.-One of the first L.F. transformers of
the shrouded type.

'
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form of construction of the
indirectly -heated valve is shown in Fig. 6,
from which it will be seen that the filament
(or more correctly, heater) is used only to
heat up the porcelain tube which is coated

to tune

electron stream, and not the filament itself,
as is the case with battery valves. Besides
being much snore convenient when a mains
supply is available, the indirectly -heated
valves are also appreciably more efficient

by some of the methods, but the very fact
of achieving selectivity militated against
the quality of reproduction by " cutting "
the high notes.

general

accurately within the limits be provided by the use of 'special gang
imposed.
condensers. From this time until the
All those dodges you know so well, such as present,
the
super -heterodyne
and

shottening the aerial, tapping the tuning
coils, using a series aerial condenser, sharp-

with an oxide of some " rare earth" in ening the degree of reaction and so on,
the same way as was the filament of the were tried, but none of them was really
early dull emitters. It is the porcelain effective. It is true that a sufficiently high
tube, called the cathode, that emits the degree of selectivity could be obtained

than those of the battery type.

MaY' 12th, " 1934

straight 2 S.G." typeS .of receiver have
been struggling for pride of" .place, and

These things led to the evolution of a new

tuning system known as band-pass. This
name was given because the tuning circuits
were so designed that, although they
Moving Coils
extremely selective, they would pass
Even before the time when the mains were
band of frequencies, generally 9 kilowere used for power supply, moving -coil acycles
wide. In other words, selectivity
speakers had been employed, but the high
obtained without the introduction of
cost of supplying their field current had was
prohibited their general use. But when high -note loss. In this series of articles
mains -operated receivers became popular I have carefully refrained frOm technithe moving coil came into greater use than calities, so I will not enter into the theory
ever before. This type of speaker was of band-pass here, but will leave the
after having explained the practical
capable of much better " quality " than subject
previous ones, provided that it was supplied points involved.
with a -large input of signal energy, and
Fig. 14.-An L.F. coupling unit, which corn=
was at the same time capable of handling
prises a transformer, coupling condenser, and
much larger volumes of sound without
feed resistances.
becoming overloaded ; it was therefore
ideal for use with the comparatively power-

it now appears that the superhet will be
the victor.
And now, having traced the paths of

ful mains receiver.

I scarcely need- add
that from that time the moving coil has

to be recognized as the par
excellence in the loud -speaker field. For
a while the only types available were those
come

progress since about 1923, we come to the'
year 1932. Despite former pessimism and
rumours that ,radio developments had

which required the application of some
external voltage (mains or battery) for

reached a stage of finality, 1932 marked
the advent of many innovations in design
and principles. Probably the most im-

energizing the magnet system, but eventu-

ally the permanent magnet type which
is so popular at the present time was

portant of these was the introduction to
the general public of the variable -mu
screen -grid valve. This was a modified
form of the previous screen -grid valve,
over which it showed several notable
advantages. The first of these was that
the new valve could accept a larger input

evolved.

Band-pass Tuning

By about 1930 the selectivity question

had become more vital than ever. Stations

both in this country and on the Continent
were increasing in number by leaps and
bounds, whilst they were using more and
more power. Something had to be done
to avoid ponfusion, and representatives of
the various European broadcasting organi-

of signal current without overloading and
without producing that peculiar inter-

ference effect known as " cross modulation."

The latter was caused by the ordinary

screen -grid valve when a powerful signal
was applied to it, and was due to the valve

zations met and decided that a wave-

acting partly as an amplifier and partly

length, or frequency, separation scheme
must be set on foot Thus it was arranged

as a detector. Another important advan-

tage of the V.M. valve is that it can be

that all the more powerful stations must be

separated in frequency by no less than

13.-The

Varley Nicore L.F. trans9 kilocycles. But even this did not put an former which has a high -permeability core of
end to the difficulties of reception, because
nickel alloy.
Fig.

very few sets were sufficiently selective

employed as a

perfectly distortionless,

pre -detector volume control by varying
its grid -bias voltage. Due to the- latter

fact it is possible to devise a circuit arrange-

ment of such a nature that automatic

Re-enter the Superhet
volume control is provided and with which
Between the time of the introduction of the- volume from every station, near or
band-pass tuning and 1932 there are not distant, is substantially the same. This is
very many important developments to achieved by so designing the circuit that
relate. Changes were made, but they were the grid bias to the V.M. valves is increased
principally in relation to minor points in as the intensity of the received signal
design and to the perfection of previous increases the higher bias voltage reduces
improvements. Before passing on to the the amplification of the V.M. valves, and
events of more recent occurrence, however, this effect counteracts that of the more
we must mark the renewed interest in the powerful signal. It can be seen that with
super -heterodyne which was aroused during

an arrangement of this kind the most

The increasing demand for selec- annoying factor in long-distance reception,
tivity was chiefly responsible for the fading, can be overcome to a very great
Just as screen -grid valves
popularity of the superhet at this time, extent.
and consequent upon improvements in entirely displaced their earlier three various' other directions it was found to be electrode brethren, so is the variable -mu
possible to make a set of the latter type rendering obsolete its screen -grid counterwhich was capable of giving a quality of part, and it might be only a short time before
reproduction in keeping with that to be the ordinary S.G. valve is a thing of the
1931.

Fig. I2.-A

typical mains transformer
sound construction.

of

obtained from a straight set. Moreover past.
the super -heterodyne could now be made
Besides ushering in the V.M. valve,
to cover both long- and short-wave tuning 1932 saw the improvement in design
ranges, whilst " single -knob " tuning could of nearly all our receiver components.
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MAINS ENERGISED MOVING COIL LOUD SPEAKER

COSSOR

SINGLE -KNOB TUNING

ILLUMINATED

DIAL

All -Electric

SUPERMET

VISIBLE WAVE CHANGE

MAINS AERIAL DEVICE

Model 63S

Fitted with no less than six valves, (including

SPECIFICATION:
Receiver as illustrated, complete with six
Cossor Valves, viz.: MVSJPEN (Met.) Detector,

41 MP. Oscillator. MVS/PEN (Met.) I.F.

Amplifier Second Detector, MP/PEN Pentode
Output and 442 EU Rectifier Valves. Latest

type Mains Energised Moving Coil Loud,peaket.

Illuminated single -dial tuning, cali-

brated in wavelengths (2001570 and 1,000'2,000
metres), visible wave -change, combined volume

control and on off switch. Tone control.
Handsome
alnutfinished cabinet 13' high.
18" wide I11' deep, complete with pick-up

plug and socket. Mains aerial. Sockets for
using additional Loudspeaker. For A .C. Mains

rectifier), this Cossor Super -Het is capable of a
really remarkable performance. A special feature
-unique in a Set so moderately priced-is the use
of a separate Oscillator valve which results in the
virtual elimination of those background noises

which are so troublesome in most super-hets.
Another special feature of this fine Receiver is its
superlative reproduction, an energised moving coil
speaker, in conjunction with a specially matched
output stage giving vivid, true-to-life tone.
Your dealer will be glad to let you hear this power-

yrily, 2001250 volts (adjustable), 40/100 cycles.

ful Set-or send the coupon for full particulars.

PRICE

FREE1-16 page Set Catalogue

£14.14.o
Wire

Purchase Terms: 3216 deposit and
a, i monthly paymetas of 26/6.

Prices do not apply in I.F.S.

To A. C. COSSOR LTD., Melody Dept.,
Highbury Grove, London, N.S.
Please send me a copy of your 16 -page

photogravure catalogue of Cossot
Receivers (8.20.)
Name

... . ......

...

Address

Send at once for this interesting fully illustrated 16 -page list
which, in addition to the model described above gives full

details of Cossor Kits and Receivers-both Battery and
All-Electric-at prices ranging from £5 7s. 6d. upwards.

SEND THE COUPON NOW.

Frac. W, 12/2/34

B.20

4915
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Autoparafeed
L.P. Trans/caner

List No. DY45.

619
S FO

45

PM

AUTOPARAFEED

MOVING COIL
Chassis suitable
for all usual out-

Autoparafeed is the leading transformer in
ever 75% of modern sets. Its patented

put stages.

s3 stem of coupling and construction ensures

e-reatest amplification possible
without distortion. It is the transformer

451 -

that transforms the quality of reproduction
from mediocre to excellent. Autoparafeed
has an inductance of 84 henries, and
gives a reception of from 25 to 8,000 cycles

extension type with-

out transformer

as certified by the National Physical
Laboratory-- get the Parafeed Brochure

39/6

on Parallel Feed amplification-post free.
Advertisement of Radio Intrume-nts Ltd., Croydon.

What's the use of having a set that brings
in all Europe if you fail to get first-class

The Aristocrat of Mains' Units.
Exclusively specified for the

reproduction.
After all it is what you hear that matters and it
is your loud -speaker that enables you to hear..

Prima Mains Three"

Blue Spot Speakers will give you BETTER

reproduction. Your dealer will be glad to demonstrate. You will find that, with all his experience

The ' 3IPR ' A.C./4

to make him critical, he can find nothing but
praise for Blue Spot.
Write for Catalogue No. PR12.

The amateur. can now build an

62 P

Cabinet model in walnut or
M mahogany with 95 PM movement.

Extension type without transformer

model. supplies not only ample 1LT. current,
but also L.T. supply for valve
filaments:

up-to-date A.C. Receiver without
the slightest risk of failure.
The. A.C./4 Is fitted with safety

Luse and mains switch.

Even if you do not intend building the "Prima Stains Three " it
will pay you to write for full par
titulars of other motels, prices
from 21/, which will enable you
to run your present set off tZ.O

6716

mains at less than 2/- per year.

MAINS' POWER

62/.

RADIO, LTD.,
Eastern

A.C./4. Price 55/- or 711 monthly.

Road,

ROM FORD, ESSEX.
Romford 338.

An Invaluable Handbook

ACCUMULATORS
An up-to-date practical handbook dealing with every

type of accumulator, methods of charging them at
home, care and maintenance. This little handbook
also explains how to erect a charging station.

This is one of

Tilt ERIIIPH ELLIE 11011 CIDAUPANY ITV
Pine Spot House, 94/96, Rosoman Street, Rosebery Avenue,

London, E.C.r. Telephone : Clerketuvell 3570. Telegrams : Bluospot.
is/ing, London." Distributors for Northern England, Scotland and
Wales ; H. C. RAWSON (Sheffield and London), Ltd., Sheffield;
177, Westgate Road,
St. Mary's Parsonage, Manchester ;
2.2
Newcastle-upon-Tyne ; 37, 38, 39, Clyde Place, Glasgow.

Newnes' HOME MECHANIC Books
Ask your Newsagent to show you other Titles in this
Helpful Series
Obtainable at all Newsagents and Bookstalls or by
1/2 each from George Newnes, Ltd., 8-11,
Southampton Street, Stroud, London, W.C.2.

post

Ir

off

EACH
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READERS'
WAIN ICES

A Safety Switch Lock

THE accdmpanying sketch shows a:
switch lock I recently fitted to my
receiver cabinet so that it could not be
opened while set was switched on, thus
eliminating the possibility of blowing a

41.441411111441444111041/411111Pil(14M.114=W11.4104111111.140114411.1111141141=.11,1

THAT DODGE OF YOURS!

while making adjustments. Most
of the parts required can be obtained from

has been properly adjusted, the bar is

account by sending it in to us addressed

to the 'Editor, " PRACTICAL WIRELESS,"
George Newnes, Ltd., 8.11, Southampton
Street, Strand, W.C.2. Put your name and
address on every item. Please note that every

notion sent in must be

/all"' ifbritt
,Reirech

As

SetT

/5.ont

C2Inrrecticrns

LI-face)
tr.-(fee)

Panel

7i&g itch

(4cc).e.z--

/0-7 tatatSery

easily attracted, so that it makes contact
with the lower contact (H), which should
be high enough to prevent (C) from actually
touching the pole -pieces. When the current
is interrupted, the bar springs back to make
contact with (G) ; (G) must be adjusted until

Mark

Do NOT

enclose Queries with your Wrinkles.

ter0-0#

Baiterx '

original.

envelopes "Radio Wrinkles."

(C) is close enough to the pole -pieces for

the smallest current to operate the relay.
getting too hot, although it is kept quite The third contact of the relay can be made
warm all the time and takes but a few to (B) throUgh one of the brackets (L).
seconds to get properly hot. The materials When adjusted properly .this relay will
required are as follows : 1 wooden box respond, to about 10 milliamps.-P. Mon
thin. long, 3in. wide and 3in. high (approximately) ; 1 electric light bulb (220 volts)

-

coat (Penarth):

1 bell push button ; 2 bulb holders, and A :Home-made Ammeter.

2 plugs.

The rest for the " iron " is bent as
A novel safety switch lock.
shown and hinged by boring two holes at
the scrap box, and consist of one four - x and threading a piece of thick wire
point switch, two grid -leak clips, and two through these holes. The wire can then
wood screws. The switch is fixed near be hammered into the wood to keep it
the top of the cabinet and takes the place
of the L.T. switch. The two grid -leak
clips are straightened out, as shown
in the sketch, and the nut holding the
switch assembly clamps one' of the

that (D) projects through the slot in (B).
The two contacts of the relay are formed
by the two screws (G) and (H), which are

To use the relay, the weak current (from an
amplifier, or line -circuit) is passed through
the coils of .the telephone, and if the spring

Why not pass it on to us? We pay £1-10-0

Ziae0f,

PAGE

each screw being fixed to its bracket by
means of two nuts, one on each bracket.

for the best wrinkle submitted, and for every
other item published on this page we will pay
hilf-a-guinea. Turn that idea of yours to

aufinee

HALF GUINEA

fixed to two brackets (I) and (J) respectively;

Every Reader of " PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS " must have originated some little
dodge which would interest other readers.

fuse

THE

fl rill.-T). R. CHAMBERLAIN (Solihull).

THEaccompanying sketch shows a

handy form of ammeter which can
be made in a short time. A hollow cylindrical former liin. diameter and Iiin.

long is first made by wrapping several layers

of thick paper round a suitable cylindrical
object and gluing. Two cardboard cheeks
2in. square with llin. diameter holes

cut in them are then glued to the

:41,7

ends ,of the former, and 200 turns of

clips in place, while the other is screwed
to the lid of the cabinet. This, clip
is fixed so that its hook engageri

is used is that one side- will act as
L.T. switch while if 'the' other is
inserted in the H.T. - lead both H.T.

fixed

Akile Cat /n Baseboard For
.4.4onstirry ire"

A simple sensitive relay.

and L.T. will be disconnected before the set
Relay
can he opened.-A. Miriam -1.S (Smethwick). A Sensitive
ASIMPLE and sensitive relay can be
Automatic Switching Stand for a Soldering
made at negligible cost, the materials
Iron
required being as follows :THE accompanying sketch shows a
The magnet assembly of an old pair of
device which enables one to leave an headphones ; a length of square brass rod ;
electric soldering iron switched on without a few scraps of sheet aluminium, or copper ;
some nuts and bolts ; a small spring,
and the iron armature of an electric
..Gletacitadie
Z7ecir/c bell. The armature (C) is bolted to
400 Zr4ist
the brass bar (B), and B is hinged
ezcl4
eiecttrze
by means of a bolt and locking
...ractering
nuts to a pair of brackets (L), which
/rpm

are mounted on an ebonite strip,

raised above the baseboard by two
pillars. The magnet (A) is screwed

x

to the baseboard underneath (C), and
must be adjusted so its pole -pieces
are parallel to (C). A slot is cut in

/rtray-tedi*re
...95ere.e/norr.

Play

Orm'erzavy
"r- Be/IP:as&

7.3±7.9ctrIC
.4".4 -ht

An automatic -sioitchino stand for a solder in; iron.

on the bobbin thus formed.

Two strips of brass with holes
drilled in their centres are then

with the other clip when the
switch is out, and disengages
when the Switch is off. The
reason why a four-po,int switch

24 -gauge copper wire are wound

...m,i419.=1111?

( B) by drilling two holes close together and filing away the metal in
between ; a fairly long bolt (D) is

small bracket (K); a
nut and washer (F) being placed
on (D), and the spring (E) on
top of ,thein. The bracket (K) is
fixed to a

screwed down to the baseboard so

across the ends of the

bobbin, as shown. A pivoting pin
which has a pointer (made of a strip
of brass) soldered to one end of it, is
journalled in these holes. A lin. length
' of *in. wrought iron rod is also soldered

to the lower end of the pointer, and another

lin. length is glued or fastened 'along the

inside of the bobbin so that it almost
touches the other piece on the pointer

when the latter is hanging vertically. The
two pieces of rod should be parallel and
a scale should be provided, as shown. If

a current is passed through the coil the

two pieces of iron will repel each other and

the pointer will swing across the scale.
(Continued overleaf.)
/47:0777trr

Scale
.1.0oznier

Arvoltng
.472

Brass-

Serp

Cheeks

Fired

Aloyezeile

/Ton

/ran .food
A handy home-made ammeter.
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READERS' WRINXLES

batteries, may find the following hint

The- dratver is made to accommoThe instrument may be calibrated by corn- . date one or two H.T. and the grid -bias
parison with another -ammeter. It is batteries. This drawer slides in and out and
particularly useful for measuring the fila- rests on the bottom board of the cabinet to
ment current of a receiver.-W. REAY which is screwed two strips of wood which
serve as guides or runners. The bottom
(Brampton, Cumberland).
(Continued from previous page)

useful.

moulding is cut and serves as a handle

for operating the drawer. Leads from the

batteries go through, holes in the baseboard (above the drawer) to different
points of the set. The wooden front of the

drawer is cut from the original cabinet

front with a veryfine fretsaw, thus making
a pleasing fine -line design without spoiling
the appearance of the grain. The drawer

is also a useful plac6 to keep the wavelength chart.-ARTHUR TAYLOR (Hunts ford).

SPLASH

j INK
a

NEGATIVE
TURNS
BROWN

PAPER

ifrVezgAt

A simple polarity indicator.

will turn light brown in colour. There is
no chance of mistaking the poles this way,
and the materials are usually lying handy.

A useful aerial hint.

A lamp should be inserted between the

An Aerial Hint

wires when testing mains to avoid a short

AN easy way to refix an aerial to the
mast is shown in the sketch. The
aerial is simply attached to the bracket
device, which is pushed up the mast .by
means of a stick. This bracket will fall
down again should the aerial break, and

circuit. It is desirable that the blotting

paper should be allowed to dry slightly
after it has been dipped in ink, for ether wise it will pass too great a current.
For the same reason the contacts should

be as far apart as possible ; commence
with them about 3ins. apart, and then,
if necessaik, bring them nearer. As a

will be ready for use again. The clip must

fit loosely round the mast and the hole
in the arm should be drilled on the large
side.-E. DOHERTY (Salford)...

A radio cabinet with a drawer for batteries.

matter of fact, it will be found that a

separation of about Lin. is suitable fox

voltages of about 100, whilst this distance
Simple Home-made A.C. Voltmeter
shoUld be varied in inverse proportion to
HERE is a method by which a soldering A
necessary for the amateur the voltage.-J. 'Wilson (Leven).
iron may be shortened when in use, IT istosometimes
measure A.C. voltages, but. A.C. voltso enabling the user to place the point of meters
are expensive instruments, and few A Handy Screwdriver
the iron more accurately upon the work. amateurs
fortunate enough to possess
The handle is drilled right through, and the one.- The are
THE screwdriver illustrated is handy
dodge affords a handy
in. greater than means of following
hole, which is about
for clieeselheaded screws in awkward
measuring the L.T. voltage of
the diameter of the rod of the iron, is an unmarked
positions. The piece of tube used is slightly
mains transformer.
A Soldering -iron Hint

lined with a piece of asbestos glued into
The components required are : a 30 -ohm
position. The handle is thus made to fit -resistance
and a 3.5 volt flashlight bulb.
firmly over the rod of the iron. On the The resistance
and bulb are joined in series
extreme end of the rod a wooden knob
with a cell of 1.5 volts, and the re.-'
is fixed as shown in the sketch.
sistance is adjusted until, the bulb,
just fails to glow ; this point is then
"

larger than the head of the screw. A pin

is riveted in the position shown, and enters
the slot of the screw for turning. Any suit-

able shaped handle is attached to the

opposite end and fixed with a pin also, or,

if , possible, screwed on to the tube and

marked on the resistance. A batfery. ,pinned.
Brass tube can be used, but steel is much
of 3 volts is now joined in the circuit,
the resistance being readjusted until better for small screws.-W. H. GRAYr.sNa
.

the bulb again just fails to glow ; this

(Cambridge).

second point is then marked, and a

series of points on the resistance can be

obtained by this method for various
POSITION WHEN IN USE

voltages, until the measuring range required is obtained. The A.C. voltage to
be measured is substituted for the cells,

and the resistance adjusted until the

A soldering -iron hint.

bulb just darkens ; the voltage can then
be read off the resistance. In measuring
the A.C. voltages of mains transformers, it

Two clips of springy brass hold the iron is important to connect the device across
source to be measured when the transin the desired position by engaging with the
is working under full load as, unless
pins fixed in the handle, one clip being former
the transformer voltage rises, and
riveted on to the copper head. When loaded,
readings taken will not be accurate.heating the iron the handle is pulled right the
back and when in use is pushed forward. G. T. CRAMS (Liverpool).
-A. G. ACKROYD (Forest Gate).
Simple Polarity Indicator

AGOOD way to find the polarity of
wires is to dip a piece of blotting
MANY constructors who make their
own wireless cabinets, and like to paper in ordinary blue ink, apply the ends A tubular screwdriver for screws in awkward
places.
have easy access to H.T. and grid -bias of the wires to the paper and the negative
Improved Cabinet Construction
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WIN
L1 A WEEK
FOR A YEAR

10/- A WEEK
FOR A YEAR

£10 CASH
or

one

of 25 other

Prizes

SIMPLE! EASY TO W/N

FREE! CASH PRIZE

COMPETITION

THE MOST INTERESTING COMPETITION

YOU'VE EVER SEEN ! !
As a radio man, could you do with some free, unmortgaged

0-10,000

0-60 000
0-1,200,000

ohms.

0-3 megohms.

40/ -

DEFERRED TERMS IF DESIRED.

The Instrument that gives the getting of better results.

extra cash ? Here is a rare chance of tuning in to a
welcome windfall by simply being a radio man-by being
sufficiently interested in radio to win an easy prize.
Not only easily but very enjoyably, too, you can win £1 a
week for a year, 10/- a week for a year, £10 cash, or one
of twenty-five other useful prizes. You have only to be
interested in the performance of your set. Not technically ;
just spend a pleasant evening or two as a true radio man,
and win a prize in this easy, free competition.

Open to All !
As long as you know the rudiments of radio, you can win a prizewithout any difficulty or cost, without being technical, intellectual,
clever or lucky. Ask at your nearest radio dealer's for particulars
and free Entry Forms for the novel AvoMinor competition.
If any difficulty, post the coupon below.
POST THIS COUPON FOR FREE ENTRY

itHE

VOMINO

RED TRADE MARK

TEN TESTING INSTRUMENTS IN ONE

To THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELEC.

EQUIPMENT CO. LTD.,
Winder House, Douglas Street, London, S.W.I.
I enclose stamped addressed envelope for Free Entry

Form and full particulars of the AvoMinor Competition.

Name
Address

THE AUTOMATIC COIL WINDER & ELECTRICAL EQUIPMENT CO., LTD.

WINDER HOUSE, DOUGLAS ST., LONDON, S.W.1.

PP, NS

'Phone: Victoria 3104-5-6-7.

1
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THE MASTER MIDGET

Full Constructional Details are Given Below of a Remarkably Efficient Two -Valve Receiver of Diminutive Size
Easy to Build

It is best to start

construction by mark-

ing out and drilling

the panel according to
the
measurements
given in the panel drilling diagram. If
components other than
those specified are employed it might be
necessary slightly to
modify the dimensions
given. The best method

of cutting the hole for
The compactness and small dimensions of the set described can
the speaker diaphragm
be judged from this picture.
is to use a fret -saw, but
a keyhole saw will answer the purpose quite
THE Master Midget has been specially
well. The holes for the panel bracket bolts
designed for those readers who
are most easily marked by using the brackets
dema nd a receiver that is small and
themselves as templates. Place the panel
and baseboard temporarily in position, with
the brackets in place, and mark through the
holes with a pencil.
Having completed the panel glue a sheet

inconspicuous in everything but performance.

In conforms to these requirements in
every particular. It is small (little larger

than two standard 100 -volt H.T. batteries),

on the wiring plan ; here again slight

variations will be necessary if the components are of different size from those given
in the list.
It is a good plan to fix each component
temporarily in position with one screw, and

then to place the panel and baseboard

together once more in the position ,they
will finally

Practically the whole of the wiring of the

the tuning coil. The only soldered
connections necessary are the two

finally fixed to the baseboard. The wiring
is carried out with Glazite or similar insulated connecting wire, with the exception

to the little .0001 mfd. grid con-

set can be completed before, the panel is

of the battery leads for which ordinary
" flex " is used.
When wiring is completed as far as
possible
MIDGET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
the panel

occupy. It
can then

and baseboard hre

ascer-

be

tained

finally

that no

screwed

together.
First o f

parts foul
o

11

another.

all, how-

ever,
notice

When

the posi-

that one

tions of all

the

corn ACCUMULATOR

PON-CORE

COMPARTMENT

TUNING COIL

tained, and it gives excellent speaker volume
with surprising range and selectivity.

is the erection of the accumulator
compartment. This consists of two

plywood partitions mounted on the
baseboard. They should first be
joined together by using very fine
brads supplemented by gluing, or
else two small angle brackets, such

as are supplied in sets of " Trix,"
may be used. When joined together, the partitions are mounted
on the baseboard by gluing along

1

This photograph shows the accumulator compartment of

CI

MIDGET"
One tuning coil.
One " Formodenser " pre-set condenser, .0003 mfd.
One midget L.F. transformer 3-1.
One Bulgin 4 -pin valve -holder, baseboard

0'0,-C) L. r4-

SW/TO/

the panel and screw all the parts

panel bracket is cut short to clear the
This
accumulator compartment.

Wiring Quite Straightforward
Before commencing to wire up the
set, drill eight small holes in the baseboard as
shown ; these are to take the four connecting wires which pass under the baseboard.

from the panel and have part of one
arm sawn off.
There are one or two points about
the wiring which must be mentioned.
For instance, there is no connection
to either terminal 1 or terminal 5 on

ponents have been checked remove

mains -operated.

L T.-

firmly to the baseboard.

a.8.*

Simplicity is the keynote of this theoretical diagram.

holes. When the glue has set, cut away the

foil round the hole for the reaction -con-

denser spindle-that is, the hole on the

extreme left-hand looking at the back of
the panel-and also round the hole

crs

one,

.0003 mfd.
One Polar midget variable condenser,
.0005 mfd.
Dubiliermetallizedresistancest-20,000 ohms
(1 -Watt type)
r,
100,000 ohms
t,
1 megohm
Sonochord midget speaker, pentode type.
Metapfex baseboard, 101in. by 51in.

therefore, must be removed

/oh
Panel dimensions for the " Master Midget::
designed for the "Master Midget," and contributes in no, small measure to the general
appearance and efficiency of the receiver.

sj,

for the wave -change switch spindle

9009 -.---

wyr.

at the bottom. This is done to
prevent the spindles making contact
with the foil when the reaction
condenser and the tuning coil are
mounted in position. It is purposely intended that the tuning condenser bush

Apart from its neat design it provides a

zv

tion with the earthed or moving
vanes of the condenser. In this
way the foil is earthed, and it acts

cAeon,

A

SAVIJIC

-1.1.0.MO.41M.IIM.1.11-.M.INM1140110.111,1141.111M.11.11/011.,...M.11.M.IMMIN

baseboard in the positions shown

rors'

..24ixonrs.

.4

'17=

LOONY AUX...-.

Orir
SY trounve.

Peto-Scott "Master Midget" cabinet.

AMEnii

i--V-i
,

is only one H.T.+ tapping, and this is

inserted in the maximum voltage socket on
the battery, namely, 99 volts. The G.B.lead is plugged in at about 44 volts, but it is
wise to remember to plug in at the highest
voltage consistent with good reproduction,
in the interests of economy. As an example,
when on test the changing of the bias from

er,

,,

.____v___.

,

_li,..

c4

3 volts to 41 volts reduced the H.T. con-

sumption by nearly a third without any

-. ___i I
.5!

Dimensions and principal constructional details of the cabinet are given in these drawings.
41111.1-0M.Mm.11,m111.111104.=.14M.11,,M04.1.1.1WIMMINI4M41.11MPPOINIOm.OMM4

and G.B. batteries slide neatly into the

space provided under the baseboard. There
ff-77-0A

Sea.,

Mounting the Components

is to mount all the parts on the

G.B.+, G.B.-.

One red and one black spade terminal (Clix).

To work the receiver the valves are

hand -capacity effects.

Now mount all the components
on the panel, including the speaker
and the panel brackets. See that
the controls work freely and then
put the panel aside until the baseboard is completed. The next job

in. plywood panel, 101in. by 5iin.
plywood for accumulator compartment,
'lin. by 31in. and 54in. by 2;in.
Connecting wine, screws, etc.
Valves: Cossor 210 Det., and 220 PT.
One pair " Keystone " panel brackets (PetoScott, Ltd.).
One Exide accumulator, type PY 4.
One Drydex Red Triangle H.T. battery, 99 volts.
One Drydex 9 -volt grid -bias battery.
Four Clix wander plugs engraved: H.T.+,

inserted, and the aerial, earth, and batteries
connected up in the usual way. The H.T.

arroares 14MS

as a shield, thus preventing any

burther constructional details of the cabinet.

definite baffle effect, and thus ensures proper
reproduction from the moving -coil speaker.
The set is not intended to be operated without
the cabinet.

OSOR

should connect

with the foil, as this is in connec-

mounting type.
One Bulgin 5 -pin valve -holder.
One Bulgin on -off switch, type S 85.
One Telsen terminal block.
One Telsen fixed condenser, type 234,1 mfd.

One Hellesen fixed condenser, type "000,"
.0001 mfd.
One Polar midget variable condenser,

TERMINALS

Three-quarter rear view of the receiver; removed from its cabinet.

ON -OFF

This is one of the reasons why the few
midget receivers on the market are all

NOLL

LIST OF PARTS FOR THE "MASTER

MIDGET L.F TRANSFORMER
AERIAL & EART

dimensions has been considered impossible.

V009990

should be unscrewed slightly until the

-

2V-0-

capacity within a receiver of really small

rias.u.

screwed down after loosening the locking
nut. This setting gives the maximum sensitivity but least selectivity. If increased
selectivity is found necessary-that is, if
stations are inclined to overlap-the knob

This cabinet, by the way, has been specially

the accommodation of batteries of adequate

that parts of suitable size are chosen, there
is no reason why the constructor should not
use up some of the materials which he has
on hand.

condenser inside the receiver should be

The set may now be inserted in the
cabinet and the batteries connected up.

therefore, be used where electricity is not
installed, or in rooms where electric points
are not provided.
In this respect it is unique. Hitherto,

original set is given elsewhere, but, provided

For the initial test the knob on the pre-set

of the partition next to the condenser. A
small angle -bracket may also be used
between the other partition and the base-

independent of electric mains, and can,

A list of the components used' in the

the " Master Midget.':

the bottom edges.
Additional strength is
provided by a couple of bolts passed through
the alternative fixing holes in the flanges of
the 1 mfd. coupling condenser and the side

Operating Notes

MT.+

Moreover, being battery operated, it can

be used anywhere where the most primitive
aerial is available. It is, of course, quite

denser.
The final part of the construction

board.

of tinfoil, approximately 4in. by 4in. on
the back to cover the four control spindle

of refined appearance, entirely self-con-

connections to the speaker and those

noticeable reduction in quality. Just one
warning-don't make alterations in the bias
connections without switching off the set.

This drawing shcws how the lid is fitted.
1011011.1=11..i114,10111141.011Nmscremilsi
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THE MASTER MIDGET

Full Constructional Details are Given Below of a Remarkably Efficient Two -Valve Receiver of Diminutive Size
Easy to Build

It is best to start

construction by mark-

ing out and drilling

the panel according to
the
measurements
given in the panel drilling diagram. If
components other than
those specified are employed it might be
necessary slightly to
modify the dimensions
given. The best method

of cutting the hole for
The compactness and small dimensions of the set described can
the speaker diaphragm
be judged from this picture.
is to use a fret -saw, but
a keyhole saw will answer the purpose quite
THE Master Midget has been specially
well. The holes for the panel bracket bolts
designed for those readers who
are most easily marked by using the brackets
dema nd a receiver that is small and
themselves as templates. Place the panel
and baseboard temporarily in position, with
the brackets in place, and mark through the
holes with a pencil.
Having completed the panel glue a sheet

inconspicuous in everything but performance.

In conforms to these requirements in
every particular. It is small (little larger

than two standard 100 -volt H.T. batteries),

on the wiring plan ; here again slight

variations will be necessary if the components are of different size from those given
in the list.
It is a good plan to fix each component
temporarily in position with one screw, and

then to place the panel and baseboard

together once more in the position ,they
will finally

Practically the whole of the wiring of the

the tuning coil. The only soldered
connections necessary are the two

finally fixed to the baseboard. The wiring
is carried out with Glazite or similar insulated connecting wire, with the exception

to the little .0001 mfd. grid con-

set can be completed before, the panel is

of the battery leads for which ordinary
" flex " is used.
When wiring is completed as far as
possible
MIDGET MOVING -COIL SPEAKER
the panel

occupy. It
can then

and baseboard hre

ascer-

be

tained

finally

that no

screwed

together.
First o f

parts foul
o

11

another.

all, how-

ever,
notice

When

the posi-

that one

tions of all

the

corn ACCUMULATOR

PON-CORE

COMPARTMENT

TUNING COIL

tained, and it gives excellent speaker volume
with surprising range and selectivity.

is the erection of the accumulator
compartment. This consists of two

plywood partitions mounted on the
baseboard. They should first be
joined together by using very fine
brads supplemented by gluing, or
else two small angle brackets, such

as are supplied in sets of " Trix,"
may be used. When joined together, the partitions are mounted
on the baseboard by gluing along

1

This photograph shows the accumulator compartment of

CI

MIDGET"
One tuning coil.
One " Formodenser " pre-set condenser, .0003 mfd.
One midget L.F. transformer 3-1.
One Bulgin 4 -pin valve -holder, baseboard

0'0,-C) L. r4-

SW/TO/

the panel and screw all the parts

panel bracket is cut short to clear the
This
accumulator compartment.

Wiring Quite Straightforward
Before commencing to wire up the
set, drill eight small holes in the baseboard as
shown ; these are to take the four connecting wires which pass under the baseboard.

from the panel and have part of one
arm sawn off.
There are one or two points about
the wiring which must be mentioned.
For instance, there is no connection
to either terminal 1 or terminal 5 on

ponents have been checked remove

mains -operated.

L T.-

firmly to the baseboard.

a.8.*

Simplicity is the keynote of this theoretical diagram.

holes. When the glue has set, cut away the

foil round the hole for the reaction -con-

denser spindle-that is, the hole on the

extreme left-hand looking at the back of
the panel-and also round the hole

crs

one,

.0003 mfd.
One Polar midget variable condenser,
.0005 mfd.
Dubiliermetallizedresistancest-20,000 ohms
(1 -Watt type)
r,
100,000 ohms
t,
1 megohm
Sonochord midget speaker, pentode type.
Metapfex baseboard, 101in. by 51in.

therefore, must be removed

/oh
Panel dimensions for the " Master Midget::
designed for the "Master Midget," and contributes in no, small measure to the general
appearance and efficiency of the receiver.

sj,

for the wave -change switch spindle

9009 -.---

wyr.

at the bottom. This is done to
prevent the spindles making contact
with the foil when the reaction
condenser and the tuning coil are
mounted in position. It is purposely intended that the tuning condenser bush

Apart from its neat design it provides a

zv

tion with the earthed or moving
vanes of the condenser. In this
way the foil is earthed, and it acts

cAeon,

A

SAVIJIC

-1.1.0.MO.41M.IIM.1.11-.M.INM1140110.111,1141.111M.11.11/011.,...M.11.M.IMMIN

baseboard in the positions shown

rors'

..24ixonrs.

.4

'17=

LOONY AUX...-.

Orir
SY trounve.

Peto-Scott "Master Midget" cabinet.

AMEnii

i--V-i
,

is only one H.T.+ tapping, and this is

inserted in the maximum voltage socket on
the battery, namely, 99 volts. The G.B.lead is plugged in at about 44 volts, but it is
wise to remember to plug in at the highest
voltage consistent with good reproduction,
in the interests of economy. As an example,
when on test the changing of the bias from

er,

,,

.____v___.

,

_li,..

c4

3 volts to 41 volts reduced the H.T. con-

sumption by nearly a third without any

-. ___i I
.5!

Dimensions and principal constructional details of the cabinet are given in these drawings.
41111.1-0M.Mm.11,m111.111104.=.14M.11,,M04.1.1.1WIMMINI4M41.11MPPOINIOm.OMM4

and G.B. batteries slide neatly into the

space provided under the baseboard. There
ff-77-0A

Sea.,

Mounting the Components

is to mount all the parts on the

G.B.+, G.B.-.

One red and one black spade terminal (Clix).

To work the receiver the valves are

hand -capacity effects.

Now mount all the components
on the panel, including the speaker
and the panel brackets. See that
the controls work freely and then
put the panel aside until the baseboard is completed. The next job

in. plywood panel, 101in. by 5iin.
plywood for accumulator compartment,
'lin. by 31in. and 54in. by 2;in.
Connecting wine, screws, etc.
Valves: Cossor 210 Det., and 220 PT.
One pair " Keystone " panel brackets (PetoScott, Ltd.).
One Exide accumulator, type PY 4.
One Drydex Red Triangle H.T. battery, 99 volts.
One Drydex 9 -volt grid -bias battery.
Four Clix wander plugs engraved: H.T.+,

inserted, and the aerial, earth, and batteries
connected up in the usual way. The H.T.

arroares 14MS

as a shield, thus preventing any

burther constructional details of the cabinet.

definite baffle effect, and thus ensures proper
reproduction from the moving -coil speaker.
The set is not intended to be operated without
the cabinet.

OSOR

should connect

with the foil, as this is in connec-

mounting type.
One Bulgin 5 -pin valve -holder.
One Bulgin on -off switch, type S 85.
One Telsen terminal block.
One Telsen fixed condenser, type 234,1 mfd.

One Hellesen fixed condenser, type "000,"
.0001 mfd.
One Polar midget variable condenser,

TERMINALS

Three-quarter rear view of the receiver; removed from its cabinet.

ON -OFF

This is one of the reasons why the few
midget receivers on the market are all

NOLL

LIST OF PARTS FOR THE "MASTER

MIDGET L.F TRANSFORMER
AERIAL & EART

dimensions has been considered impossible.

V009990

should be unscrewed slightly until the

-

2V-0-

capacity within a receiver of really small

rias.u.

screwed down after loosening the locking
nut. This setting gives the maximum sensitivity but least selectivity. If increased
selectivity is found necessary-that is, if
stations are inclined to overlap-the knob

This cabinet, by the way, has been specially

the accommodation of batteries of adequate

that parts of suitable size are chosen, there
is no reason why the constructor should not
use up some of the materials which he has
on hand.

condenser inside the receiver should be

The set may now be inserted in the
cabinet and the batteries connected up.

therefore, be used where electricity is not
installed, or in rooms where electric points
are not provided.
In this respect it is unique. Hitherto,

original set is given elsewhere, but, provided

For the initial test the knob on the pre-set

of the partition next to the condenser. A
small angle -bracket may also be used
between the other partition and the base-

independent of electric mains, and can,

A list of the components used' in the

the " Master Midget.':

the bottom edges.
Additional strength is
provided by a couple of bolts passed through
the alternative fixing holes in the flanges of
the 1 mfd. coupling condenser and the side

Operating Notes

MT.+

Moreover, being battery operated, it can

be used anywhere where the most primitive
aerial is available. It is, of course, quite

denser.
The final part of the construction

board.

of tinfoil, approximately 4in. by 4in. on
the back to cover the four control spindle

of refined appearance, entirely self-con-

connections to the speaker and those

noticeable reduction in quality. Just one
warning-don't make alterations in the bias
connections without switching off the set.

This drawing shcws how the lid is fitted.
1011011.1=11..i114,10111141.011Nmscremilsi
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THE MASTER MIDGET
(Continued from previous page)

desired selectivity is obtained. It can then
be set in this position with the locking nut.
The " Master Midget " on Test

toot

lON- OFF .0/1101

The first test was made about fifteen
miles S.W. of Brookmans Park, with an

aerial consisting of 12ft. of cotton covered

MPO.

wire draped along the picture rail, the
earth consisting of a short wire connected
to a wire mattress. Even with this

EVA

primitive arrangement the London National
and London Regional stations were received
at full speaker strength. The pre-set

condenser was screwed right down and

judicious use made of the reaction control,
and under these conditions Daventry

National, on the long waves, was also
received at good strength.
An Indoor Aerial

By using an " L " shaped- aerial running

along two walls of the room (about 25ft.
of wire), and making the earth connection

to a nearby water pipe the range was
increased so as to bring in the Midland
Regional at fair strength, together with
one or two foreigners. Incidentally, the
reproduction from the London National
and London Regional stations under these

10 000 OHMS
0003 MOO

2

PRE -SEE
CONDENSE

f,

/00.000

374"

OHMS

conditions was all that could be desired

maid M'

in the way of volume and clarity.
An Outdoor Aerial
On testing the " Master Midget " under
favourable conditions, on an outdoor aerial

50ft. long and 25ft. high in an " open "

E

locality about thirty miles S.W. of Brook mans Park, a large number of both British
and foreign stations were tuned -in at full
speaker strength. This time the pre-set
condenser was unscrewed about three turns

PER/AL

Par)

&METH

(mock)

a a. H T.+

Wiring diagram of the " Master Midget..!

-just sufficient to in- Scottish National, Heilsberg, North
crease the selectivity to National, West Regional, Poste Parisien,
meet the new condi- Hamburg, London Regional, Berlin, Mid-

tions and prevent over- land. Regional, Rome, Sottens, North
lapping of the louder Regional, Langenberg, Prague, Mehlacker,
transmissions, but not Athlone.
so much as to lose the
weaker stations.
Long Waves
Duringonesittingthe
Warsaw, Daventry National, Radio following stations were Paris.

definitely identified :This front view of the set (removed from its containing cabinet)
shows the neat arrangement of the controls.

ROUND THE WORLD OF WIRELESS
(Continued from page 230.)

Military Band Concert
AMILITARY Band, which has given ten

Medium Waves
Trieste,
London
National, Bordeaux,

entertainment, and were not simply just
audible.

" Travellers Return " series, from the programmes on May 17th, and Nationally
Midland Regional, on May 15th ; impres- the following night. The trial chosen is that
sions of the beautiful tulip fields of Lincoln- of Simon, Lord Fraser of Lovat, the famous

shire are to be broadcast the same day Jacobite Rebellionist of 1745. He revolted
against George II with Bonnie Prince

not yet fixed) ; and on May 17th,
broadcasts in India and played in a (speaker
Raspberry Growing and Marketing in the
command performance for the Viceroy, "Midlands,"by
Mr. Ralph Dixon, the
will be heard by Midland Regional listeners
on May 19th. This is the Band of the 2nd leading authority on this subject. Mrs.
Warwickshire Dangerfield has had many radio plays and
Battalion The Royal
Regiment, conducted by Mr. Sidney Hen - stories included in the Midland Children's
wood. The Band and the Male Voice Choir,
which is to sing, consist almost entirely of
Warwickshire men. For a hundred and

It should be pointed out that the signals

from all the above -mentioned stations were
sufficiently loud to provide enjoyable

Hour since 1927.

Charlie, and was captured at Culloden in
April, 1746. The essential points of the
trial have been adapted from the records
for broadcasting

by

Whitaker -Wilson,

author of the play about Sir Christopher
Wren, broadcast at the time of the tercentenary of the architect, in October, 1932.

" First Time Here "
Wren was actually the first radio play to be
DARE LEA and his Band, who made recorded
Empire use. It has now been
fifty-two years the regiment, which is one
their radio debut in " First Time heard all for
over the English-speaking world.
of the oldest in the Army, has been directly Here," and have since featured in three films,
was another play by the same
associated with the county.
provide an hour of dance music in the Mozart
who played the part of Haydn in it.
Midland Regional programme on May 16th. author,
As Lord Lovat was a Scot, James Gibson
" Travellers Return " Series of Broadcasts
will come down from Glasgow specially to
TALKS to be given during the week are Famous Trials Broadcast
an account of a Californian mining THE second in the series of famous trials play the part. Whitaker -Wilson is to be
will be broadcast in the Regional Narrator.
camp by Margaret Dangerfield, in the
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SUPPILIENENT
How to Read a Circuit Diagram -2
This Concludes the Article which Commenced in Last Week's Issue by
describing some Complete Receiver Circuits.

1

NOW we must learn how to dissect a

theoretical circuit and to gather
as much information as posiible
i from it. To begin with, we will take '
! portions of actual diagrams and discuss
; them in detail, afterwards turning our
i attention to some complete circuits.

I.

-

with a differential -controlled reaction
arrangement.

Fig.

5 shows the 1934 Fury Four

Super, which has two ordinary screened grid stages, leaky -grid detector, and
pentode -output valve. Only two of the

three tuning condensers are " ganged,"
namely, those tuning the aerial and first

1-

DUAL -RANGE

-

Fig. 2.-A typical tuning circuit combined

a device in which two tuned circuits

1111 2 -CELL BATTERY

;

1.7r+ I

the switch for changing over the tappings small condenser Cs. The resistance RI, i
being, of course, " ganged " with the usually of 1,000 ohms, is necessary for
switch which shorts out the long -wave completing the grid circuit of the variable mu H.F. valve.
coil.
Most modern receivers incorporate at
least one " band-pass " circuit. This is A Complete Receiver Circuit

sr SINGLE CELL

;

pyzyn

H.F. coupling circuits, the third condenser I

which tunes the detector -grid coil being'
epen en operate
inddtly

,

II+

II

.d

GRID BATTERY

i

This arrangement makes the preliminary

adjustment of the set much simpler,
for it is much easier to gang up two
condensers than three ; yet, by careful t
design and the use of standard and high
grade components, the actual settings

1111+

-1111"

H T BATTERY
SINGLE -POLE

DUAL -RANGE

SWITCH

Id

COUPLED FOR

REACTION WINDING)

of the two tuning dials are remarkably
Fig. 3.-Circuit of a tuning coil having an

accurate.

aerial transfer tapping.
CHANGE -OVER

SWITCH

oe

follow each other, only very small coupling
existing between them.
A properly

adjusted band-pass arrangement brings
about a very high degree of selectivity,

THREE-POINT

SWITCH

1=0 0

---''

WITH ODUPLED
(OR REACTION)

COIL,BOTHiieum
DUAL WINDINGS

for all frequencies other than a narrow

band of some nine

I

kilocycles, corresponding to the normal separation between
neighbouring stations in the broadcasting
range of frequencies. In Fig. 4 is indi-

cated the most usual band-pass arrangement, the coupling between the two

-0- FUSE LAMP
FUSE

2

VALVE

because it gives a very definite " cut off "
DUAL -RANGE COIL

SINGLE CIRCUIT
JACA AND PLUG

-040-

I

TO GRID OF
VARIABLE -MU

DIAL LAMP C')

METER

Fig. 1.-These symbols will assist you in
reading circuit diagrams.

BIAS

i.e., partially inductive by means of the
two small cross -connected coils L1, L2, Fig. 4.-A band-pass circuit, of the " mixed- !
and partly capacitative through the
coupling!! type.

Dealing first with a few typical cases
of tuned circuits, Fig. 2 shows a simple
i aerial coil arranged for wave -change
switching. Actually, this is the tuning

Passfeedo
Pa

The

coil serving for both wave ranges ;
reaction control is by a differential
condenser, the connections to which you

C/7

0/0
14

I should compare with those given in the
previous article, where an
single condenser was shown.

Pre .f;".

Rig

Cs

re -

t action arrangement is quite normal, one

Panlook

gHFChoFe

t circuit of a simple battery set with no
high -frequency amplification.

TO VARIABLE

circuits being of the " mixed " type,

eoetrs

ordinary
I4Z4-t/p

IBand-pass

A single reaction condenser is also
Ishown in Fig. 3. This diagram is also
t of interest, because it shows a case in

,

which different aerial tappings are used

Ifor long- and medium -wave working,
wo4=04. 41441.14-414141.14..441.11411. 414,141

Cie

Fig. 5.-Circuit diagram of the Fury Four Super.
,...1M01..,./0111
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Turning to the output stage of this
set, for which a pentode valve V4 is
indicated, it will be observed that the

.1
I!

i auxiliary grid of this valve is decoupled
by a 5,000 ohms resistance

ins
lians Former

by-passed

to earth by a 1 mfd. condenser Cis.
Auxiliary grid decoupling is frequently

omitted on the score of economy, but
this little refinement is really worth
the slight extra expense.

6

ri

/

017-0//

Further points. worth studying in Fig. 4

Sontch

i are first the position of the fuse-in the

lead joining H.T.- and- L.T.-. This
is always the correct position for the
I fuse-not in the lead between L.T.-

MainsI

faseS

and the filament switch.
The final point worthy of attention is

a

! the on -off switch, which -is of the " three

point " type. When it is placed in the
off " position it not only disconnects -4, Fig. 6 -Theoretical circuit of he " A.C. Three," which is refe red to in the text.
the filament circuit but also breaks the
circuit of the H.F. screen potentiometer, is employed as a contrast to the " straight" resistance is in two parts, R4 and R5,
I thus avoiding waste of- H.T. current, screened grid stages shown in Fig. 5. the former being of fixed value and!
which would occur if this potentiometer: Variable bias to this valve is obtained calculated to provide the minimum bias
by the popularly called " automatic required by the valve when operated at i
were connected permanently.
Fig. .6 shows the circuit of the A.C. bias " arrangement, whereby a resistance maximum sensitivity, while Rs is variable I
Three, described in PRACTICAL WIRELESS is included in the cathode' lead of the for adjusting the sensitivity of the valve.
This drawing -contains an example of 1
indirectly -heated screened grid valve,
i dated Sept. 9th, 1933.
Dealing first with the coils, which, thus raising the potential of the cathode lines being omitted for the sake of simin the original set, were of the iron -core above that of the grid by an amount plicity. It will be observed that the
type, it will be noted that in each case equal to the voltage drop across the connections to the heaters of the various
these are arranged as high -frequency bias resistance. In this case the bias valves are broken short and lettered !
" A.B." This means that in actual
! transformers with tuned secondaries,
practice each of these connections is
that coupling the high -frequency valve
taken to the two terminals marked A
to the detector stage also having a
and B, indicating the L.T. winding of
reaction winding. For the high -frequency
the mains transformer.
stage a variable mu screened grid valve
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scanning system and to some extent compensate for any loss in the amplifiers and
associated wiring.
All the amplifiers were housed in lead
cases, or, to be more accurate, the valves,
coupling condensers, and grid wiring the
anode and decoupling resistances and' condensers being installed in separate eases
on the rear side of the panel. This gave
a high degree of screening, which is, of course,

very necessary when it is considered that
there were virtually eight stages of amplifica-

tion in cascade. Incidentally, each group

of amplifiers was supplied by separate
high- and low-tension accumulators, this
through any distance from 2 to 30 feet, reducing still further the possibility of

Flexible Couplings

UNTING " in a mechanically -built remaining the whole time in focus.
television receiver-that is, the
Associated with this machine were four
movement or swaying of the " A " amplifiers linked with four separate
received image about a mean position-is banks of -photo -electric -cells. Each amplialways a most Objectionable feature to fier consisted of two stages, resistance anyone looking in. It is 'brought about by capacity coupled and built into lead boxes
the scanning device. .(mirror drum, disc, suspended by- rubber inside an aluminium mirror screw, etc) " overshooting " the
mark when there is a restoring force

exerted by the synchronizing
mechanisin for the purpose of correct-

ing any tendency for the apparatus
to go out of synchronism.
Many forms of damping device
have been used to correct this, but
one of the most effective, and incidentally one of the simplest, is to
employ a flexible coupling between

PEG IN WEB
OF MIRROR
DRUM

instability.

A Novel Television Receiver Design
While it is admittedly difficult to deviate
-from the three essentials of a. simple
television receiver, namely disc, motor

and neon lamp, it is possible to assemble
these in a variety of ways. The following
suggestion is quite a novel one and has not
been put forward before. Furthermore, it

has the important point of cheapness in
its favour. A reference to the perspective
sketch gives a fair idea of the scheme.
First of all obtain a piece of five-ply wood

BUSH ATTACHED
TO DRIVING
MOTOR SHAFT

and shape it to a circular top and

I

straight bottom. The actual size ill
depend on the disc diameter, but it can
be cut conveniently from a square four
inches larger than the disc diameter.

the scanning member and driving
motor. This elastic member or link will
then exert a torque- that increases -with

Secure this piece of wood in a rigid
vertical position on a wooden base and,
drilling a hole in the centre to just clear
the motor spindle diameter, support the
motor at the back on a shelf as shown.

the angle. of displacement, and oscillation
tendencies are therefore reduced or completely eliminated.
The accompanying diagram shows one
form in which this device may be fitted in
the case of a mirror -drum scanner. A bush

having a centre hole in which fits the
driving motor shaft, and to which it. ,is

This same shelf will serve to accommodate

the batten lamp -holder holding the neon

BUSH ATTACHED

TO MIRROR DRUM.

secured by one or more grub screws, has Fig. 1.-Showing one form of flexible coupling
fitted over it a second bush complete with which may be used between the driving motor
flange. The flange is screwed to the web
shaft and the mirror drum.
supporting the cylindrical surface holding
the mirrors so that there is free movement lined wooden case. This, together with
between the two bushes. Connection suitable valves, reduced microphony to a

lamp (beehive or flat plate variety) so
that the centre.of the neon lamp glow is
on the smile horizental line as the motor
shaft centre. The lamp Will be on the left
of the rooter facing the back as indicated,

and a rectangular aperture should be cut
in the five 'ply -wood so that an adequate
area of incandescence will be observed

through the holes of the scanning disc

between the first bush and the mirror drum minimum.
when it is niade to rotate.
is effected by a coil spring, the drive from
In the- control room was the main amplithe motor shaft being transmitted to the fier rack and control desk, the latter being
drum via the spring..
the junction for the input and output of
each amplifier. This permitted any comTelevision in France
bination of amplifiers and also the mixing of
There have been many televfsion trans- the various outputs of the cell amplifiers
missions ih -France and considerable to give different lighting and relief effects,
-

activity exists in that country for the depending upon the subject being trans-

purpose of investigating the many systems mitted. As each input and output of the
which havebeen suggested; It is' therefore amplifiers had to be taken to the control
interesting to learn details of one type of desk, the connecting lines were of considerapparatus used very successfully in Paris. able length and a special screened low The radio station responsible for radiating capacity cable had to be employed. Furtherthe signals On a. wavelength. of 447 metres more, the length of cable between each cell
was P.T.T:, the power employed being box and its associated amplifier was about
6 kilowatts;
20 feet, and this was also of the low -capacity
The television transmitter itself bears a screened type, having a larger section than
close resemblance to that now used by the that used between the amplifiers.
B.B.C. for their service transmissions. It . In spite of all these difficulties the picture
is mounted on a rigid pedestal and may be quality did not seem to be affected, the
turned horizontally through a large angle very high frequencies being reproduced
to allow the operator to follow subject satisfactorily, thus demonstrating the high
movement.
standard now attained in modern amplifier
A mirror drum is used and the rear end design.
of the transmitter houses the arc lamp, the
On the same control panel were arranged

carbons of which feed automatically. A two, " B " amplifiers for amplifying the
laige control is fitted at the end for signal directly after the cell amplifier, one
vertical framing ; this acts as an adjustable " B " always being in use, while the other
mask allowing the field of scansion to be acted as a standby. Finally came three
raised or lowered according to the height "C " amplifiers, two being for wireless and

of the scene or subject being scanned. The control purposes respectively, while the last
light is kept in focus upon the subject by served as a standby. Included in the input

Fig. 2.-A novel form of television receiver

making the optical system adjustable, in of each " C " amplifier was a corrector to design which has the advantage of being quite
which case the, subject was able to move correct for the aperture distortion of the
cheap to build.
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The disc can now be mounted on the

just mentioned. The

side of the five ply -wood section remote
from the motor, and if the very simplest
arrangement is desired the assembly will
be complete. It is far better completely
to encase the disc, however, and so protect
it from damage, as well as removing the .
possibility of dust clogging the scanning
holes. For this purpose cut out a second
piece of five (or three) ply -wood to the

wheel must rotate
dead true between
the poles, otherwise
the clearance be-

tween the pole -tip
and tooth -edge will

vary continuously.

Rectify immediately any inaccuracies in this connec-

same dimension as the first and glue or
strew it to the first wood section with the
aid of wooden separating blocks (seen in

tion for they will

upset considerably

the performance
of the mechanism
and materially

the, sketch) so that there is a space of
about 1j inches in which the disc can
rotate freely. Now soak a strip of thin

wood in hot water and bend it round the
'outer edges of the two ply -woods and
tack, glue or screw in place. Finally,

cut out a rectangular hole or mask on the
front piece of wood so that the glowing

reduce the
ciency.
Fig. 1.-A standard form of cathode-ray tube, showing clearly the front
fluorescent screen where the television image is built up.

neon lamp area can be observed. If

desired, a single lens to magnify the imago
can be mounted on the front vertical wood
section, and the television receiver is then
complete and ready for use.

effi-

Synchronizing

gear is of little value
unless it has a fram-

ing adjustment to

he may find that it fails to function in the
manner expected. This can arise from a
variety of causes, but as a general rule the
reasons which follow will be found to
include the defects, and they can be

move bodily the field magnet system with
reference to the cogwheel. The action of
this should be quite smooth, and if there is
any tendency to exhibit stickiness, backlash
or erratic movement, dismantle the frame-

The first criterion is to see that an
much to the fore of late in connection with adequate steady polarizing current is fed
high -definition television demonstrations. through the two synchronizing coils in
'A certain amount of confusion seems to series. The current should have a value
exist amongst readers, however, as to the of about 25 milliamperes, and if a meter is
way in which the electron beam striking available or can be borrowed it is a good
the fluorescent screen at the front of the plan to check this up. If, in spite of this
tube is modulated in order to produm the current being correct (the synchronizing

surface and clean up the sliding surfaces.
Replace, tighten up the binding screw, and
check carefully to see that the rotational
movement is perfectly central about the

Cathode-ray Tube Modulation

remedied very readily.

The cathode-ray tube has come very

work holding the coils to the bearing

cogwheel or motor shaft.

FASCICULATION

RECENT developments in television
have brought the cathode-ray tube
resultant image. Electrical time base signal extant in the normal received picture
very much to the fore as a piece of
circuits control the separate scanning is superimposed on the steady current
movements to trace out the field of during reception), the mechanism still apparatus eminently suitable for the purhorizontal or / vertical scanning lines, but refuses

to exhibit any

image -holding

pose of projecting the received images on to

the variation in intensity which builds tendencies, it is possible that the pair of its fluorescent screen. In the tube a
up the resultant image is dependent upon field cons are of wrong polarity. They filament or cathode is rendered " active "
should be respectively north and south, and by passing a current through it just the
other-llictors.
;

There are two main methods of modula-

tion and these are known respectively as
intensity and velocity modulation. In
the first -named the number of electrons
which ferra the ray and strike the screen
is varied continuously, and the light and

the simplest way to test this is to

ANODE

pass a small current (furnished by an

H.T. battery) through the two coils
in series and note the registering of
the compass needle. If not of opposite

polarity reverse one of the windings
With and the fault will be rectified.
Another factor which needs to be
velocity modulation, however, the light
intensity of the spot remains constant but checked is the 0.1 mfd. fixed conits velocity of traverse across the screen denser which is in parallel with the
is varied. The scheme was suggested extremities of the synchronizing
originally by a German named Thun and coils. The object of including this

CA

SCREEN

ELECTRON
BEAM

dark sections of the image built up.

Fig. 2.-A coil surrounding the electron beam
and used for magnetic fasciculation.

was later developed to a high degree of condenser is for it to act as an
perfection by von Ardenne. With this H.F. by-pass to the television signal, and same as with an ordinary radio valve, and
arrangement a slow traverse velocity if it has developed a complete or partial the electrons emitted from the filament
brings about relatively intense fluorescence short circuit, obviously the coils will not surface are " guided " towards a screen of
and accordingly gives a relatively brilliant be fed with the correct signal. Remove the fluorescent material covering the front
element in the picture.

On the other hand,

a high velocity of scanning gives

less

response and consequently a dark element
in 'the received picture.
One of the difficulties is that the extent
to which the ray is deflected depends on

its velocity as well as the intensity of
the deflecting. Instead of obtaining an

connections to the condenser and test this " belled " out portion of the tube. A
in the normal way, replacing it with a new standard tube of this character is seen in
one if it is found to be even slightly defective. Fig. 1, the white end held in the left hand
Continuing the possible causes of syn- being the fluorescent screen.
chronizing inefficiency, examine very careFor television purposes it is extremely
fully the cogwheel and pair of pole pieces. desirable to concentrate the beam of
There are thirty teeth on the wheel and, electrons passing from the cathode into a
in consequence, if correctly lined up every narrow pencil of substantially uniform
opposite pair of teeth in the wheel should intensity at all parts of its cross section and

even scanning, therefore, entirely controlled
by the scanning potentials, the momentary be in a direct line with the pole pieces.

position of impingement of the ray also If this is not the case the restoring force
depends on its velocity. This was over- of the synchronizing signal will be erratic
come in one series of experiments by super- and image hunting result. Also the pole
imposing the picture signal on the scanning tip length and depth should be exactly the
oscillations so that when the velocity of same as each tooth facet. If not, correct

to bring this pencil down to a sharply
defined small spot upon the screen of fluorescent material. This process of concen-

tration is called fasciculation, and it may
be carried out in a number of ways.
In magnetic fasciculation a process

somewhat analogous to that of magnetic
the ray was reduced, the scanning potential this with a very
was also reduced in order to counteract Incidentally, the same file will remove any focusing takes place, except that by a
the deflectional error otherwise introduced. burrs that happen to be on the cogwheel suitable arrangement of the length of the
teeth, for even this upsets the proper magnetic field and its position with respect
fine jeweller's file.

Correcting
Faults

Cogged -wheel

Synchronizing magnetic flux distribution.

to the cathode and the screen, a very small

The ratio of the gap between each sharp spot is obtained. In one arrangement.
Even when the constructor has taken individual tooth and the tooth width must shown in Fig. 2, a coil, through which is
steps to incorporate cogged -wheel synchron- not be less than three to one. Here again passed a steady current, surrounds the
izing gear in his home-made televiiion the jeweller's file will come in handy if the electron beam and the field strength is
receiver in order to hold the image steady,

dimensions do not conform to the figures

(Continued on page 254)
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Section

FOR ULTRA - SHORT - WAVE
RECEPTION

kilocycles. Now it is well known that the
frequency

separation allowed

between

IMPORTANT

Miscellaneous Components, Parts, Nits,
F" heal Receivers or Accessories for Cash,

C.O.D. or H.P. on our own system of Easy Payments. Send us a
list of your wants. We will quote you by return. C.O.D. orders

value over 10/. sent carriage and post charges paid (GREAT BRITAIN

OVERSEAS CUSTOMERS CAN SEND TO US
DURING the last few months a con- European broadcasting stations is 9 kilo- ONLY).
WITH CONFIDENCE. Ws carry a special export staff and sate
all delay. We pay half carriage-packed free. Send full value plus
cycles,
so
it`is
easy
to
see
that
the
maximum
siderable amount of attention has
sufficient for half carriage. Any surplus refunded immediately.
been focused upon the use of wave- number of stations which could operate Hire Purchase Terms are NOT available to Irish or Overseas
customers.
on
the
lower
broadcasting
waveband
is
lengths below 10 metres for wireless transmission and reception and we, in the only just over a hundred.
If we now take a parallel case on the
PRACTICAL WIRELESS laboratories, have
Performdevoted not a little time to this aspect of waveband between 5 and 6 metres-and Mains
VALVE
with Low CLASS "B" 5 BATTERY
radio. We have not previously described such a range can easily be covered by ance
H.T. Battery ConSUPER
HET
means
of
a
single
coil
and
condensera complete receiver for the ultra -short
sumption.
Tested and Guaranteed.
waves because we felt that our readers we find that the upper and lower frequency Class ' 8 ' Output.
Knob Control.
would not wish to go to the expense of limits are 60,000 and 50,000 kc/s per Single
Scale.
such an outfit at a time when there was second respectively. Expressed in different Wavelength
Long and Medium
terms
this
means
that
the
frequency
band
Waves.
little or nothing to be heard on it. But
Switch.
numerous amateur and " professional " is equal to 10,000 kc/s, or just ten times Radiogram
Control.
. transmitters are now sending out more as great as that provided by the medium Volume
Metal Chassis.
or less regular tests on wavelengths of waveband. Consequently ten times as Screened Coils.
Gang
about five metres, and so we give herewith many stations can be accommodated. Screened
Condenser
a suitable design. The circuit shown below It can thus be seen that the aggravating Mullard Valves
Pentode,Metalcan easily be made by the home problem of interference between different
Screened Grid,
constructor. It will not be expensive and stations is not likely to occur on the ultra - ised
L.F. and
can be built from standard readily obtain- short wavelengths for a very long time to Detector,
class ' B' Output.
able parts. Neither will the set be difficult come, even if it ever does occur at all.
The finest battery

AMAZING BARGAIN

47'6

OUR PRICE,
Chassis offer ever
to handle, for the question of simple control
made.
Honestly less Valves,
has been carefully considered.
Easy and Cheap to Build
worth £8,8"0.
Cabinet and
The short waver is tuned rather differently Tested and GuaranSpeaker.
Advantages of the Ultra-S.W.
Cash or C.O.D.
by Peto-Scott.
Carriage Paid.
There is no doubt that the principal benefit to a set made for broadcast reception, but teed
if
chassis
required:
with
valves,
£5/7/13
Cash
or C.O.D.
to be derived from the use of " ultra shorts " to say that the mode of operation is different Carriage Paid, or 10/- Deposit and 11 monthly
pay-

is that a considerably greater number of is quite another matter to saying that it is
transmitting stations can be accommodated more difficult. With a well -designed ultra within the tuning range of a single coil short -wave receiver the operation can be
and variable condenser. This point can just as easy as with any ordinary type
most easily be appreciated by considering
first of all the number of " wavelengths '
which are available between, say, 200 and
600 metres. Before we can calculate the
figure we must change our " Wavelengths "
to the more useful notation of " frequencies." Two hundred metres is equivalent

of set.

The only objection I can think of to the

wavelengths below 10 metres is that at
present they can only be transmitted with
certainty over " visible " distances. This
means that the transmitting and receiving

aerials must be within " sight " of each
to 1,500 kilocycles per second, and six other. At least that is true in theory, but
hundred metres correspond to 500 kilo- experiments have in some cases had a
cycles per second. In other words the tendency to disprove this idea, and it
" frequency band " between the two limits will probably be some little time before
of wavelength mentioned is equal to 1,000 we are perfectly clear on this point.
0 H.T+ I
CI

a

a

iH

R3

H7:1-2

ments of 10/...

LEADER 3

KIT A SP Author's Kit of Specified Parts, Including
Peto-Scott. METAPLEK Chasm.,
but less Valves. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage! Paid, ssos,
Or 12 monthly payments of 68.

KIT "B" tf.t.111,.%A..0,t

'""Ve8 i
Cash or C.O.D. Car- 1
i riage Paid. "MI6* Or is 1
I only.

i KIT sin if As Kt

"

I Cash orC.O.D. Carriage'
85/9/0, Or 12 monthly
,, monthly payments of 8/6.1 :. Paid, payments
of 10/-.
'

..

I

Peto-Scott Permanent Magnet Speaker required, adds

s

19/8 to Cash Price or add 19 to m

u

monthly paymen t.,ob

PETO-SCOTT 1934 WALNUT ADAPTAGRAM converts
your Set to a magniflotait Radiogram. Real inlaid walnut,

with motor -board, ready to take your set, speaker and
power equipment. Cash or C.O.D. 8330,, Carriage
and Packing, 2/6 extra.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 5/9 (Carriage
NEW W.B. P.M.4A. MICEOLODE PERMANENT MAGNET SPEAKER, complete with switch -controlled multi ratio input transformer. Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,
52/231.

O P17

Balance in '7 monthly payments of 5/9.
NEW BLUE SPOT 29 P.M. PERMANENT MAGNET
MOVING -COIL SPEAKER. With input transformer.
Cash or C.O.D. Carriage Paid, £1,128.
Balance in 8 monthly payments of 5/-.

L3

%qv-

NEW ROLA CLASS B PERMANENT MAGNET MOVING -

COIL SPEAKER AND AMPLIFIES. Complete with valve

a

Lla

gL2C3

and input Transformer. Two Models "A" for P.M.2B,
P.1).220 and 220 B.
B " for 240 B. and HP. 2 (state
which when ordering). Chap or C.O.D. Carriage Paid,

aa

Cs
R!

5311/0.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of 1318.
ATLAS C.A.25, for Mains, Claes " B " and Q.P.P., four
tappings: 60/80, 50/90, 120. 150 25 na/A. Cash or
C.O.D. Carriage Paid, 82/19/8.
Balance in 10 monthly payment. of Of-.
LISSEN "SKYSCRAPER 3." Chassis model with

-d
Cy

774 T6

Detector and Pentode Valves.
Price, 54/9/8. Carriage Paid.
Balance in 11 monthly payments of B/L

H.7:-

(Lissen)

LT-

TELSEN 323 KIT, with set of 3 Valves. Oaali or C.O.D.
Carriage Paid, 22/15/13.
Balance in 0 monthly payments of 9)%

G.B.*

R

A,":

but st ithValves '
1 and PetesSoitt Table Ca billet. :
I

S.C.

Cash

Send

8/3
only

Semi

5/9
only
Send

5/only

send

6/6
only

Send

6/ only

Send

8/3,
only
Send

6/Ordy

L.T.O *

A circuit which will give splendid results on the ultra -short waves.
Cl :-12 mmfd.; C2 :-.0002 mfd. ; C3 :-35 mmfd.; C4:-100 mmfd; C5:-.0001 mfd.; C6:-.01 mfd. C7:1 mfd.; R1:-5 megs.; R2:-400 ohms (C.T.); R3:-10,000 ohms; R4 :-250,000 ; LI ,- I ; L2;-4; and
L3:-3 turns No. 16 tinned [oaks Wire on a 1" former.

PETO-SCOTTCo. Ltd.
Clerkenuell 9406/7

77, CITY ROAD, LONDON, E.C.1.

West End Showrooms : 62, High Holborn, London, W.C.1
EST. 1919
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Offer and Acceptance. If the price is not

marked on the goods, or such phrases are
used as " Special Line," " Few Only," or

" Large Variety Within," you may not have
the right to demand the particular article in
question. The rule is-there must be a
definite offer (no ifs or buts), and it must be

accepted as it stands. Of course, if the

shopkeeper can prove that the price shown
is incorrect, and an error has been made,

this rule could not be enforced. As an

example :

If you saw a receiver which was

normally listed at, say, ten pounds shown
at five shillings you would naturally think
that this was an error, and you would have

Points to Bear in Mind When Purchasing Radio Components
CAN you imagine a small
of grain or coal, or some
By " LAMBDA "
shop window with a
other commodity which is
somewhat dusty and
sold by sample, but this does
decrepit exterior ? The windows show signs not apply to purchasing such a simple
of needing a polish, possibly the local article as a wireless component.
However, let us take a concrete case.
window cleaner had forgotten to call
!Arranged inside the window on somewhat I want an L.F. transformer for my new
'dusty shelves lie sundry radio components. receiver. Do I take my copy of PRACTICAL

Sometimes placed in an orderly manner, WIRELESS to the retailer, show him the
with large price tickets standing out like a specification and ask for the article by
regiment of soldiers, but often more than manufacturer's name and type number ? No.
not they are just " dumped "-no other I simply ask for an L.F. transformer, and
term is quite so expressive. What a sight as there is one in the window very cheap I
for buy it. It refuses to function. To prove
to behold !
Two -pin coil -holders
swinging -coil reaction, transformers, coils that it was not in order when purchased
of all kinds, and sometimes in the back- is a very difficult matter. It is not a branded
ground, as if to give tone to the " ensemble," type, the name of the manufacturer is not
recline a few radio receivers. Wonderful mentioned, and therefore my chances of
'contraptions, with panels simply, exuding obtaining redress are rather small.
knobs and dials, together with two, three
There is an enactment on the Statute
(or even more " lamps " on the panel-in all Book entitled The Sale of Goods Act, 1893,
probability bright emitters.

which deals very fully with the law relating

considerable difficulty in holding the dealer

to the transaction if this was the case.

Goods Wanted for a Particular Purpose
Where a buyer expressly or by implica-

tion makes it known to the seller that the

goods are wanted -for a particular purpose,
so as to show that he relies on the seller's

skill or judgment, and the seller in the

ordinary course of business is accustomed
to sell goods of the description in question,
there is implied a condition that they are
reasonably fit for the intended purpose.
Let us take an example : You require,
say, a pair of band-pass coils and you ask
the dealer for them. It appears that he

would be at liberty to supply you with a
pair of band-pass coils of any make and
also either inductive capacity or any other

type of coupling, and you would have very

little redress if they were either not what
you wanted or failed to function satisfacIt is simply useless asking your
torily.
dealer to give you a transformer, a valve, or

coil, and then complain to the dealer or
Is there one in your neighbourhood ? to the sale of all kinds of goods. These manufacturer that they fail to function
Have you not pondered in front of the are described as anything capable of being satisfactorily.
Decide upon what you
window looking for bargains ? Possibly moved, such as a motor car, radio receivers require and insist upon it. You will be
you enter, purchasing at a ridiculously low and components, and all the usual commoprice a component of a past age, but looking dities usually offered for sale in the shops
O.K. You hurry home anxious to incorpor- in your locality. This Act is our guide, and
ate it in your latest set. It refuses to func- a slight knowledge of it cannot but be of
tion, and in post haste you write to the considerable assistance to every constructor,
poor Editor expressing your opinion in no who, naturally, desires to get the best
uncertain language on the merits of the value for his money, and also avoid makdesign. Never once did you suspect the

" bargain " which you obtained. However,

this specimen of bygone days now rests
in the bottom of the junk box, telling its
own story of a few more shillings thrown
away. It may or may not have been in

working order, but there is no doubt it was
unsuitable for the receiver under construction. How many constructors have been
in the same boat ? Why do we all persist

in deluding ourselves that we can either
get something for practically nothing or

considerably below list prices, and yet get
a really satisfactory article ?

Now what has all this to do with the

saved time, money, and worry, and be sure
of getting satisfaction.
Take another example : A customer calls
on a dealer, and asks for a quality receiver
capable of receiving at loud -speaker strength

a fairly large number of foreign stations
without interference. He had heard a
ing mistakes which are sometimes very receiver of this type, but could give no
expensive.
further details. Actually, what the cusThere is just one word which we must tomer required was a sensitive superdefine as it is not used in the ordinary, heterodyne receiver. The dealer sells him,
everyday sense.
It is rather important say, a two -valve receiver and, in his
that we should really understand the mean- ignorance, the customer takes delivery and
ing of the word "property." The usually pays for it. In this instance the receiver
accepted meaning refers to houses, land, cannot be said to be reasonably fit for the
etc., but in this case it means the right of purpose made known to the dealer, and the
ownership in goods. The distinction be- customer is entitled either to have his
tween " property in goods " and " owner- money refunded or be supplied with a
ship of goods " is very important, especially receiver suitable to his needs. In this
if goods have been paid for and left to be instance the implied condition that the
called for later. If a man pawns his watch receiver shall be reasonably fit for the
he parts with the possession of it, but the purpose declared had been broken. If a

subject of this article-" The Law and the property in the watch remains his until such person is ignorant of radio, and asks a dealer
Constructor ? "
a time as the pawnbroker lawfully disposes for a component for a certain set or circuit,
Behind every commercial transaction, of it.
relying upon the dealer's skill or judgment,
every purchase or sale of an article, there
Now let us go a step farther. A com- the customer is entitled to refuse to accept
are certain legal rights and obligations ponent is exhibited in a dealer's window any component except that specified for the
imposed upon seller and buyer. These and marked at 10s. You walk into the receiver in question.

obligations exist whether the deal be a shop, place your ten shillings on the
packet of pins or a motor car. In the great

counter and ask for the article in question,
majority of transactions these rights and which the shopkeeper supplies. This simple
obligations lie dormant, and we are not even transaction we will now analyse, converting
aware of their existence. Fortunately for it into legal phraseology. " The dealer is
us the vast majority of people are essentially

honest and they do not need to invoke
the aid of the law. Have you ever considered, however, that many lawsuits
are the result not of either fraud or dishonesty, but merely due to the fact that

offering for sale, in consideration of the
sum of ten shillings, to anyone who cares

If a dealer or manufacturer supplies

goods to order, knowing the purpose for
which they

are

required, he thereby

impliedly undertakes to supply goods fit
for the purpose in view, and a member of
the public may indicate his acceptance in

compliance with an advertisement, provided
to accept his offer (during ordinary business that the advertised goods exist when accepthours) a certain radio component. You ance is intimated, and the offer has not
accept his offer by asking for the component been withdrawn.

and placing your money on the counter."
possibly one person meant one thing and Quite simple-the deal is completed, and Sale or Return
When goods are supplied on sale or
Perhaps the seller intended something the dealer is bound to sell. This example
slightly different ? To this you may reply serves to illustrate one of the fundamental return, or on approval, and a special period
that is all very well when buying a cargo principles of the Law of Contract, namely, is named, if they are not returned at th..:
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expiration of the period, it is assumed that
the person receiving them intends to pur-

taken to side contacts. New

purchase price.

new valves, and electrically

valve -holders

Caveat Emptor
Where goods are offered for sale below
list prices caution is necessary. There is
a legal maxim caveat emptor, which
means let the buyer beware, and it behoves
everyone to exercise a certain amount of
prudence in purchasing goods of any kind.
It is certainly not the intention of the writer
to suggest that traders as a whole are dishonest, nevertheless, it is always wise to

have

been

designed for use with the

chase, and he may be held liable for the

the connections are excellent.

The reason' for the new

system is two -fold. Firstly,
much better contact is
possible
between valve base and
valve - holder,
secondly-this having bearing on

the Editor.

and
the subject we are discussing-greater
clearance is possible between the base

contacts, and also between the wires inside
the base. Instead of the connecting wires
examine goods before purchase, as very
from the inside of the valve being brought
often innocent mistakes occur which could
down to a cluster of pins, they are widely
have been obviated by a little thought. New Formo Products
separated and taken out to the contacts on
CONSTRUCTORS
will
be
interested
to
Remember you are entitled to examine
the side of the base.
Summing up,
know
that
an
entirely
new
range
of
goods before purchase, and it is up to you
Mullard have reduced unwanted capacity
components
and
accessories
bearing
the
to see, as far as possible, that they are famous Formo trade mark will shortly between the valve electrodes to a minimum,
satisfactory and of the correct type.
and full advantage can be taken of the
be available again through the new Formo efficiency of the Universal valves without
Products, Limited, of Bromley, Kent. We interference from mains hum.
Stolen Goods

By

If goods are stolen, and the owner understand that Mr. Graham Fairish is
We must state here that the new series
prosecutes -the thief to conviction, the Managing Director of the new Formo are not yet available for the general public,
property in the goods revests in the original concern.
although an announcement is expected from
owner, irrespective of any intermediate Marconi's Birthday
Mullard on this point during the next
dealing in them. You may be an innocent
READERS may be interested to note month.
purchaser of goods which may not have
that on April 25th H.E. Marchese
been obtained through legitimate channels, Marconi celebrated his 60th birthday, and
and if the rightful owner proves that they in connection with this memorable occasion

Reduction in Price of N.B. Set
KOLSTER-BRANDES, LTD., have
reduced the price of their four -valve

have been stolen you lose the goods and Marconi's Wireless Telegraph Company,
possibly your money, so remember the Ltd., prepared an approved biography of
Class B battery -operated receiver, K -B
injunction-caveat emptor.
No one would think of calling on a motor

agent and asking for a car costing, say,
£175 or £200, and then leaving it to the
agent to supply whatever make he likes.
Of course, in buying an article such as a
radio component it does not need all the
forethought that purchasing a motor car
demands, but, nevertheless, it is really

Marchese Marconi, which is now available.
Mains Hum Conquered

363-one of their seven new models offered

to the public early this year-by two

The new price, which came into
GOING back over the history of valve guineas.
in April, is £10 10s. instead
development, it will be remembered operation
that the very first A.C. valves were directly of £12 12s. Hire-purchase terms have
adjusted accordingly. There will be a
heated-as many of the popular output been
deposit of 23s. (including 3s. insurance)

types are to this day. It was soon found,

however, that the preceding valves not only and ten monthly payments of 21s.
worth while deciding upon what you want caused hum, but themselves amplified it.
If you are building a The cure was found in the indirectly - New Marconi Aircraft Equipment
before purchase.
receiver described in PRACTICAL WntELEss, heated cathode, and this form of construcTHE two " Scylla " type air liners,
it is easy for you. Take your copy of the tion has been standardized not only for
which are now being built for Imperial
specification to your dealer, and insist on A.C. valves-which can be regarded to all Airways, Limited, at Rochester, are being
obtaining the specified components, then intents as perfectly free from mains noises fitted with a new type of Marconi wireless
no difficulty should be experienced.
-but also for the D.C. valves which fol- equipment known as the A.D.41A/42A.
In reconstructing your receiver along lowed in due course. And yet D.C. sets This new equipment follows very closely
your own lines, study the advertisement have been regarded as notorious for mains the design of the medium -wave portion
columns of this paper and buy branded hum, owing partly to the fact that the of the well-known A.D.37A/38A combined
goods if additional components are neces- smoothing which can be applied is limited. medium- and short-wave set which is
sary. If a manufacturer believes in his When Mullard were designing their new installed in the whole of the Imperial
components he will arrange in some manner Universal series this was the problem they Airways fleet of " Atalanta " class aircraft.
for his name and address to appear either had to contend, with, and which they solved The transmitter and receiver can be
on them or on the container.
so brilliantly. The Mullard Universal valves installed either as one unit or as two

function equally well on either alternating separate units to suit the accommodation
or direct current mains, and mains hum has available in any type of aircraft.
If you find it necessary to communicate been conquered. This problem was conThe wave -range of both transmitter and
with the manufacturer or return a com- cerned with the fact that the heaters of the receiver is 500-1,000 metres, and to faciliponent for examination, nothing will be Universal valves have a higher voltage than tate the operation of the set quick wave
gained by abusing the manufacturer those of the A.C. series, and therefore the switching is provided for on four wavecoriperned.
Manufacturers know the A.C. field is increased. In addition, as lengths, namely, on 600 metres and on any
capabilities of their components, and they mains transformers are not used in universal three predetermined wavelengths in the
would not remain in business very long if receiveys, it is not possible to adopt the band of 850-950 metres. The instrutheir goods did not give satisfaction. The procedure usual with A.C. valves, and to ments are also calibrated in metres throughconstructor is very critical and discrimina- return the cathode to the effective centre out their range. The transmitter, which
ting in these days, therefore manufacturers of the heater-that is, the centre -tap of the employs two magnifier valves with a power
are not likely to be frightened by invectives, heater winding on the mains transformer. to the anodes of approximately 160 watts,
and they are well acquainted with the This, of course, is one of the best known is suitable for working on both telephony
psychology of this type of person. A brief, methods for eliminating, hum.
and telegraphy (continuous wave and
tactful letter is more likely to receive
The solution was found in keeping the interrupted continuous wave) on either
prompt attention than one containing a lot lead to the control grid well away from the fixed or trailing aerials.
of irrelevant matter.
field of the heater wires, and connecting it
The weight of the complete transmitting
Now to sum up :
to the top cap of the valve, in the position and receiving equipment is approximately
1. Decide upon the article you wish to usually occupied in S.G. valves by the anode 45 kilogrammes (99 pounds).
Arrangepurchase, ascertain its price, code number, terminal. The internal screening of the ments have been made whereby the instruand name of manufacturer.
valve electrodes has also been made very ment can be readily interchanged with the
2. Buy goods at list prices ; you then complete in order further to minimize A.D.37A/38A installation should shorthave a remedy, and the manufacturer hum troubles and effectively to reduce the wave working be at any time required.
will always put matters right for you.
inter -electrode capacity. But perhaps the Provision has also been allowed for the
3. Buy branded and advertised com- most important innovation is that the installation of wing -coil apparatus for
ponents.
valves are pin -less, the connections being " homing " as an aid to navigation.
Complaints
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Do You Know What
This Graph Means ?

(Continued from page ii, Television Supplement.)

adjusted for the particular value of accelerat-

ing potential employed on the anode, and
also for the distance between screen and
cathode to give a spot of minimum size

BULGIN

NEW RADIO BOOK
//HINTS TO BETTER

and maximum sharpness.

It will be noted that in the previous

____RECEPTION*

reasoning the effect of any residual gas
molecules has been ignored and the stream

BR/////NrRtlk-

of electrons considered virtually to be
passing through empty space. In practice,
however, pressures below about one ten millionth of a millimetre of mercury are

seldom attained, and in most so-called
" hard " cathode-ray tubes the pressures

Cr; f 4rtp

s'e

}4c,
Sim

thousandth of a millimetre of mercury an
entirely different set of phenomena supervene. Ions are formed by the collision of

it

fat

the electrons with gas molecules within the
The man who can analyse these curves and
understand what they indicate knows his job.

But if they do not convey to him perfectly When the tube is in operation, the molecules
definite information, it would appear that he ionized along the path of the beam form a
needs more training than he has had. He kind of sheath or tunnel through which the
is not competent to fill a responsible position
in wireless.

Radio has developed so rapidly throughout
the last ten years that it has now greatly out-

grown the supply of technically qualified
men required for the better posts. Moreover,
it continues to develop with such speed that

only by knowing the basic principles can pace
be kept with it.
The I.C.S. Radio Courses cover every phase
of radio work. Our instruction includes American

broadcasting as well as British wireless practice. It is a modern education, covering every
department of the industry.

-the information you require will be forwarded
at once.
International Correspondence Schools, Ltd.,
Dept. 94, International Buildings,
Kingsway, London, W.C.2.

Without cost, or obligation, please send me full
information about the Courses 1 have marked X
/2( COMPLETE RADIO
la RADIO SERVICING
):( RADIO EQUIPMENT
la RADIO SERVICING AND SALESMANSHIP
rz( WIRELESS ENGINEERING
la WIRELESS OPERATORS

TYPES

OF

RADIO

RECEIVERS.

ARTICLES ON SWITCHING, MAINS
INTERFERENCE,
VOLUME AND
TONE CONTROL, FUSES, H.F. AND

L.F. AMPLIFICATION, ETC., ETC.
-

hence

the ionic concentration in the
neighbourhood of the beatn, depends upon

NAME

the current density in the beam.

ADDRESS

number of ionizations per second, and

The Wehnelt Cylinder
An extremely im-

..

Please send new 16 Page Book "N"

Post to:-A. F. BULGIN & CO., LTD.,
ABBEY ROAD, BARKING, ESSEX.

portant method of

cathode-ray tube
fasciculation which,
strictly speaking,

can be called an

INCREASED VOLUME

method, makes use

REDUCED H.T. CONSUMPTION

Included in the I.C.S. range are Courses of what has now
dealing with the Installing of radio sets and, come to be called AN0DE-.in particular, with their Servicing, which to -day
intimately concerns every wireless dealer and the Wehnelt cylin- SHIELD.
his employees. The Operating Course is vital der. The relative CATHODE
to mastery of operating and transmitting.
There is also a Course !or the Wireless
Salesman. This, in addition to inculcating the
art of salesmanship, provides that knowledge
which enables the salesman to hold his own
with the most technical of his customers.
We will be pleased to send -you details of
any or all of these subjects. Just fill in, and
post the coupon, or write in any other way,
stating which branch of Wireless interests you

SIMPLE DIAGRAMS AND EASY
INSTRUCTIONS FOR ALTERING,
REPAIRING AND IMPROVING ALL

ray passes, causing it to remain substantially
parallel instead of becoming divergent. The

electro-static

OUR COURSES

ur, fry

I

range from about one -hundred -thousandth
to one -millionth of a millimetre of mercury.
By still further reducing the quality of the
vacuum and using pressures of about one -

tube and the formation of these has been
very ingeniously put to the good use of
maintaining a concentration of the beam.

Vciumf

position of this
electrode in the

The VARLEY POWER PUNCHER
is easily inserted with only three con-

nections into any existing battery operated circuit. No alterations needed,
no new transformers or valves. In-

corporate one of these economiser units

assembly of the

into your set-you will be amazed at

tube is indicated in
Fig. 3.
With a U-shaped

the saving of your H.T. current.

Write to -day for our free catalogue.

cathode it was

found that the lines
of force diverge in
all directions before

proceeding to the
anode. To over-

DP 44
Fig.

3.-The normal

come this and also electrode system of a
to concentrate the cathode-ray tube in which
rays before they the Wehnelt cylinder is
pass through the indicated as the shield.
orifice in the anode,

Wehnelt suggested the use of an auxiliary
electrode in the form of a hollow cylinder
surrounding the cathode.

When the potential of this cylinder is

varied the arrangement of the lines of force
between the cathode and the anode becomes
very considerably modified. If the cylinder

potential is greatly negatiye with respect

to the filament, all the lines of force origina-

ting at the anode go to it and none pass to
the filament. As the cylinder potential is
made less negative, however (or in some cases

Name

Address

Age

actually positive), a value is reached when a
large number of lines of force exist between
the anode and the filament. At some intermediate potential, all or a large proportion
of' the lines of force from the filament itself

pass through the anode orifice, and in this

way a concentration of the beam is effected.

(Proprietors: Oliver Pell
Coutrol Ltd.)

IX =4.,./2.17 OP, .een2.(.""I'

Y

T'WeyYone : Hon. 5009.
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63 Spencer Street, Clerkenwell, London, W.C.1, have
several interesting points. the first being in tbe,method

Component$

wrut
es
otz Laboratorq

of taking off the' connection from the moving saln.
In many types friction is relied upon to provide the
contact between the arm and the external connection,
but in these particular instruments a hair -spring
device is employed which, of course, provides direct
connection between the actual arm and the apparatus
with which it is employed. The resistance element in
of the wire -wound type, and to prevent variation due
to movement of the wire it is embedded in ba.kelite
shielding. The operating spindle is insulated, and the
wattage rating of the potentiometers, in values up to
50,000 ohms, is 3. The price is Os. each, or 8s. with
combined mainss witch.
NEW TUNGSRAM UNIVERSAL VALVES

range of Tungsram Universal valves

THEhas
popular
now been augmented by two new types,
one a single diode (D4I8) and one double diode
(DD818). The former has a filament rating of
obtain a copy of the Eelex catalogue In which full 4 volts .18 amps, and the latter an 8 volt .19 amp.
descriptions and connections are given. The Duplex filament. The maximum diode rating in each case is
chassis, complete with coil, costs £1 15s. Od., and the coil 100 volts. These valves are of the latest small pattern,
with base as shown in the upper illustration costs 7s. 08.
the D418, for instance, having an overall height of
2fin., and a bulb diameter of only tin. ; the bases are
of the 3- and 4 -pin European type. The valves are
intended for A.V.C. and linear rectification p

BY THE PRACTICAL WIRELESS TECHNICAL STAFF
SHORT WAVES SIMPLIFIED
WyrANY listeners are desirous of converting their

existing receivers into short-wave sets, but are
rather dubious concerning the best method of conversion. Messrs. J. J. Eastick and Sons, of 118, Bunhill
Row, London, E.C.1, have produced some interesting
converters and coils at various times, and we now have
before us a new type Duplex short-wave coil and base
1111

and may be used, if desired, in normal A.C. receivers

which, whilst it appears at first sight similar to the
original model, has received careful attention and

where a 4 -volt A.C. supply is available.

modification to bring it more up to date and to simplify
its use. The illustration on this page gives an idea

OSRAM M.X. 40 NEPTODE

is the inclusion of two terminals in front of the change-

Increasingly popular,
and the following characteristics of the Osram

THE use of the combined controlled detector

of the arrangement, although this is of the original
model. The only external difference in appearance

oscillator, or, heptode type of valve, is becoming

over switch instead of the single one shown in the
illustration. As may be seen, the base is fitted on its
upper surface with a coil socket (the arrangement of
the pins being as shown in the upper illustration), a
valve -holder and the change -over. switch. The base
is hollow and contains, in addition to all the necessary
wiring, three fixed condensers, a grid -leak, and a

valve in this class will,

n o doubt, be of great
use to readers who are
desirous of experimenting with this type of

circuit. The valve is of
the standard 7 -pin base,

soundly -made H.F. choke. The valve -holder is of the

5 -pin type, and is wired in such a manner that it may
be employed for

ated or an indi-

and has, in addition, a
connection brought out
to the top of the glass

A.C. mains valve.

tion is the control grid.

Internally wired
SO that when the

to the oscillator anode,
the oscillator grid, the

valve Is

ode, the normal anode

a battery - oper-

rectly -heated

bulb. This latter connec-

The grid leak is

The seven pins are joined

battery type of

screening grid, the cath-

ployed, and the
switch is placed

and

em-

over to"bat-

tery," the grid is

base

returned to L.T. positive, but with A.C. valves
the grid is returned to the cathode. The other

necessary changes are also carried out when the switch
is operated. The base is Intended for inclusion inside
an existing receiver, when certain alterations are made
to the wiring, and it then becomes a simple matter to
change over from broadcast to short-wave reception.
The coil is of ingenious design, incorporating two

separate windings on the one former. These are

The Lissen Q.P.P. transformer.
A USEFUL TRANSFORMER

quiescent push-pull arrangement incorporating
the recently introduced double pentode valves will be
interested in the Lissen transformer illustrated herewith. This has a ratio of 1 to 8, and the primary has a
D.C. resistance of only 370 ohms. The inductance has

Q.P.P. circuit the transformer may, of course, be used
in ordinary push-pull or straight circuits. The price
Electric Company have recently
introduced a receiver designed especially for use

THE General

wave

converter
chassis.

heater.
of the

type,
and the normal voltage
4 -volt

for

1 -amp.

the anode is

250.

Outer and inner screens
are designed to operate

with 100 volts (maxi-

mum), whilst the oscillator anode should receive

a potential of 150 volts
a value of 35 henries with no D.C., and this falls to maximum. The conductance
of the oscil20 henries with 4 mA. For the normal method of
working, therefore, a 'really good inductance should be lator section is comparatively
low,
so that the
is
unlikely
that
a
valve
will
be
obtainable, as it
employed to feed the output stage, in which a higher reaction coil will have to
current than 4 mA. is taken. There would, of course, be provided with a fairly
be no objection to using the parallel -feed coupling tight coupling. The
if there was any possibility of a higher current being valve makers recomThe Osram hehtode valve
passed. The resistance of the secondary winding is mend about 1 to I/
(M. X.40.)
15,000 ohms. The core is of nickel alloy which times as many turns as
enables the high inductance figures to be obtained in the case of a normal separate triode oscillator.
without unduly increasing the overall size of the Care will, of course, have to be taken with regard
component. Although primarily designed for the to the long -wave constants. Experiments should
is 12s. 6d.
A NEW OVERSEAS RECEIVER

The Eeles short-

the

The latter is

READERS who are desirous of trying out the
The Eelex short-wave
8 -pin reversible coil and

.

overseas. This is a 7 -valve superheterodyne, covering
a range from 12 to 550 metres, the selector switch being

of the five -position type. A single tuning control is
fitted and no coil changing is required. The receiver
is designed for A.C. mains operation and the moving coil loud -speaker which is fitted is mains energized.

It is a very compact receiver, measuring just over
231n. in width, 13in. in height and Min. in depth.
The cost is £24.

be carried out with the screen voltage iu order to find
the optimum value for the particular set of conditions
under which the valve is used.

THE WIRELESS
CONSTRUCTOR'S
ENCYCLOPAEDIA
(2nd Edition)

COIL SCREENS

(Editor of "Practical TVireless")

are made in various sizes with a diameter of 2f in.,
and are complete with base. The normal finish is
of the type known as " frosted." Prompt deliveries

THIS invaluable encyclopedia is wr;tten
in plain language by one of the most

Messrs. White Bros. and Jacobs, Ltd.

joined to the eight pins in such a manner that by

merely reversing the coil former the range is changed.
The top of the former is suitably engraved to indicate
the band which is covered at any one moment. With a
.0002 mfd. variable condenser the two standard ranges

are 15 to 30 metres and 28 to 60 metres, the slight
overlap in the two bands permitting of continuous

tuning from 15 up to 60 metres.
Readers who are interested in this apparatus should

By F. J. CAMM

MESSRS. MAINS POWER RADIO, LTD., of
Broadway Works, Eastern Road, Romford,
Essex, have been appointed sole distributors to the
trade of the coil -screening covers manufactured by
These screens

are available to all factors and retailers, and the

cost of a screen, complete with base, is ls.
KABI POTENTIOMETERS

THERE are several points which have to receive

attention in a potentiometer which Is designed
to operate with a heavy current and which must give
smooth and noiseless operation. The KW precision
potentiometers offered by F. W. Lechner and Co., of

accomplished designers and writers on wireless construction.
Obtainable at all Booksellers, or hit post
516 from Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8 -II, Southamnion Street, Strand, London, W.C.2.
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edition), and the " Everyrnan's
Wireless " book, I am very well equipped,

and count myself very fortunate that
PRACTICAL

WIRELESS

Mechanics "

and " Practical

put them in my way.-

EAMONN MACSEARRAIGII (Dunmanway, Co.

Cork).

The Editor does not necessarily agree with opinions expressed by his correspondents.
All letters must be accompanied by the name and address of the sender (not necessarily DX Broadcasts from KDKA and W8XK
for publication.
SIR,-It may prove of some interest to
readers to know that the American
and large accumulators are treated the your
"Are Crystal Detectors Worth While ? "
stations KDKA and W8XK of PittsSIR,-Since reading an article in PRAC- same, and the charge rate is an unknown burgh have a special DX club broadcast
TICAL WIRELESS, entitled " Are Crystal quantity. Mr. Oakley did not mention the every Monday morning at 05.30 to 06.00
Detectors Worth While ? " I have been excellent trickle charger for A.C. mains, G.M.T., both broadcast band 550 kcs. to
listening in on a very old type of crystal set, which was described by Mr. Champion 1,590 kcs., and short-wave DX tips and
in PRACTICAL WIRELESS dated January

consisting of a coil about 5in. long by 21st, 1933, consisting of a bell transformer,
3ffi. diam. with about 250 turns of wire, and
'a slider along the top. There is no a jam jar of acid, a strip of lead, and a
'amplification and I was really surprised strip of tantalum. I made this up over
months ago at a total cost of 7s.,
at the result. A few evenings ago I was twelve
my charging has not cost me a penny
listening from 10.45 p.m. to midnight, and
(except, of course, for the infinitesimal
during which time I picked up three since
English stations, ,one low down the scale, cost of A.C. current). It is articles such
as this that have made PRACTICAL WIRELESS
probably one of the London stations, what
it richly deserves to be, the foreNorth Regional, and National, one foreign
station about 300 metres, Athlone, and most radio journal published.-W. E.
'Stuttgart, all ,at good strength and beauti- RYAN (Honor Oak Park).
'fully clear, and one or two others that were From an Indian Reader

too low to bother with. I was really

have taken PRACTICAL WIRELESS

amazed, considering that I live in Darling- from the first volume and think it is the
to'n, at least thirty-five miles from the best weekly paper on wireless I have ever
nearest B.B.C. station. I have come to the read. Please don't forget that listeners
conclusion that there is only one answer to in India want short-wave sets, and would
,the question, " Are Crystal Detectors welcome a good receiver of 4 to 5 valves,
Worth While ? " and that is " Yes." I have not including rectifier.-C. L. JOHNSTONE
just had another half-hour with this crystal (Longhyr, India).
set, and found five stations that were very " Made like a Gun "
good, two German, that closed down at
S1R,-I beg to acknowledge with many
111.30 p.m., and three English stations
that were sending out dance music. I think thanks, the receipt of the tool -kit. I
-,this is proof that there is still something suppose I am only repeating the statements
in crystal detection.-R. W. (Darlington). of thousands when I say that the kit is
the most marvellous value I have ever met.
A Universal A.C.D.C. Set with Midget They are really instruments of precision,
"..made like a gun," and will have many
Components
uses beyond tinkering with wireless. The
SIR,-Referring to Mr. Preston's articles packing
is decidedly ingenious. With

news are given.

Reports and DX tips, etc.,
are welcomed on the above transmissions,
and these should be addressed as follows :
Edward C. Lips, KDKA-W8XK, DX Club,
William Penn Hotel, Pittsburgh, Pa.,

U.S.A. W8XK operates on 6,140 kcs.
and sometimes on 11,870 kcs. for these
transmissions.-F. G. SADLER (Stamford
Hill, N.16).

Wavelength of New Cape Town Transmitter : A Correction
SIR, --In your issue of PRACTICAL WIRE-

LESS, dated Feb. 10th, 1934, on the top

df page 976, you state that the wavelength

and frequency of the new Cape Town

transmitter are 371 metres and 810
kilocycles respectively. May I inform you

that these facts are not correct ? The
wavelength of the station concerned is

500 metres and the frequency is 600 kilocycles.-D. A. S. SICHEH (Claremont, nr.
Cape Town, S. Africa).

A Bournemouth Reader's Thanks
Sin,-Many thanks for the " Everyman's

Book of Wireless," and also the pocket

tool -kit. I am greatly pleased with the book,

and it will be a very great help to me, and
I congratulate you on its production.
The pocket tool -kit will be more than

about midget components, I am of the the "Encyclopaedia of Practical Mechanics," useful and I am delighted with it.-K.
opinion that a large number of readers the "Home Constructors' Encyclopaedia" Bovril (Bournemouth).
would welcome a Universal A.C.D.C. set
of the five or even six -valve type having
three tuned circuits and ganged I.C. coils.

CUT THIS OUT EACH WEEK.

Schedule of W3XAL

SIR,-With reference to the letter of. Mr.

Using coils of a good make with a three -gang

Barnes (Faversham), re the schedule of
W3XAL. Whilst thanking him for new

condenser and other midget components,
a set of extremely small dimensions could
be designed.-J. WEsrsiorr (Dukinfield).
A Leader A.C. Superhet Wanted

schedule, I wish to point out that the

Snt,-The " Leader " sets that PRACTICAL
WIRELESS has recently published will be

valve is employed as a between -station noise
suppressor.

all over the country as a step towards
cheaper home -constructed radio, and I

with similar commercial sets.
When we look at the range of well-known
commercial sets and see the splendid
yalue offered in A.C. superhets, at prices of

1-

11i or 12 gns., we realize your task is not

an easy one, as these prices include speaker
and cabinet ; but, nevertheless, it is hoped
that PRACTICAL WIRELESS will design a

euperhet that will compete with any on
the market, both for price and quality.J. L. CRAIGS (Hendon).
Low-tension Supply

by N.B.C. officials with a request to send
details of same to the press. Upon arrival,
W3XAL was checked against his schedule
and found to be correct, otherwise it would
not have been forwarded for publication.
In point of accuracy it required no correc-

-THAT the additional diode in this particular

welcomed by many wireless constructors

think many readers would also welcome a
Leader A.C. , Superhet" incorporating
such refinements as A.V.C. and, perhaps,
tone control, etc., at a price that compares

schedule given by me was in operation at

the time of writing, and was sent to me

-THAT a treble -diode -triode has been tuldzd
to the already extensive range of multi -valves
now on the market.

-THAT the total current consumption of a
receiver

should

carefully

be

noted

before

choosing an eliminator to work with it.
-THAT special transformers are now available
to assist in accurately synchronizing a television motor.
I

-THAT tuned windings resonating at

microphone announcement of new schedule
heard by your correspondent automatically
cancels the original schedule.-A. W.
MANN (Middlesbrough).

375

:

c.p.s are employed in this type of transformer.
-THAT the glass of a window -pane will serve
admirably as the dielectric of a series -aerial

!

conlenser.

.

tion during the "period mentioned. The

-THAT an electrolytic condenser must be

joined in circuit with the correct polarity,
otherwise it may be permanently damaged.

,

I
11

The Editor will be pleased to consider articles of a

practical nature suitable for publication in PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Such articles should be written on one side

of the paper only, and should contain the name and

address of the sender. Whilst the Editor does not hold
himself responsible for manuscripts, every effort will be
made to return them if a stamped and addressed envelope
is enclosed. All correspondence intended for the Editor
should be addressed : The Editor, PRACTICAL WIRELESS,

Sat,-The article on Low-tension Supply
in the April 14th issue, by A. E. Oakley,

Geo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, Southampton Street, Strand,

of local charging stations where small

al letters patent.

W .C.2.

Owing to the rapid progress in the design of wireless

and to, our.efforta to keep our readers in touch
is extremely interesting and useful to many apparatus
with the latest developments, we give no warranty that
of us who are fed up with being at the mercy apparatus described in our columns is not the subject

The " Leader 3 "

:

" Exceeds All

Expectations "
SIR,-Many thanks for the " Everyman's

Wireless Book," which I have received,
and with which I am highly delighted.
It is just the thing I've been waiting for
as regards the testing instructions. I
already have an elementary idea as to how a
wireless set works as I've been experimenting for the past four years, and have taken
PRACTICAL WIRELESS since Sept. 30th,
1933. I also congratulate you on the Leader
3, which I have built. It has exceeded all

expectations.-J. W. Sim (Morpeth).
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calibre singing these types of ditties ; his

rich tones and excellent breath control

IMPRESSIONS ON THE

makes the songs seem masterpieces. Another,

vocal record of note is Derek Oldham's
contribution with two favourite ballads,

WAX
By TONEARM.

-

?

30,000 Recordings a Year
AT a conservative estimate 30,000 new

recordings are issued during each
year by all the gramophone companies in England. 'It is, therefore, impossible to review the merits of all the new
records, and in future I propose to deal

and .Afaire, my girl, on
H.M.V. B 812 1 . He adds a touch of
novelty to his interpretation of the former
song by rhythmically speaking one chorus
to the accompaniment.
Fleurette

" We're Fluxite and Solder- THAT job is o er the rehabs pair
we now step a ide
or
Soldering- We've done
ur dutyknown everywhere I
hence our pride I "

Light Orchestral Discs

Among the new light -orchestral discs

Marek
record,

Weber

and

his

Famous

orchestra's

H.M.V. C 2646, of the overture to Fledermaus in my opinion takes
of place. Even if you are averse
with a selection of them as they are sent to pride
to overtures to operas you must hear this
me for criticism.
for it contains some of the most
The " His Master's Voice Company " record,
tuneful music written by Strauss. The
have many interesting records in their famous
waltz which is the main theme
latest list, especially to readers who have to this opera
is equal, if not superior, to
radiograms. Pride of place must be given

See that Fluxite and Solder are always by you

-in the house-garage-workshop-anywhere
where simple, speedy soldering is needed.

ALL MECHANICS WILL HAVE

UXITE

waltz which was created by the
. to the . record, of the Triumphal March any
Viennese composer. Weber's nationality
from Elgar'S Caractacus, H.M.V. DB 2142.
Caractacus was one of Elgar's earlier works,
and a few months ago he expressed a wish

IT SIMPLIFIES ALL SOLDERING

makes him an ideal interpreter of this
overture.
John Barbirroli, the English

All Ironmongers sell Fluxite in tins : 4d., 8d.,
Is. 4r1., and 29. 8d. Ask to see the FLUXITE
POCKET SOLDERING SET -complete with
full instructions -7s. 6d, Ask also for our
leaflet on HARDENING STEEL with Fluxite.

conductor, who has been making such a
that an adequate recording of it should name
for himself with the Scottish National
be made. For more than twenty years Orchestra
season, directs his own
he had conducted the orchestra for the orchestra inthis
Berceuse and Praeludium on
recordings of his own compositions. As H.M.V. B 8112.
This is a plum -label
Sir Edward was confined to his bed at his disc and a bargain not
to be missed.
home at Worcester, he suggested that his
bedroom should be connected to the large
H.M.V. studio at St. John's.WoOd, London,
by two telephone lines. His novel idea was

FLUXITE, LTD. (Dept. %I -P.),
Dragon

Works,

Bermondsey

Street, S.E.I.

Dance Records

I pick Oceans of time as being the most

" catchy " dance "tune of the moment,. and
carried out, and two of his works were Ray
Noble'S orcheitra, have made a really

played by the London Symphony Orchestra,
conducted by Lawrence Collingwood. The good recording of it', coupled with The sun
veteran composer heard the orchestra is round the corner, on H.M.V. B 6450.
playing his march through a loud -speaker, They are both fox-trots and are from Jack
show, Mr. Whittington, Rai
which had been installed at his bedside. Buchanan's
He commented on their performance makes his own arrangements 'for his

and this no doubt contributes to
through a microphone, and his remarks records,
success he always seems to achieve.
were clearly audible to the conductor the
and musicians in the studio. They played I heard from a friend who has just returned.
America that this English band's
the work again and again until Elgar was from
are now the rage in U.S.A. Up
satisfied with their interpretation. The records
finished record is a fine memorial to to a couple of years ago noEnglish-recorded
dance records had been issued over there,
England's greatest composer since Purcell.
The music is stirring and ranks with' the
famous Pomp and Circumstance marches,
which. endeared Elgar to the hearts of the
most humble Englishman. The fine quality
of the recording makes, this record a
standard for comparison with other
orchestral discs.
Popular Melodies by Star Artists

Kreisler, king of violinists, and Pablo
Casals, probably the finest living 'cellist,
both return to the gramophone lists,
after, two years' absence, with records of
popular melodies. The former displays
his mastery of technique with his performances of the Londonderry Air and

Ivlial NS)ROVAI.ER

HEAYBERD
HANDBOOK

as it was considered absurd that any other
country's dance bands could compare with
those of the home of jazz. The recording
engineers deserve a pat on the back also

The third edition

for they invariably manage to invest
Noble's records with a " stereoscopic "

Have you got
mmz=a lished.
your copy ?-if not,

apparently " stand out " from the others.

There has recently been a revival of

get it NOW. Contains a. SPECIAL
TELEVISION SUPPLEMENT -with
blueprints of Kits of Parts for various

interest in old-time dances ; at Christmas
we had records of the " Lancers," " Polka,"

now, on H.M.V.

Fifteen. blueprints
showing how to build your own Mains
Unit, Battery Charger, etc.. Two pages
of technical hints and tips for all
amateurs.- Cut out this advt. and send
with 3d. in stamps for your copy.

television uses.

B. 6429, there is a new version of " The

Maxina " and a " Schottische," " Twiggezvous," by Sidney Baynes' orchestra.

From the old we pass to the ultra-

modern where Cab Calloway's band plays
Without Words. The Irish air has often four numbers, Zaz Zun Zaz, and Harlem
been called " the most beautiful melody Camp Meeting on H.M.V. B 6460, and I
in the world." They are both on H.M.V. learned about love from. her and Father's
DB 2117. Casals plays not quite such well- got his glasses on on H.M.V. B 6451.
known compositions Valentini's Gavotte, They are all fox-trots, and the first named
De Laserna's Tonailla, and Vivaldi's of each record is a slow one. Calloway
Largo on H.M.V. DA 1118. It is worth is one of the most prominent American
getting for the Largo alone, for he plays it Negro " hot " dance -band leaders.
with a caressing warmth that is impossible
to describe in words. Richard Crooks, the This Week's Radiogram Hint
American tenor, is still in his thirties, but
You can ensure that the adjustment of
has recently become the leading tenor at the the reed of your pick-up is correct by gently
Metropolitan Opera House, New York. stroking the left hand and then the rightOn H.M.V. DA 1360 he sings the old film hand sides of the needle point with the tip
hit, Smilin' Through, from the film of the of a finger. If one " plonk " is louder
same name, and one of the popular dance than the other, when equal pressure is
tunes of the moment, My song goes round the being used, it shows that the damping at
Mendelssohn's A May Breeze from Songs

World. _ It is not often that we have the the top of the reed requires adjustment
opportunity of hearing a singer of Crooks until both " plonks " are of equal st-it-agth

of

the Heayberd 1934
Handbook is just pub-

quality, which makes each instrument

and " Valeta" and

TELEVISION
IN THE NEW

F. C. HEAYBERD & CO.,
10, FINSBURY STREET, LONDON, E.C.2.

H.T. THAT LASTS YEARS-

PNOTHER STRIKING TRIBUTE!

Read hew Mr. Lees, of Gloucester, saved
pounds on his MT_ Bill and enjoyed,
perfect results with a Standard
Wet Battery, Ho writes :21.2.34. "The battery has
71been in. daily use since
Jan., 1933, and I am

m ore

Any voltage

than satisfied
with its service. Dry
H.T. for this period

would have cost about

£4. The set-S.T.300-takes app.. 15 m.a."

All Mr. Lees has to do now is to replenish the battery
and he will get another 32 months or more perfect H.T..

- also saving pounds each year. 120-v. 12.500
m.a. £2 complete, Carr. paid. Write for details.
. ALL STANDARD --.BATTERY SPARES. SUPPLIED;
The Wet H.T. Battery Co. (Pr.), 26, Lisle St ,
.

London, SP.C.2. Gerrard 6121.

-
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ATALOGUES
ECEIVED

Greatly

simplifies
set -

building
J.B. Linacore employs the
latest type of iron -cored coils. It
greatly simplifies set - buildingmaking the most of its super
selective coils by accurate matching
of condenser sections. Send coupon

The

to -day for free Blueprints
ideal battery or mains

Linacore circuit.

To save readers trouble, we undertake to send on
a postcard, the names of the firma from Whom you
require catalogues, and address it to "Catalogue,"
Ltd,, 8 / 11.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, Ceo. Newnes
Where
Southampton St., Strand, London, h'.C.2.
advertisers make a charge, or require, postage, this
catalogues of any of our advertisers. Merely state, on

of an

model

Enclose 2d. only

for postage.

should be enclosed with applications for catalogues. No
other correspondence whatsoever should be enclosed.
ELECTRADI X COMPONENTS

A VERY comprehensive range of meters and other
radio instruments and components Is given in

the latest list (No. 80) just issued by Electradix Radios.
The list, which runs to 80 pages, Is packed with illus-

trations and particulars of measuring instruments of
all kinds, wavemeters, dynamos and motors, switches
and switchboards, relays, morse apparatus, aerial
equipment,

and

accumulators.

Various

superhet

receivers, amplifiers, mains units, and an extensive
range of small components are also listed, together
with a variety of microphones for all purposes. Many
of the items listed are unique and unobtainable elsewhere. Copies of the list can be obtained for 4d.,

LINACORE

69'6
To JACKSON BROS. (London), Ltd
72, St. Thomas St., London, B.E.1.

Please scud Free Blueprint of Battery Node!.
Mains Model.
(Delete one not required.)
I enclose Id. lit stamps for postage.
Name

post free, from Electradix House, 218, Upper Thames
Street, London, E.C.4.
THE UNIGRAM

By means of the Unigram, recently placed on the
market by Cosmocord, Ltd., a radio receiver is
easily converted into a high-class radiogram. The
new unit consists of a motor -driven turntable with
pick-up, etc., mounted In a very neat and compact

cabinet on which the receiver is placed, and the necessary connections made. An automatic combined
switch and stop are provided, and when the record is
played through, the turn -table is stopped automatically.
The motor is adjusted for use on 200/250 volts, but is
easily adjusted to operate on 100/130 volts. Model T1

includes a high-class electric motor, fully automatic
stop, Universe pick-up and rest, and potentiometer type volume control. Housed in an attractive cabinet
it is priced at £4 19s. 6d.

Model P.1 is of similar specification, but has several
additional features, including record retainer, internal
illumination with automatically operated switch when

cabinet is opened, and built-in tone control. This
model is housed in a light walnut cabinet of modern

Address

Pr W.
Advert. of Jackson Bros. (London), Ltd., 72, St. Thomas
Street, London, S.8.1.

design, and is priced at £9 9s. Copies of a neat folder
giving further particulars of both these models can be
obtained from Cosmocord, Ltd., Cambridge Arterial
Road, Enfield, Middlesex. In another folder, which

can be obtained from the same address, particulars

VALVALUE

are given of the new Universe pick-ups. Two models
are shown, the Standard, which is listed at 20s., and the
Super Model at 22s. 6d. Both pick-ups are high-class
Instruments embodying the latest refinements. Par-

ticulars are also given of a noiseless wire -wound potentiometer which is priced at 3s. 6d.

1362 patents produce better valves

RAWSWOOD TRANSFORMERS

tised makes. Therefore, judge
them not on their low price, hot
on performance.
aez give
better tone, greater selectivity
and longer service.

machinery combine to make Rawswood mains
transformers high-class and dependable components.
They undergo stringent stage by stage tests, leaving an

Entirely British and Fully Guaranteed.
Post free from
"362" BATTERY TYPE

enamelled copper wire, the windings of high potential
are of enamelled S.S.C. copper wire, whilst the lowtension windings conveying heating current to wireless valves are of D.D.C. wire. A full range of these
transformers is given in an attractive folder, in which
filter chokes, power packs, H.T. eliminators, and trickle
chargers are also listed. Interested readers are advised

at hall the cost of much adver-

VALVES: H., ILL.. & L. 3/8.

3'6

4/8.
4/.., Super -Power,
S.0., 7/8. Var. Mu, 716." Vass B,"
9/, Pentode Type. 10/-.
Power.

;.4?. curs.).

THE 362 RADIO VALVE CO., LTD.,
(Dept. W.), Stoneham Road, London, E.5.

THE finest quality of raw materials and modern

ample margin of safety against overload and breakdown.

Robbing you of the good reception you deserve-

good tone, plenty of foreigners, freedom from
interference and unwanted noises. Get SUPERIAL
and you will know what perfect reception can be.
Ask your dealer.
100 ft.

3/6

76 ft.

2/6

50 ft.

1/9

25ft.

1/

ne New London Electron Works, Ltd., 6. East Ham, E.6

RADIO SUPPLIES

Send your list of Radio needs for our quotation,
Etta, Parts, Sets, etc. Everything to Radio stocked,
prompt delivery. 7 days' approval. Catalogue free.
Taylex & Standard Wet H.T. replacements stocked.
N. TAYLOR, 9, GROVD RD., BALK AN. S.W.12

PATENTS AND TRADE BARKS.

T(ING'S PATENT AGENCY, LTD., 146b, Qn. Victoria
K
Street, E.C.4, offer " Advice Handbook " and
Consultations free. 49 years' references. Write, call,
or 'phone. 'Phone City -6161. Director, B. T. King
C.LM.E., Reg. Patent Agent, G.B., U.S.A., and Canada.

QUERIES.

Querists must limit their
queries to three per letter.

EDITOR'S NOTE :

ii

Mb.

J. ELPRICK (Consett) : WM, Sayville (New York),
20.44 m. ; tiN4CN, M. Libert, 18, Rue des Croix,
Flenu (Belgium) ; F8NW, A. Guillaume,- Villa SaintJean, Hardelot-Plage (near Calais) (France) ; You hear
the R.A.F. transmissions (ground to traffic) on 65.70 m.

17, Rue Mayet, Paris, is the address of the French
Amateur Wireless Association ; the personal address for
F8NK was correctly given. R. BUTLER (Old Rent

Road) : G5NW, E. Allan, 8, Westfield Place, Dundee ;
G2GW, G. White, " Moonrakers," Hardenhuish,
Chippenham, Wilts; W1CA, W. Skilling, 29, Lloyd

Street, Winchester (Mass.) ; WiZA, S. Tagart, 70,
Pine Street, Chicopee Falls (Mass.). N. R. KINGSTON
(Northampton) : (1) Regret, cannot trace ; (2) Yes,

this was OXY, Skamlebaek, relaying the Copenhagen
programme. J. EASTON (Watford) : Poste Parisian
(Paris) ; not the Last Post but a few bars of an operatic
song.

RADIO CLUBS
AND SOCIETIES

Club Reports should not exceed 200 words in length
and should be received First Post each Monday
wornino for publication in the following week's issue.
ANGLO-AMERICAN
RADIO AND TELEVISION
SOCIETY

At the twenty-first meeting of the Uxbridge District

Branch of this Society members heard many short-

wave stations upon the club receiver. They included
POG, Brazil, LCJ, Norway, RW59 and RW75, Moscow,
DJC, Zeesen and GSA, Daventry. A morse-learning
class was formed, Mr. Minassian (2AAL), a qualified

operator, being the " master." Full particulars of

the branch may be obtained from Mr. Leslie W. Orton,
11, Hawthorn Drive, Willowbank, Uxbridge.
BLADE RADIO

There was an evening of entertainment at the last
meeting of this Society, consisting chiefly of a recital

of gramophone records. A play, " Flags on the
Matterhorn," which was specially written for broadcasting by two German authors, Gasbarra and Pfiel,

was particularly interesting, and was based on the
first ascent of the Matterhorn in 1885 by Edward
Whymper, an Englishman who had previously spent
five years in endeavouring to climb the mountain.
The records were loaned by The Marconiphone Co., Ltd.
-Hon. Sec., 110, Binaries Road, Gravelly Hill, Birmingham.

OXFORD SHORT-WAVE CLUB

The above club was inaugurated on April 17, 1934

with G2DU, G2CL, G5L0 and G6QQ among its,
members. Anyone who is interested in short-wave
radio is Invited to get in touch, either by writing, or

calling any evening between the hour of 18.00 and 19.00,

on the Secretary, Mr. W. H. Rawlings, 47, Randolph
Street, Cowley Road, Oxford.

Windings carrying normal loads are wound with

TELEVISION IN THE HOME

IN an interview, Captain A. G. D. West,

M.A., B.Sc., Technical Director of
Baird Television, Ltd., emphatically repu-

diated the statements that have appeared

to write for a copy of this folder to The Rawswood

in certain sections of the Press recently that

The "DAILY MAIL" says:-"I

West, " and in three years there will be
Television in the cinema on a full size

Electrical Coy., Preston New Road, Blackpool.

Trade Enquiries Incited.

IS YOUR AERIAL A THIEF?

REPLIES TO BROADCAST

there is no future for Television. " Television will be well established in the home
within the next two years," said Captain

recommend' SUDDEN' with enthusiasm." screen.
" Moreover, Television as a home enter-

SUDDEN
By OLIVER STRANGE

AN adventure of "Sudden," the famous
outlaw and gunman, at his best. Love,

-murder-mystery-humour-all are

to

be

tainment will be within the means of all

who at present are willing to spend on good

radio aural reception. I strongly advise
the public to be prepared for this by reading and understanding the principles as
explained in the new edition of Pitman's
" Television : To -day and Tomorrow," by Sydney A. Moseley and H. J.
Barton Chapple. This book answers the
book

found in this well -drawn picture of the Wild critics much more easily than I can.
West in its worst days. In an atmosphere Modern high -definition methods have been
redolent of romance, thrill succeeds thrill as demonstrated to the Press during March
the story moves swiftly and surely to a fine and April. These methods are a natural
dramatic climax.
Obtainable at all Booksellers, or by post 2/10
from Ceo. Newnes, Ltd., 8-11, SouthaMPton Street, Strand, London, W.C2.

216

development of principles discovered by
Mr. John L. Baird, the inventor of Television, and this book, partly historical and
partly technical, describes the early struggles

and progress of Mr. Baird."
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LET OUR TECHNICAL STAFF SOLVE

REPLIES TO

YOUR PROBLEMS
coupon on
pageTfte

must be at ta c thhe i cl 1

to every query.

NQUIRIES

If a postal reply is
desired. a stamped addressed envelope must
be enclosed.
Every

by Our Technical Staff

query and drawing

which is sent must bear
the name and address of the sender. Send
your queries to the Editor. PRACTICAL
WIRELESS. Geo. Newnes. Ltd.. 8-11,
Southampton St.. Strand. London, W.C.2.

could, of course, obtain an H.F. transformer coil to

SPECIAL NOTE.

I

We wish to draw the reader's attention to the
fact that the Queries Service is intended only

for the solution of problems or difficulties
arising from the construction of receivers

not guarantee the result.
I

NINA A MILLIAMMETER

1

have connected it in the H.T. negative lead in the
usual way. I find that on radio I get good signals and a
correct reading, but when I switch over to gramophone

"I have just bought a good volt-milliammeter, and

described in our pages, from articles appearing

in our pages, or on general wireless matters.
We regret thatwe cannot, for obviousreasons-

(1) Supply circuit diagrams of complete
receivers
poraries.

described

in

our

contem-

get a very bad hum which completely disappears
when I remove the meter. I can also stop it by giving
the pentode 7.5 volts bias, but this spoils the tone ;
4.5 volts is the correct bias.
Can you give me
any explanation of the cause of this hum ? "-W. C. G.
(Barnsbury.
I

multi -valve receivers.

(2) Suggest alterations or modifications of

match your present one, but as we have before pointed
out, although they would undoubtedly work, you would
not be building the " Leader," and, therefore, we could

I

(3) Suggest alterations or modifications to

commercial receivers.
(4) Answer queries over the telephone.
Please note also, that all sketches and drawings

which are sent to us should bear the name
and address of the sender.

It would appear that the resistance of the meter is
being included in some way in the output of your last
valve, although you do not state the type of receiver
or give circuit details. It will no doubt be found
that the inclusion of a large capacity condenser (say
2 mfds.) across the meter will stabilize the circuit and
enable the meter to be left in position.

ADAPTING A METER
" I intend to purchase a multiple meter, but have
noticed that the design includes resistances for reading

volts, milliamps, and ohms tut not for amperes. Could
you therefore tell me of a firm which supplies such
resistances so that I can use them as the required
shunts?

J. M. W. (Wellington College).

As you will probably wish to use the instrument on

ranges not covered by the shunts, etc., which are
supplied, you will probably find it more useful to
purchase a very low reading milliammeter and to build
. up a complete instrument to cover the ranges you
require. If you look up the article on the Multi -

Meter which was described in PaacricaL WIRELESS,
dated 11/2/33 you will find how to calculate the various
resistance values, and you should be able to build an
instrument for any range you desire.
USING AN ELIMINATOR
" I have a Universal model eliminator, but when I
connect this to my 4 -valve set I get a terrific hum.

Can you suggest any way to smooth this down ? "J. S. (Blackpool).

hum may be instability caused owing to lack
of decoupling in the receiver. In this case, of course,
it will be necessary to insert decoupling arrangements
iii the anode circuits of the various valves to stabilize
the set. On the other hand, the hum may be due to
the fact that the receiver is overloading the eliminator,
and it will, therefore, be necessary to fit a larger capacity mains unit. Without precise details and
figures, we cannot suggest anything more definite.
The

DIFFERENT COILS FOR THE " LEADER "
" I have all the parts used for the A.C. ' Leader '
except the coils. I have, however, two well-known
coils (pamphlets enclosed) and should like to use these
it possible. Could you give me the necessary connections?" -T. C. K. (Forest Hill, S.E.).
The coils used in the " Leader " are of the H.F.

transformer type but the coils which you have are

fitted with a transfer tapping and no primary winding.
Whilst it would be possible to use the reaction winding

as a primary winding for the aerial coil, the transfer
would render the use of the coil impracticable

in the present " Leader " circuit arrangement. You

GRAMOPHONE RECORD
CLASSIFICATION.

t_
1

Size

Label

lain.

Purple

10in.
10M.

Type No.

--

Red
Red
Blue

gin.
Itrin.

Dark Blue

: lObs.
: 12in.
; 10in.

Light Ate

0.

P

DB
CB

D.

DX
LB

10in.

i 121n.
I

i
5
5

10in.
10in.
10in.
lEin.

Red
Red
Blue
Red
Blue

Gold
Gold

LE

6d.

Es. 6d.
Es. 6d.

4s. RI.

/1

LY

}Berne

2e. Od.

receiver is tuned is obviously too high for the 200 -meter
transmission.
COIL CANS

"In

December you gave an article on making your

Columbia

It will make a very slight difference to the inductance
of the coils if you employ the larger can, but if desired
this could' be compensated for by removing two turns
from the medium -wave windings and five from the
long -wave windings.
UNDER -POWERED

have built an

I

all -mains 3 -valve

set, circuit

This employs S.G., detector, and pentode
output valves, and derives its H.T. from a mains

Pius

5.

Regal
20 noplione
}Empe ial

Es. 6d.
Es. 6d.

Is. 6d. 1Decea
as. 6d.
CA
4s. ed.
(To be eontinued)
F
DE

this, but the minimum wavelength to which the

enclosed.

Hosnoebord

41. Od.
6s. Od.

15. 8d.

A SIMPLE MISTAKE
" I have a 3 -valve set, S.G., detector, and power,
with a screening plate between H.F. and detector stages.
I get a humming sound most of the time, and on long
waves, the set oscillates without any reaction. With
very careful tuning it is possible to get one or two

eliminator giving 150 volts at 60 milliamps. The filaments are heated from a separate mains transformer.
Volume and quality are very poor on both radio and
gramophone. As there is a pentode in the output stage

which should give 4 watts, and
to

used as a by-pass between screening grid and earth
has been inserted between the screening grid and the
H.T. positive supply. Thus, no voltage is being
applied to the screen. You will have to alter the
connections to the condenser so that one side of the

doubt whether it

.)

(Swansea .

We think the principal fault lies in the mains unit

which you are using.

The circuit and values are quite

in order, but as you state that the output valve is
supposed to deliver 4 watts, we should imagine that
this is a mains valve rated to work with 250 volts
H.T. Therefore, you are not operating it at its best
condition, and cannot expect the maximum output.
The values of decoupling and coupling resistances
which you show would be quite suitable for a 250.
volt supply and we would suggest that you increase
this in order to operate all the valves at their optimum
points.

FREE ADVICE BUREAU.

explain, please ? "-J. F. H. (Manchester).

The examination of your circuit diagram which you
enclosed shows that you have no voltage applied to
the screening grid. The condenser which should be

I

watt, I should like some indication of where
look for the cause of the trouble." -B. M. F. J.

gives

stations, but the slightest movement of the dials and
a ' plop ' is heard, and the set oscillates
Can you

B.B.C. ADVI
AERIAL OVERHAUL AT LEAST
ONCE A YEAR

Is. Od.

- Is. 8d.
; 10in.-nig.
: 12M.

I

:
211'
61
Is. 3d.

way to tune down to\ the wavelength in question is
to remove one or two turns at a time from the tuning
coils, testing the receiver as you proceed, so that
you can just get the station in question. You
of course, affect the maximum tuning limit by doing

wood).
i

Name

Price

If the new aerial is longer than the previous one it
The only satisfactory

will have made matters worse.

alteration to the coil windings? "-J. C. W. (Criekle-

DATA SHEET No. 78.

;

REDUCING THE WAVELENGTH
" I have a commercial three -valve set to which I
have now fitted an outdoor aerial, the total length of
which, including lead-in, is about 60ft. I thought I
should be able to tune down to Fdcamp by using this
aerial, but I find that the dial settings have hardly
altered. I should like to get down to this low wavelength and should be glad if you would tell me how."
-F. C. G. (Cardiff).

own screened coils. I wish to make these, but want to
use cans of 3in. diameter. Will this require any

Cut this out each week and paste it in a notebook.
1

condenser is connected to earth, and the other side
h.) the screening grid, and then make a connection

from the screening grid to H.T. positive. The voltage
to apply will be some valve between 60 and 80, and
experiment will show the most suitable value for stable
results.

COUPON

ii

This coupon is available until May 10th,
1934, and must be attached to all letters con tabling queries.
PRACTICAL WIRELESS, 12/5/34.

Save yourself the trouble with a roll of PIX INVISIBLE AERIAL. Just unroll it and press it to the
wall or anywhere in the house and it sticks. Ever-

lasting lightning -proof, reduces static and sharpens
tuning. Mr. W. J. M. Bradley, Yorks, who uses one,
says : "Reception better than it has ever been on

the 40ft. aerial naiads."

The World's
Handiest Aerial.
Press it and it Sticks anywhere.
BRITISH PIX CO. LTD.,. LONDON,

PIX INVISINtE AERIAL.

..neme.5. ij

env
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Miscellaneous Advertisements
Advertisements are accepted for these
columns at the rate of 3d. per word
prepaid - minimum charge 3/- per
paragraph -and must reach this office

not later than Tuesday for the following
week's issue. All communications should
be addressed to the Advertisement
Manager, " Practical Wireless," 8 Southampton Street, Strand, London.

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES
offer the following Set Manufacturers' Surplus New
Goods at a fraction of the original cost; all goods
guaranteed perfect ; carriage paid over 5/-, under
5/- postage 6d. extra (Ireland, carriage forward).
PREMIER SUPPLY STORES announce the
purchase of the entire stock of a world-famous
Continental valve manufacturer. All the following
types of standard mains valves at 4/6 each. H. HL.

WESTERN ELECTRIC Condensers, 250v. working,
2 mfd., 1/- ; 1 mfd., 6a. ; 4 mfd., 2/- ; 1 mfd.,
400v., 1/- ; 2 mfd., 1/6.

D.T.H. Truespeed Induction Type (A.C. only) Electric Gramophone Motors, 100-250v., 30/- ;

t)
complete. Type Y11 100/250v. A.C. or D.C., 42/ -.

SPECIAL Offer of Wire Wound Resistances, 4 watts,

any value up to 10,000 ohms, 1/, ; 8 watts, any

value up to 15,000 ohms, 1/6 ; 15 watts, any value up

to 50,000 ohms., 2/- ; 25 watts, any value up to
50,000 ohms, 2/6.

rlYLDON Capacitors (Double Trimmer), 1/-. Utility
.0005 2 -gang Bakelite Condensers, concentric
Uniknob Trimming and Disc Drive, complete, 3/6.
r bISON BELL Double Spring Gramophone Motors,
complete with turntable and all fittings, a really
sound job, 15/.
AMPLION Cone Loud -speaker Units, 1/9, complete
with 12in. cone and chassis, 3/11 each. Worth
treb16.

ORMOND Condensers, 0.0005 2 -gang, semi -shielded,
2/8 ; brass vanes, with trimmers, 3/6.

NVIRE Wound Potentiometers, 15,000 ohms, 1/6;
50,000 ohms, 2/- ; 500,000 ohms, 3/6.

Directly heated 6 -watt Pentode. Directly heated 9 -watt Pentode. High magnification Screen Variable -Mu
grid, low magnification Screen -grid.
L. Power.

Screen -grid.

ALARGE Selection of Pedestal, table, and radio-

gram cabinets, by best manufacturers, at a

250 volt 60 milliamp, full -wave rectifiers.

fraction of original cost for callers.
THE following type 5/6 each. Indirectly heated
WESTERN ELECTRIC Mains Transformers,
Pentode, 350 volt 120 milliamp, full -wave Recti300-0-300v. 60 m.a., 4v. 1-2 amp., 4v. 2-3 amp.
fier.
500v. 120 ditto, 6/6. Dario Battery Valves 4v.. 8/6. 500-0-500v. 150
4v. 3-5a, 4v. 2-3a., 4v.
filament, Set of 3, consisting of Screen -Grid, Detector 2-3a., 4v. la. C.T., 4v. la. C.T., 19/6.
and Power or Super -Power, 6/6 the lot. Power or
RELIABLE Intervalve Transformers 3-1 or 6-1,
Super -Power, 2/6.
2/-. Dubilier, .05 mica, 1/9.
TC.C. Condensers, 250v. working ; 2mfd., 1/9 ;
ELIMINATOR Kits, including Transformer, choke,
1,000 ohm, 150 m.a., variable resistance, 2/-.
Westinghouse metal rectifier, Dubilier condensers,
Electrolytic Condensers, 440 volts working,
resistances and diagram, 120v, 20 me., 20/- ; trickle
charger 8/- extra ; 150v. 30 milliamps, with 4v. T.C.C. or 8 mf., 3/- ; 15 m.f., 50 v. working and
2-4 amps. C.T. L.T., 25/-, trickle charger 8/6 extra ; 25 mf. 25 v. working, 1/3.
KOLSTER-BRANDES Mains Transformers, Input
250v. 60 milliamps, with 4v., 3-5 amps. C.T. L.T.,
200-250 volt, output 350-0-350v. 100 m.a., 4v.
30/- ; 300v. 60 m.a., with 4 volts 3-5 amps. C.T. L.T.,
I amp., 4v. 2 amp., 4v. 3-4 amp., 10/-.
37/6 ; 150 volts 50 milliamps, 27/6.
AMERICAN Triple Gang 0.0005 Condensers, with r".iRMOND Brass Variable Condenser, .0005 complete with knob -dial 2/-.
trimmers, 4/11 ; Premier chokes, 25 milliamps.
A. Cone Unit and Chassis, a really sound job,
20 henries, 2/9 ; 40 milliamps, 25 hys., 4/- 65 milli 10in.
diameter, 6/6.
amps. 30 hys., 5/6 ; 160 milliamps. 30 hys.,
'
10/6 ;
J.M.V. Block Condensers, 400v. working ; 4 x 4 x 1
60 milliamps, 80 hys., 2,500 ohms, 5/6.
xlx
1
x 1 x 0.1 x 0.1 x 0.1, 6/; 4 x 2 x 1 x
HARLEY Pick-up, complete with arm and volume
1 x 1 x 0.5, 4/6.
control, 12/6.
Condensers, 2 mf. 1,200v. working, 4/- ;
BRITISH RADIOPHONE Wire Wound Potentio8 mfd. dry electrolytic, 450v. working, 3/-.
meters, with mains switch incorporated, 10,000 DUBILIER
Following
Lines 6d. each or 5/- per dozen ohms, 3/6.
Chassis valve holders, 5 or 6 pin, screened
PPREMIER British -made Meters, moving -iron, flush
mounting, accurate, 0-10, 0-15, 0-50, 0-100, screen -grid leads, any value 1 -watt wire end resistances,
wire end condensers, 0.0001 to 0.1, trimming condensers,
0-250 ma., 0-1, 0-3, 0-5 amps. ; all at 6/-.
SPECIAL offer of Mains Transformers, manu- T.C.C. 6 mfd. 50 v. electrolytics.
factured by Phillips, input 100-120v. or 200-250v.
PLEASE mention PRACTICAL WIRELESS when
output 180-0-180 volts 40 m.a., 4 v. 1 amp., 4 v.-3 amp.,
ordering.
4/6 ; 200-0-200v., 4v. la., 4v. 3a., 4/6.
ALL Premier Guaranteed Mains Transformers have
Engraved Terminal Strips with terminal con20-22, High Street, Clapham, S.W.4, MACaulay 2188.
nections, input 200-250v. 40-100 cycles, all windings Close 1 o'clock Wednesdays; open to 9 o'clock
paper interleaved.
Transformers, 250v. 60 m.a., Saturdays. Nearest Station, Clapham North UnderH.T.8.
rectified with 4v. 3-5a. and 4v. la. C.T. L.T., screen ground PREMIER
primary, 15/- ; with. Westinghouse rectifier, 25/-.
THE following Unused set Manufacturers' surplus,
4V. 3a. C.T., 6v. 2a C.T., 9v. la., 12v. la., 7/6 each ;
all goods guaranteed perfect ; immediate delivery.
4v. 3-5a., 22v. la., 8/6 each ; 10v. 3a., 14v. 4a.,
FERROCART coils, G1 -G2 -G3 with switch, 30/-.
10/- each.
011 -G12 -G13 -G14 with switch, 36/-.
H.T.9 Transformer, 300 v. 60 m.a., with

- -

T4 mf.

R&

H

'

PREMIER SUPPLY STORES

4v. 3-5a. and 4v. la. C.T., L.T.. and screened
PREMIER
primary, 15/-; with Westinghouse rectifier, 26/-.

PREMIER H.T.10 Transformer, 200v. 100 m.a.,

rectified, with 4v. 3-5a. and 4v. la. C.T., L.T. and
screened primary 15/- ; with Westinghouse rectifier,
26/-.
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Mains Transformers, output 135v. 80

me. for voltage doubling, 8/6; 4v. 3-4a., C.T.,
PltEMIER

L.T., 2/- extra ; Westinghouse rectifier for above,

giving 200v. 30 ma., 8/6.
Mains Transformers, output 250-0-250v.
60 111.a., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.) ;
PREMIER
with screened primary, 15/-.
PPREMIER Mains Transformers, output 350-0-350v.
90 me., 4v. 3-5a., 4v. 2-3a., 4v. 1-2a. (all C.T.),
with screened primary, 15/-.
Mains Transformers, output 400-0-400v.,
100 m.a., 4v. 4-5a., 4v. 2-3a., with screened
PREMIER
primary, 15/PREMIER Auto Transformers, 100-110/200-250v., or
vice versa, 100 -watt, 10/-.

MULTI Radio Output Transformers, 4/6. Twin

Screened Wire 3d. per yard.
CENTRALAB Potentiometers, 50,000, 250,000
half meg., any value, 2/- ; 200 and 400 ohms,1/-.
Canned Coils with Circuit, accurately
matched dual range, 3/- per coil. Please state
RELIABLE
whether Aerial or H.F. required. Ditto iron core, 3/6.
L.T. supply Units, consisting of Premier

Transformer and Westinghouse rectifier, input
PREMIER

200-250v. A.C., output 2v. amp., 11/-; 8v. * amp.,
14/6 ; 8v. 1 amp., 17/6 ; 15v. 1 amp., 19/- ; 6v. 2 amp.,
27/6 ; 30v. 1 amp., 37/6.
NAGNAVOX D.C. 152, 2,500 ohms, 17/6 ; D.C. 154,
IV! 2,500 ohms, 12/6 ; D.C. 152 Magna, 2,500 ohms,
37/6 ; all complete with humbucking coils : please
state whether power or pentode required ; A.C. con-

version kit for above types, 10/- ; Magnavox P.M.,

7in. cone, 18/6. Ditto gin. cone, 29/6. POLAR 3 -Gang STAR, .0005, manufacturers type.

Fully screened, 7/6, with trimmers, 1/6 extra.

TNUBILIER or Erie 1 -watt resistors, 7d. 2 -watt,

1/3.
MARCONI K19 pick-ups, 22/6. Westinghouse
rectifiers, HT.8, 9/6 ; H.T.9, H.T.10, 11/- ;
L.T.5, 11/6.

transformers for H.T.8 or H.T.9
with 4v., 4a, L.T. winding, 7/6. Wards transREGENTONE
formers, output 350-0-350v., 60ma., 4v. 4a. 4v. 2a.
12/6.
ELIMINATORS, outputs 150v. 25ma., S.G. and
Detector.

D.C. type, 12/6 ; A.C. type, 24/,

r11BILIER dry electrolytic condenser, 8mf. or

4mf., 500v. working, 50v., 50mf., 3/6. B.T.H.
pick-up tone -arms, 3/-.
ALL types of brand new American valves in stock,
first-class makes, guaranteed.
4735, 51, 89, 18, 19, 46, 59, 6A7, 15, 42, 41, 38,
' 39, 78, 75, 57, 58, 24, 44 ; 36, 35, 43, 12/-.
T

XU171A, UX199, UX280, 1/X245, UX226, UY227,

8/- ; UX250, UX281, UX210, 18/-.
B.T.H.-RK 6 -volt speakers, suitable for P.A. work,

27/6. A.C. type with field rectifier, £2/7/6.
MAGNAVOX speakers, complete with hum -bucking
coils, output transformers, etc., 152 (91n. cone),
24/- ; 154 (7in. cone), 16/3 ; Role F.6 (71n. cone), 17/6,
with their 2,500 or 6,500 ohm fields. Magnavox
P.31.254, 18/6. Carriage
C.O.D. Send for list.

paid, cash with order or

WARD, 2nd floor, 45, Farringdon Street, London,
E.C.4. Telephone : Holborn 9703.
HIGHEST possible allowance made on used wireless

sets or parts in exchange for any new set, kit
or parts. Peto-Scott kits supplied. Goods bought
for cash. -R. Wigfield, Furlong Road, Goldthorpe,
Yorks.

ELIMN A T 0 RS, 25 m.a. D.C. 10/-, A.C. 21/-;
Transformers 3-1, 5-1, 1/9.

H.F., L.F. and Dect.

1/9.

British -Made Valves
Ppwer 2/-. S.G. 5/-.

Carriage Paid ,".ash with Order. -Radio Electrical
Supplies, 237, Camberwell Road, London, 8.2.5.

SOUTHERN RADIO'S Bargains. -Set manufacturer's guaranteed surplus.
COILS.-Igranic iron -core band-pass 3 coils unit.
Screened. Ganged on base with switch, 16/ -

(list 33/-).
LIBSEN Super -het 3 coils unit. Screened. Ganged
on base with wave -change and filament switches.
Type LN5181 for battery or mains, 12/6 (list 30/-).
LEWCOS
Coils. -Types 0.S.C./126 ;
T.O.S. :
I.F.T ; T.B.F. B.P.F. band-pass filter, 4/ -

(list 12/-). Varley Constant Square Peak Coils 4/(listst
BP5). Varley H.F. Intervalve Coils 3t/15 BP6)./(li
8/6

VARIABLE Condensers. -Lotus

3 -gang

0.0005,

1216 ; Lotus 2 -gang, 0.0005, 8/6 ; Lotus Dyblock
single, 0.0005, 4/9 (list 9/6) ; all condensers arc with
dials, escutcheons, knobs, fully screened trimmers, and
boxed ; Hydra block condenser, 16 mfd. (2+2+8+2+
1+1), 1,000 v. D.C. 7/. each ; 20 mfd. (2+2+2+2+2

+2+2+2+1+1+1+1), 1,500 v. D.C., with terminals,
11/6 ; Dubilier 4 mfd. (2+1+1), 1,000 v. D.C., 2/0 -

mfd. (2.25+2.25) 1,000 v. for mains noise
suppression, 3/-; Fixed 4 mfd., 2/3; 2 mfd:, 1/6
1 mfd., 1/-.
BRITISH RADIOPHONE Class B Super -Het.
5 Valve Chassis. Wired ready for use. Complete
with 5 Mullard Valves. £4/19/6. Brand New and
4.5

boxed (list 12 guineas).

SPEAKERS. -Blue Spot Permanent Magnet with
universal transformer for power, super power,

pentode and Class B, 23/- (list 39/6).
LICE Spot. Genuine 100U, inductor speaker on
chassis, 13/6 (list 39/6).
BREADY
Radio D.C. mains energised moving -coil

speakers with Humbucking coils and universal

transformers. All voltages, 16/8 (list 39/6).
manent Magnets 18/6 (list 42/6).

Per-

Q.T.400 kits, all specified propel itary comporents,
£2/19/8 (list £4/17/6).
SPECIFIED Cabinets for Ready Radio Meteor
kits, 17/6. " 303 " kits, 13/6.
IGRANIC Complete Tuning Unit, known as " Igrani-

S

pak," for A.C. mains, 27/- each (listed 57/6).
RAME Aerials:ewcos
L
dual wave superhet, 91Feach (list 27/6).
SPECIAL Offer Lewcos Spaghetti Resistances, all
Brand new.

sizes, in original sealed boxes, 4/- dozen, assorted
price to trade, 36/- per gross.

PICK -UPS. -Marconi " No. 19" (1934), 22/6 (E.
32/6).

MAINS Transformers. -Full list of Mains transformers and chokes sent Free. Specials supplied

in 3 days. All transformers and chokes guaranteed
12 months.

ALL Goods Guaranteed and Sent Carriage Paid.

BRANCHES at 271-275, High Rd., Willesden Green,
N.W.10, and 46, Lisle St., W.C.2 ; please send

all post orders to 323, Euston Rd., N.W.1.
OUTHERN RADIO, 323, Euston Rd., London,

S6324.N.W.1 (near Warren St. Tube).

'Phone : Museum

WOBURN RADIO offer following new and Bank-

rupt stock :-

WESTINGHOUSE Rectifiers : H.T.7, 8, and 9,
H.T.10, 9/6. L.T.2 and 5, 10/6.

:

UNIVERSAL A.C./D.C. Eliminators: with three

positive H.T. tappings, 25 mia,

30/-.

A.C.

Eliminators as above. D.C. Eliminators 11/6.
ALL the above guaranteed for one year, and manu-

factured specially for us.
COLUMBIA L.F. transformers, 3/1, 3/-. Eaton
Iron Core Coils 3/6. Erie, Dubilier and Soradex
Resistances 6d. each, 5/6 doz. (1 watt). 4 watt 440.
each, 4/-

doz.

Chassis mounting

valve -holder.,

4/5 pin, 1/6 half-doz. Baseboard type 4d. and pin
(chassis) 6d. Binocular Chokes 1/2. H.F. chokes 1/-,
Rothermel volume Controls with switch, 10,000,
25,000 and 50,000, 2/6. Radiophone, 5,000, 21-.
Radiophone horizontal drives 3/6. Dubilier Electiolytics, 4mfd. and 8infd., 500v. peak, 3/3. Wego
Condensers, 750v. test, lmfd. 1/-, 2mfd. 1/3, 4m61.
2/3. Tubulars : 0.1, 0.01, 0.02, 0.05, ed. ; 0.26, 0.5, 9d.

Class B Driver and Choke 9/6 per pair, with suitable
B.V.A. valve and holder 19/11. Clarion 30h. 60ma.
Chokes 5/6. Colvern Ferrocart Coils, 0.1, 2 and 3,
30/6. L.F. transformers, 5/1, 3/-. Chokes, 30h. 30ma.
and 40h. 40ma., 4/6.
IjITS.-Leader 3, 25/-. Straight 3, 17/6. 8.0.3
22/6. Class B 3 Kit with plymax chassis and
iron -core coils, 25/-. S.T.300, 37/6. ST. 400, 47/6.
St. 500, 55/-. Quotations for any other kit by return.
SPEAKERS : Sinclair P.M., Power, Pentode or
Class B, 16/6 (carr. 1/-). Guaranteed 12 month..
ALL goods guaranteed, if not satisfied money back.
H.P. terms on goods over 40/-, excluding valves
and batteries.
TRADE inquiries invited.
WOBURN RADIO CO., 7, Woburn Buildings,
London, W.C.I. Euston 1571 (Back of St.
Pancras Church, Euston Road).

50 Tested Wireless Circuits
Edited by F. J. Celine,

Obtainable at all Booksellers, orby post
2/9 from Geo. Names, Ltd., 8-11, Southampfon Street, Strand, London, W .C.2.
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THIS WEEK'S SPECIALS

Utilities,

dapphmentary to the May' RADIO GOLD -MINE.'
1

/3
/8

EACH, LOTUS DIFFERENTIALS, also .0001,
.0003, .0005 mfd. variables, 11d.
/.BROWNIEoreroe DUALCoRANGE EorCsIMS.21:creened,

E-4Coy.woArtr 71/ir CONE SPEAKER UNITS
itObtfierC801EdHEieDoFroAILytirolt,A2N1p

2/6

Ciej..6UMAA

2/11

COILS.

TRkiN8171G8RokE), RS

t

Extensors
( s
CLASS B. DRIVERS and Output Transformers.

3/4
3/6 IowtlitroAlikTNo(t)ItDE,,/oIRON CORED COILS, with
5/6 A.V.C. UNITS, for Battery Receivers (list, 10/6).

,u

SHORT WAVE ADAPTOR KITS, with full

12/6

SHORT WAVE HI KITS, in sealed cartons,

8/4,

instructions in sealed cartons.
10/6 ,S;ITrallsALVE KITS, complete in sealed
complete.

THE PRIMA MAINS THREE
Offered on Free Approval.

30/- Post Free.

163a,

V Temple Bar 9338.
VAUXHALL

battery- or mains -driven superhet receivers, 3- dual range shielded coils complete with wave -change and

type 254 (7 -in. cone), 17/6.
B.T.H. Truspeed Induction Type (A.C. only) Electric
Gramophone Motors, 100-250v. ; 30/-, complete.

C.O.D. 1/- extra.
COLLARO Gramophone Induction Motors, 1102500 A.C., 35/- complete.

VAUXHALL. -Radiophone Radlopaks, Band-pass

or R.F. superhet., with Lucerne wavelength

station -named scales, medium and long, complete, £2.
VAUXHALL -Special for Radiopaks, station -

named scales, with fixing rivets, 1/9; made for
new Lucerne wavelengths, medium and long.
U'AUXHALL.-Radiophone I.F. transformers, with
terminals, 6/-. Radiophone volume controls,
with switch, 3/0.
JAUXHALL.-Valve holders, chassis type, 5 -pin
W.11., 4id. 7 -pin, 7d.; resistors, Dubilier, 1 watt,
7d. ; 2 watt, 1/2 ; fixed condensers, T.C.C., 0.002,

BUILD THE PRIMA MAINS THREE. KIT A.
Complete to the last screw, with chassis, all
components, sundries, and copy of PRACTICAL
Wmizmiss. Post paid, 30/-.
THE PRIMA MAINS THREE, KIT A.1,

guaranteed perfect.

BUILDabove, but with the addition of the A.C.
Mains power unit. Price 58/-.
BUILD THE PRIMA MAINS THREE, KIT B.
As Kit A.1, but with matched [set of three

British and fully -guaranteed valves, of exact specified
types. Price 85/-.
BUILD THE PRIMA MAINS THREE, KIT C.
As Kit B, but including high-grade console
cabinet and speaker. The complete outfit. Price
99/6.

MAINS POWER UNIT may be purchased separately ; price, 29/6, of exact type as specified.
ULTRA ' TIGER,' WALNUT CONSOLE

15/6

8/6
.11 /

CABINETS, a superb production worth 50/-.

CLASS B. III KITS, absolutely complete in
sealed cartons.
A.C. ELIMINATOR KITS, 25 ma. Class B
eliminators, 29/6.

1/

Sd. EACH, FIXED CONDENSERS, 1 watt re-

sistances and Grid Leaks. ALL valves. Edison

H.F. Chokes
Mansbridge condensers 1 mfd. SRL, 2 mfd. 1/4,
4 mfd. 2/8.
Bell Opt. jacks and switches {list 4/-) 9d.
9d.

THERE ARE HUNDREDS UPON HUNDREDS
of equally attractive bargains in the new May
issue of the ` Radio Gold -Mine,' the most comprehensive surplus radio lists published in Great Britain.
You CANNOT afford to be without them.

BUILD THE LEADER III
Try it

Free.

2516 only Post Free.

THEis ' Gold -Mine' Kit Guarantee as outlined above
your safe -guard. Hundreds have built our
Leader III Kits and obtained complete satisfaction.
You cannot go wrong. Exact to specified values
throughout.
BUILD the Leader III Kit A. Complete to the last
screw, with chassis, all components and sundries.
In sealed carton. Post paid 25/6.
BUILD the Leader III Kit B, as above but with
matched set of three British and fully guaranteed
valves. Price 36/6.
BUILD the Leader HI Kit C. As Kit B, but
including high grade console cabinet and super
sensitive Amplion Speaker. Price 47/6.
BUILD the Leader III Kit D. As Kit C, with the
addition of good quality British batteries. The
complete outfit, price only 57/6.

OR THE A.C. LEADER III
Also Sent on Full Approval.

49/6 Only.

Kit Guarantee applies again.
I We guarantee your satisfaction.
BUILD the A.C. Leader III Kit A. Complete to
the last screw, with chassis all components and
sundries. In sealed carton, price 49/6.
the A.C. Leader III Kit B, as above, but
with set of four (including rectifier). Triotron
BUILD
mains valves, price 84/6.
BUILD the A.C. Leader III Kit C. As Kit B, but
including magnificent walnut console cabinet
(worth 50/-) and high grade speaker. Price 99/6.
TGold-Mine '

If P.M.M.C. speaker preferred, add 9/6.
LONDON EAST CENTRAL TRADING COMPANY
(Dept. 31.111), 23, Bartholomew Close, London,
E.C.1 (telephone NATional 7473). Goods over 10/ -

value, postage free.

Over 5/. cash or C.O.D.
3D.

Under 5/- value -cash only.

STAMPS POST FREE. -Secure your copy of

THE

RADIO GOLD -MINE' TO -DAY.

For Everything Surplus in Modern Radio

THE 'GOLD -MINE STORES'

PEARL & PEARL

fAUXHALL.-Magnavox
Permanent
Magnet
speakers, all brand new, type 252, 'suitable for
Class B, power or pentode (10 -in. cone), 24/-; ditto,

2,500 ohm field coils.

8d. ; Ormond, 0.001, 7d. ; 0.01, 1/-.

send on full approval against cash or C.O.D.

W.C.2.

194 Bishopsgate, London, 110.2. All the following
bargains guaranteed new goods.
Cash or C.O.D.

GUARANTEE YOUR SATISFACTION.
SO WHY PAY MORE ? 30/- ONLY. The
Prima Mains Three Kit is made up exact to specified
values and of first quality components throughout.
The price alone falls short of this standard. We will
WE

Strand,

j'AUXHALL.-Magnavox Speakers, D.C. 152
(10 -in. -cone) 23/-; Magnavox D.C. 154 (7 -in.
cone) 15/3. Brand new and fitted with hum -bucking
coils, power or pentode transformers and 6,500 or

VAUXHALL.-Benjamin Class B driver trans -

formers, 6/6 ; Radiophone Class 13, ratio 1-1,
10/-; Barretters for 0.25 amp. D.C. valves, suitable
for Marconi, Osram, or Cossor D.C. valves, 9/6.

CASH with Order, post paid over 2/6, or c.o.d. ;
all

goods

unused

manufacturers'

surplus;

VAUXHALL UTILITIES, 163a, Strand, W.C.2.
'Phone : Temple Bar 9338.

Carriage Paid.

If

IBSEN, type L.N.5181, superheterodyne 3 -coil
ganged unit, specially designed for use with

filament switches, with leaflet of circuits and full
Instructions;
offer, 12/6.

Llist

price

30/-,

our special bargair

POLAR 2 -ganged Screened Condensers, with trim.
.

mere, pilot lamp holder, calibrated scale and

escutcheon ; list 27/6, our price 8/11.

TRIOTRON 4 -pole Balanced Armature Speakers,
type " B," sensitive, beautifill tone ; list 22/6,

our price 6/11.

SOVEREIGN Iron Cored Coils, with circuits,' 2/11.

SOVEREIGN Super B.F. Chokes, 1/9; ditto, Knoenter type, 1/6.
SOVEREIGN Screened Dual -Range coils, 2:9 each.

Short-wave H.F. Choke, 10-120 metres,
or panel mounting, 1/3 each.
THE Lincoln Super " Permanent Magnet Moving Coil Loud Speaker, all purpose universal tapped
transformer for Q.P.P., Class B., pentode, power and
super -power output, will carry 3 watts undistorted
output ; list price 42/-, our price 19/6.
LINCOLN STEWART 20 m/amp. D.C. Eliminator.
3 output tappings. New, tested, and guaranteed,
1IIORANIC
baseboard

13/11.
ORANIC Pentode tapped choke, provides tappings

I

from 1.1 to 6-1. List, 7/6 ; our price, 3/11.
LEWCOS S/Het 8 -way Bases, complete with valve holders, grid leak and fixed condensers 2/- each.
only. Unpolished Receiver Cabinets as used
for Macnamara " Golden Voice " receiver ;
191ina. high, 15}ins. wide, fiiins. deep. Complete with
back, 3/11 each. Carriage forward.

ARLIE 1934 Pick-ups complete with arm and
200
volume control.
HOTHERMEL
D.C. Speakers, 2,500 ohms with
106,

Universal Transformers, I6/6.

rsRMOND Permanent Magnet

Speakers

Universal Transformer (list 26/-), 16/6.
SCREENED -flex, 10ft., 1/3.

with

FAY Home Recorders complete, 4/6.

DOUBLE Reading voltmeters, H.T. 120 volts,
L.T. 12 volts. Watch Type, in case, 2/3.
goods new and guaranteed. Cash with order

ALLor C.O.D.

SEND for new Bargain List. It's free. Eagle Radio,
165, Hedge Lane, Palmers Green, London, N.13.
WANTED good Modern Wireless Parts, Sets,
Eliminators, Meters, Valves, Speakers, etc.

Spot Cash waiting.. Send or bring. We pay more
than any other dealer. Open 9 -8. -University
142, Drummond St., Hampstead Rd., N.W.1.
EVERYTHING to make your own Coils, Transformers and Chokes. -Lumen Electric Coy.,
9, Scarisbrick Avenue, Litherland, Liverpool, 21.

REPAIRS -REWINDING -OVERHAULS. New
cones and centres fitted any make 31/c chassis,
M/cs rewound. Mains transformers, etc. Receivers
converted D.C. to A.C. Write Repair Dept. C.
'WEEDON P.L.R. Co., 80, Lonsdale Avenue,
London, E.B. (Orangewood 1837.)

LOUD -SPEAKER, Transformers and Chokes re-paired 4/- each.

Eliminators, Moving Coils,

Mains Transformers. quoted for. Any kind of screws
made or small metal repairs done. Trade discount.
Clerk. 9089. -Mason, 44, East Rd., City Rd., N.1.
RADIOMART " Practical Wireless Short-wave
Convertor." Eddystone IFU's 2/6. All brass
.0001 short-wave variables 1/9. Short-wave HFC 9d.
ADM MART Practical Wireless "Prima Three"
Utility 2 -gang Uniknob Disc Drive 3/6.
R
screened coils 5/9 pair.

Suitable

RADIOMART Practical Wireless Testing Unit.
Philips miniature neon lamps 1/9.
RADIOMART.-All the other Components in our
new List. Stamp essential. -19, John Bright
Street, Birmingham.

\

H. A. WIRELESS for everything radio.
ARE you building any "Practical Wireless" sets?
We supply separate components, valves or
complete kits.
WE can supply the latest sets, components, etc.

WE do NOT supply second-hand components, all
articles being brand new and guaranteed.
SEND your lists of requirements, and we will quote
by return. Send for lists.
A. WIRELESS (SHOREDITCH), Dept. PW1,
H.

9 and 13, Hackney Road, Shoreditch, E.2.

Telephone: BIShoprigate 8169 (PBX).
EMUSSON 3/1 L.F. Transformers. List price 17/6.
Now and guaranteed. Our price 2/3 post free
U.K.
VARLEY Constant Square Peak Band Pass Coils.
Type B.P.5. Complete with switch, brand new
in makers original carton. With full instructions and
diagrams. List price 15/-, our price 3/9 post free U.K.
POLAR 3 -gang Star Minor Condenser with Trimmer.

Brand new. List price 18/9. Our price 7/6
PIONEER Radio, Coptic Street, London, W.01.

each post free U.K.

Museum 9606.

SPECIAL SUNDRY BARGAINS

(Cash with order only.) Igranic 400 ohms, baseboard
potentiometers, 9d. ; Lots of 3 dciz. assorted Dubilier
fixed condensers, 1/9 each lot; C.E.C. 1 mfd. conden-

sers, 1/3 each ; Climax binocular H.F. chokes, 1/11
each ; Slektun screened dual range coils, 2/11 each ;
Sovereign lightning arrestors, 9d. ; Sovereign toggle
switches, 9:1. ; Igraine 2 -pole rotary switches, 1/- ;
4 -pole, 1/3.

NOTE. -Many bargains, previously advertised, still
available.
FREE. Send postcard for Bargain List " B."
All Mail Orders Direct to PEARL & PEARL,
190, Bishopsgate, London, E.C.2.

Callers only, can also obtain all above bargains from
our London branches:
100-101, Houndsditch ;
and 11. Liverpool St.

gINIGINEERSI
ARE YOU EARNING
LEO' THAN A10 PER WEEK?
If so, you cannot afford to entry on without reading our 3.51 page Handbook. The book explains clearly and definitely many
ways of carving ant a successful career. Among other things,
It explains the Service of our unique Appointments Department, outlines Home -Study Courses in all branches of Civil,
Mechanical, Electrical, Motor, Aero,
Wireless, "Talkie," Eng. Building, etc.,

and gives details of B.Sc., AIM .C.E.,
I.E.E.,
0.P.O.,

A.M.I.Mech.E.,
A.M.I.A.E.,
MATRIC., and all Exams.

We alone Guaraxtee--" NO PASS -

NO FEE." SChetber you be an old band

or a budding apprentice, get this book
to -day -FREE and POST FREE.
BRITISH INSTITUTE OF ENGINEERING TECHNOLOGY,

390. Shakespeare House, 29131, Oxford

St., London, W1.
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PARTS
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Judging from the demand which we have
'experienced for Part Z of this work you
haVe probably already obtained a copy.
If not, you should secure one without delay. If you have had Part i this is just
a reminder ;that Part 2 is now obtainable.

The more you kriow about the subject
of still and animated photography the
more you will apPreciate the. clear and
practical style of treatment. This work
contains many beautiful illustrations, and
in ; addition precise details which, will
enable =ou to obtMn equally fine iesults.
The' articles - hiVe-nOt been written by
armchair photographers, but by men who
haVe made good in various brandies Of
the industry.

,Whether you area keen amateur or an

employee in: a firm of, photographers, a
stiff ,photographer on a newspaper, .a.'iree
lance press photographer,'or' the Owner 'of

a portrait studio, ydu will find that each

'part of 'this Work will prove not au,
expense but a lasting investment.

MAIN CONTENTS

OF PART 2
FREE-LANCE PHOTOGRAPHY
GASLIGHT PRINTING
MAKING A PROJECTION
SCREEN
A USEFUL DEVELOPING
CABINET
DRY MOUNTING
PHOTOGRAPHING
SMALL OBJECTS
GAUGING EXPOSURES
FOR CINE CAMERAS
PHOTOGRAVURE
SUPPLEMENT

WORKING UP PRINTS
IN OILS

P.W. Gift Stamp No. 19

PART 3 ON SALE FRIDAY, MAY 11TH

RAETIEAL

Obtainable from all
Newsagents and Bookstalls or 1/3 a part,

post free, from George
Newnes. Ltd.. 8-11.
Southampton
Strec-t,
London, W.C.2.

PHOTOGRAPHY
and AMATEUR CINEMATOGRAPHY
Printed in Gre" Itritain by NEWNES 44e PEARSON PRINTING CO., LTD,-, Exmoor Street, Ladbroke Grove, W.10, and
published by CEDEON NEWNEN. LTD., 8-11, Southampton Street, Sts'Ind, W.C.2. Sole Agents for Australia and New
Zealand : GORDON & GOWN, LTD. South Africa: CENTRAL NEWS AGENCY, LTD. Proefieal Wireless can be sent to any
part of the world, post free, for 17/4 per annum ; six months, 8/8. Registered at the General Post Office for Transmission
by Canadian Magazine Post.

